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PA T 9: FAMILY EDUCATI
PRIVACY ACT

NAIL I ; I" AND
F 197,1

TliKSBAY. AUI:IIST 2, lir"

I 101,t81.7. or itEr1(1.:ONTATIVKII,
Suncomm EI,KMENTAItY,

AND VOCATIONAL EDUCATION,
COMMEITER ON EDUCATION AND LA ,

IVaShit/g10/1. 1). C'.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:15 a.m., in Room
22b1, Rayburn House Office Building, the Hon. Carl D. Perkins
presiding,

Members present; Representatives Perkins, Blouin, Mott!, Weiss,
Quie, Buchanan, and Doodling.

Staff present: John F. 'Jennings, majority counsel; Nancy L.
Kober, staff assistant; and Christopher Cross, minority senior edu
cation consultant.

Mr. BUCIIANAN 1111(MIDINII), Today's hearing is on the Family
Educational Rights and Privacy Act of 197,1, commonly known as
the Buckley amendment.
$That'statute became law as part of the Educatidn amendments of

197,1, Public Lave 9:1-380. The Buckley amendment has as its pur-
pose giving parents of children in elementary and secondary schools
and students in higher educational institutions the right to inspect
the regular files kept on students by the educational institutions. It
is meant to give parents and students protection against damaging
remarks being put in files without those remarks ever being subject
to disclosure or rebuttal.

We look forward with a great deal.of interest to today's hearing
since the Buckley amendment has never been the focus of a hearing
before in education committees. We are particularly interested in
hearing how the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare is
setting about its task to administer the law and would like to know
from the different commissions and organizations represented here
today their opinions on whether that law is functioning well enough
as it is or 'whether it needs to be amended.

So without any further remarks, we would like to begin toda
testimony with Mr. Thomas Mace, from the Department of HEW,
and then the representatives of all the other organizations will
testify immediately after Mr. McFee in the form of a panel. SQ if
you want to come forward we will hear Mr. McFee first, and then

Higgs, Mr. Steiner, Mr. Salett, and Mr. Schirle, each in turn.
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Mr. Me Fee, you may either give your temtimony in full, or you
may a11Tlintiri7,0 it and it will all be included in the record.

Mr. Maws. Mr. Chairman, I would like to summarize it, and I

have it available for the record, and if it pleases the Chairman, I

would like to introduce it in its entirety.
Mr. BUCIIANAN, Very good; without objection, it 1H so ordered.
[The information follows:I

TESTIMONY

THOMAII 3, MC
DEPQTY MS/STANT CI T

FOR mANAormi!

OF

DEPARTMENT or HEALTH, EDUCAT

BEFORE THE
SUS 0 MITTEE ON ELEMENTARY, SECOND/41y

AND VOgATIONAL EDUCATION
RAYBURN HOUSE OFFICE BUILDING

AUGUST 2, 1977

ARE



Mr. Chai d members of the Committee, I am Thome B,

Acres, 1040tY Assistant Weetetery for Management in the

latent gedretary for Management and

Oudget At the Department of mosith, Education. and

Welfare. As the individual to whom responsibility wee

assigned to develop the program and regulations nocesiary

to Adelnieter the Family Educational Rights and Privacy

Act of 1911 I hope that a discummion of my experiences

over the past Mob and one-half yew+ will he useful to

the Comm

decision to hold

ura you that the Comaitteen

gilt hearing% at this time will he

of lignifigent aeolotence to the Department in its current

review of operational experience) of the Education

cammini4 under the final regulation. This review will

culminate in regulatory modifications and/or legislative

proposals, necessary later in the year.

Though i Am sure you are familiar with the basic prow

of the Act and the events surrounding its enactment,

would

ThA AO

to tepe a few moments to review thee° matte

certain rights to parents regarding their

child' education record/1. These rights transfer to the

student or former student who has reached the age of 18



or ti attending any school beyond the high eohoo1 levei

Stodente and former students to whom the rights have

transferred are called eligible students.

or eligible eitUddhttl_

Ijirjit:
b the school. However, this

does not include the review of personal notes of

teacher., or, at the college level, medical ci

enforcement records. schools are not, in our view,

required to provide copied of material in education

recOrds unless, for reasons ouch ad illness or great

distance, it is impossible to inspect the records

personally. The school May charge a fee for copies.

trite and all ible n 6, St that a

d b elieved tc be curate or

misleading. ff the school refuses to change the

records, the parent or eligible Stfident than had the

right to a formal hearing. After the hearing, if the

school still refuses the correction,. the parent or

eligible student has the right to put a note in the

record explaining his or her cencorna. Thin right

does not extend to challenging whether the grade

assigned by an instructor was proper.



4cgluiticiso
;TOM the_Adtent of 41140;4 AtOentbdfOrOuteloesinci

Any intOrMaii om atot n Isi-d_ 014,

effort to permit the school to continue ito normal

buainesi and activities, the law allows a school to

set its own rules about who among the fallowing

people may see records without the tdqUird cOns tt

School employees who have a Head -to -know)

Other schools to which a student is tranefe net

Parents when a student ever la is a
dependent)

Certain government
to carry out lawful func ones

Sponsors of financial aid to a student/

Organisations doing certain atUdien for the
school'

Individuals who have obtained court orders or
eubpodnael

Persons who need to know in cues of health
and safety emergencies.

In who nead%toaknow

Also, in ord allow for the continual free flow of

what has come to be viewed as public Information, Congrass

provided that "directory" type information such as one's

name, address, telephone number, date and placa of birth,

honors.and awards, and activities, may be ralaasad to

Wont' without first getting permission. However, while



edh0011 need not obtain prior tient they must initia

advice the parents and tUdente of theii intent to establish

and the type of information that is to be class

directory inforMation, and provide a reasonable amount of

time to allow the patent or eligible student to tell the

school not to reveal directory information about them,

9,111011V, the 40044 must netify,parents autelliqtnle

ntef__th.iiapt._ under_ this The actual

means of notification (special letter, inclusion in a

PTA bulletin or student handbook, or newspaper article)

is-left'to each school,

This Act was offered fts a floor amendment to the Senate

version of the Education. Amendments 1974. Connaquantly,

it did not have the-benefits which accrue through the

normal legislative hearing process. As the effective data

of the Act approached it became abundantly clear that. major

problems existed. In responee to this recognition, then

Secretary Weinberger designated my organization as the

"office" called for in the Act and asked that r lead a

team whose goals were (1) to assiet the Congress in

developing necessary modifications to the law and (

provide guidance, to the public in the form of proposed

rules, by year's end. Proposed rules were published on

January 6, 1975, missing the target by one weekl'however,

publication by that date was, I believe, quite a feat in



view of the fact that the amendments to the original law

were not signed by the President until Orto;mber 311 1974.

With public gf the proposed rubes, our work reellY

an. to addition to the 321 comments received, during

sixty -day public comment period, we received approximately.

eight thoUland'Inquiriol during the nine months of operation

which preceded development of the .final regulation,

egnizad early in the process .f.developing regul

thee the range of schools to be Covered. the oublact matter
7

of the Act, and the limited express authority to promulgate

regulations argued against prescriptive standards.

Consequently. I decided to involve, to the maximum extent

poleible, these who would be affected by the Act in the

development of the regulation. We accompliehed this by

a continuous exchange of thoughts with Congressional

and other Lnterasted particle, both educators and parente,

as to our ':current thinking" on the regulationJ.

Additignal considerations in developing the regulation and

our le pf operation pursuant thereto wore the following

criterias

'would We :n the Adm _ burden to which

educational institutions and agencies might otherwise

be sUbjected?



e n ind tl-mat educational agencies

and Lnstitutionn_ desired aeddi_tional' explanation

Qs eacenplii_ticatietn7
r-

seeuira the xegulattilan i 8 ccensisten with the
a

stattatery kdrovision on whi_en it was based2

ula the wights asecorded parents and 4tudents be

pzeserved?

ureuic the result rag p=Ovimior3 prove to be

adatirsistrable by -ha Depa=tment?

I chirLitve appLd_ed the ari-te=ia prudently and that, the

firsal\,Tegkmlationk(publLehed lat aline 17, 1976) achieves
the goal o'f giving eduatilon deren=les and institutions

ocesary glaidance, while mt mhe same time allowing

then the lexibLlity t meat tret= awn particular needs ;

howevet, this final has not neer= achieved at the expense

of the rights acorded parents and a tudents

The reeul=ant tagulaticml is pri-Tia=ily interpretive in

negate- Pus Stick's, it use the heads of both educators

ancl paxen5a who have ovneistr6n5ly held that a set of

s5andattlis is nCassAry if they, tha laymen to

wh6re it applies , are tcs avoid orifealorx.. ThiS is not; .

of couxse, to say that we have sowed all the problems

ered all the questions



During the course of developing the final regulation, a

number of decisions were made or conclusions reached

that reflect our management philosophy and impact on our

administration of the Act. All of the-decisions and

conclusi6s measure up quite well against the above

mentioned criteria. For example,

sp, The scope of. Coverage would be limited, in a manner

consistent with the statutory provision, to those

schools receiving binds either directly or indirectly

under Office of EdUcation programs rather than

extending the,scope to non-OE based education pr rams,

We might do well at this point to note that while

the Act is purported to be a functional Privacy Act,

it does not cover the education records of all

educational institutions but it does cover what acme

would consider non-education records at some

institutions.
-

We concluded that the statutory provision that no

funds be made available to education agencies or

Institutions having a policy that denies or that

effectivelyprevents the exercise of rights implies

that there must be am affirmative policy in

regard; that is, that education agencies or

would, be required to promulgatetheir nun rules and

procedures for complying. with the Act.



would urxdorgo sc

cY/procedurs development

et:lnj by policy makers at the State

cAW lo an sdnces liZW approval of a pOaley

clOokszien weld, ate then same tima -generate a naosive

ierorkLOadt ar-a4 not neaceoserily be to acCura

&en of &otai-al vracticee, it wad decided to

oOtee tftdimical, apoisiaracet but not to require that

oafish adt-Ica--ion eige=cr- and institution Stlbittit

PPU-CY',C210C52:11211'M to us for teview and approval.

Ttle etiazdad sticalirzenme required of those eaakiale fund

aropapecl. 15,4 orith- the policl; dew

assia'en=-4 of complienoe at a (giver' to

watt oat eamsidearecUtto& be of siortificant value in

admilois'airiAg r--he Act.

Ti s position went adopted that the law repro

reArki-mtma st.eandade mat schoole could provide even

gMlater 4a.eeguatrd 1Z they wishedf

A, coEia] t el'n was =ea=hed that the Act could not be

tiAed to avdseirida mxiting processes and practices

urgare not in di=oct conflict with its basic

pvlirpsese. Purho=nict=e, upon a determination

ue fro} vs a been accorded, the decieLon WeLS

made no-t t quest an Jae t tutional de te rminati.one



The case or complaint based enforcement mode was

adopted as being, consistenb with the statutory

requirement that voluntary compliance be sought

by the Secretary. The alternative was a massive

compliance Monitoring "which would have been

contrary to our decision on review and approVel.of

policy statements.,

The yoluntaty ecepliance aspect of law also led us

to conclude that there should be AO punitive

application of the fends cut-off provision and that

States with_ conflicting laws would be given reasonable

opportunities to make necessary modifications.

scussed some of the underlying principles upon

which we operatet I would new like to turn my attention

to our oper 'ational c4erienceS. Piret and foramosti

think we can say with some degree of assuredness that

while our options on enforcement sanctions appear to be
A

limited, this has presented only aminimal hindrance 'to

err ability to achieve voluntary compliance. Second, the

manner in which our resources have been targeted Seems

.to be havingai positive effect. Our approach is akin

to preventive maintenance, it you will - answer inquiries

(new at the 16K leVel), undertake outreach efforts first
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to administrators (50 speeches and equal number of

conference calls) and then parent /student groups and

finally investigate complaints (Approximately 100).

e, of cdurse, operating at the sufferance of what

administrators do to comply with the Act and whether

perente and students choose to exercise their rights.

:People just have not been beating down doors to get at

their records. This, of course, could change at any

moment. 'We have noticed, for example, an increase in

workload' associated with FERPA-related articles in mass

circulation magazines,

lie I eon, and ill point out a number of problem a

ingle meet positive surprise has been that the

education process has not Coe* to a screeching halt;

parents and administrators are not at one another's

throats; and, HEW has neither inundated schools with

superfluous requirements or,'in turn, been inundated with

paper. I am pleased to say.that with a few exceptions

we are current in responding to inquiries and have closed

more than two-thirda of our complaints without resorting

to threat funds cut-off. We have high hopes of similar

iuccess with the remaining complaints, which are invariou

stages of active investigation.



On the problem Side of the ledger, I find that many of

the alleged violations, including those which we believe
.

are valid. item .rom misinformation. 1Of what are

t glance complaints are actually inquiries regarding

pro of the law.) For that reason I have taken the

position that part of our investigative role is to provide

accurate, up-`to -date information to all who are affected

by-the Act. Partof our investigative process is to

offer our assistance to schools in analyzing their required
4

policies or, in the event that their policy is not in,final

form, to offer technical assistance in the development of

those policies. However, it is not my intention to

dictate to schools what Mans they =St employ to come in

to compliance with- the Act, but rather to suggest alternatives

which they may consideror, in bme cases suggest

alternative means for their co _ deeatien with the final

decision resting, for the most 01 the school.

While this approach to compliance has been greatly

aPpreciated by those schools with whom we have been involved

in the,complaint.process, it has not been entirely free

from eroblieno, From my corresponderice it seems that this

approach is so unique that some administrators have

difficulty- believing that we are serious 7 in our belief that
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our role is one,of assisting them in making the decision

which best meets their particular needs as opposed to one

of telling theet what we believe will meet thole needs. I

believe that so long as the amns of implementation designed

by/the institution function in such away as to ensure that

_ institution meets its responsib under the law,

! and to sneers that_the rights of parents and students are

protected, the role of my office as I have outlined it to

you is not only unique in the relationship between

government and the people it serves, hilt also effective

and efficient.

While the problem I mentioned ire pentially procedural,.

'and one which I believe will be resolved as we continue

our enforcement efforts, there are-problem of a more

ethnical nature which I would like to bring to your

ntion.

the most part,these stem from misunderstanding'

misinformation. For *ample, both parents and schools

seem confused over the disClosure of information,to tee

parents of dependent, eligible students. The law stipulates

that all'rights and responsibilities accorded to'parents

-I to the student once he or .he reaches the age of IS

rolls in a poistsetondai.yf, school.. In other words, Ono!'
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he or she becomes an eligible student. This Mains that

only the student has an absolute right of access to the

records, only the student Can initiate the challenge

prodedures, and only the student may give the consent

for disclosure iron his or her edudation record.-

Now.

1974, the Con

!et became effective in November

d that to prohibit schools,

froM disclosing\information to the parents of an 19 year ,

high school student or * college student for whose

taitina the parent Wasresponsibliawitheut first obtaining

the student's consent, wee inappropriate. Consequently,-

the Act was emended in December 31, 1975, to permit

schools to make disclosures to the parents of dependent

Children.

ThUg, ,parents of deg etudents do not have a

right to have access to their childien's education records,

a school, (Wending upod'ite own policy on the matter, may

disclose informetion(to the parents without obtaining the

tudent. Clearly, the.choice ofconsent of the eli,gi

ther CO do co recta ltution and there

should be,no cause for on this eatterA

Unfortunately, sons echoolsHind or parent' seem to be



operating at

provision.

Another domestic

non.custodiai pare_

once of the earlier

_11_ involves the eights of

pour view is that the 'law: giVe 3

rights to parents
Consequently, even non-custodial parents

have rights; unless, of course, their rights to be

invelvid in the educational well-being
of their children are

limited by some legally binding
document --a State law or

pecific language in a divorce decree, fdr example. To

.assist schools to avoid becoming embro d in domestic

eguabbles;rue provided that rights ba accorded all parante

v noes that they should not is made availayhla to

A.: While most have eagerly aocrpte4,this solution,

others- -supposedly for reasons of adoiniatTative convenience- -

inclined to ac ord rights only to custodial patents.

The so-called "directory
information" provision is another

ut which there is considerable confusion. X have

heard of everal instances in which an individual has rude

a legitimate request for the nano and addresses of

gradOating seniors only to be refused on the basis that

the,Act would prohibit'disclosure
of such lists. This

would be Wks in Cases in which thi'school had d dr



that it woul ecl+ose directory information for any

reason and had not followed the Procedure I outlined

earlier. However if the school had followed that
0

procedure, neither the Act nor the Department's

implementing regUlatiOn would prohibit the disclosure of

such a list. AcCOrdingly, any hesitancy on the part of

school aduinistrators to provide such information is

probably due to a lack of understanding of their

discretionary authority or to the fact that they have not

followed the required procedure.

-one ompi y heard is that the Act stifles

legitimate education- related research. The complaint

items, of couree, from.the.gemoral restriction on disclosure

personally identifiable education records to third

parties. However:, most researchers and administrators f

to appreciate that nothing in the law or the regulation

prohibit. schools from providing data in non-personally

identifiable form. Even-when 4 researcher seeks access
. .

to individual student records, there are several

alternatives available. First either. the.school or °tile

raseartigar may seek the consent of the parent of then

students-or in the case of eligible students, the student

themselves. If this is found impracticable, the law permits



the school to the disclosure without consent ao lo

as Certain conditions prevall More specifically,- schools

are permitted:to make disclosures to individuids or

organizations conducting research which will benefit the

school in developing, evaluating, or administering

predictive tests, administering student aid programs, and

instruction. The law further provides that

ust'be conducted in a manner which will not

ication of students and their

iduals other than representatives of the

n and that personally - identifiable information

be destroyed when it is no longer needed for the

purposmfor,whith the study was conducted.

o disclose information rests with th

school believes that it w_ accrue some

benefit in one of the three statutory areas provided and

the research organization is willing to abide by the

safeguardingconditions met forth in the Act, there is

no reason why the school could not provide the_ information

necessary for a study without the necessity of obtaining

the consent of the parent or eligible student.



Other iesuest

owing:

The so called law enforcement exemption ccntinuee

to be blare area. Though the Congress attempted

to balance competing interests (keeping police out

of.school recOrds and Students out of investigative

records) and, we attempted through our interpretation

. of the statutory phrame "seise jurisdiction" to

mitigate dislocating effects, old practices are hard

to die. In addition, some press-media representatives

have argued that this provilion is a restriction on

their first amendment right.

There has'been concern that the general liaaita

on disclosure from education records without prig

consent has had a deleterious effect on efforts

aimed at dete7eting incidents of child pose and

neglect. Here we have been able to allay the fears

of advocates by pointing out that the Act provided ,

several relevant circumstances pursuant to which

a o you are the

reports-Can be, made without obtaining prior consent.

example, pursuant to State statute, in a health

or safety emergency or when the report

personal observation rather than information

an education record.



he treatment in Act of medic iecords has

aised severe' serious questions. While apparently

base0d in the belief that direct access by the subject

individual could haVea detrimental effect, parents

and secondary school children-can

containing information that could

both parent and child. For example, dirett

to-a school health record may provide a.

with evidence of the Child having had a

venereal disease. While the privacy rights of the

:

parent vis-a-vis those of the child are obviously 4

:-ples'issue, -I an sure you can appreciate the

affect of this example on

treat such diseases.

4.
At the.post-secondary level, the law provides for medical

s to control and

And treatment records to be Available to the eligible

student indirectly, thiough disClosure to an appropriats,ly

qualified professional Of the studenti=s choosing.

Ilwould like to eemphasize my belief that the

ntation.of the Ar t- is prograsiing smoothly. - my

lance has shown that the majority of 'post-secondary



d'rapidly to Lmple0 the and

at the majority of elementary and secondary

jots yill be in full compliance with the Act

inning or the upcoming school year.

STATEMENT OF. THOMAS McFEE, DEPUTY ASSISTANT SECRETARY
FOR -MANAGEMENT, DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION,
AND WELFARE

Mr. McFEE. I am 'Thomas McFee, Deputy Assistant Secretary for .

Management JEW, I am the individual assigned responsibility
for the developMent of the program and 'the regulations necessary
to administer the Act, I hope that my experiences over the last two
and orie-half years will be useful to this committee I can assure you
that the committee's decision to hold oversight hearings at this time
will be of significant assistance to the Department in its current
review of operational experience of the education community under
the final =regulation published over year ago.

At the time we publiShed these regulations, We promised to open
up the comments process again after a yearif operational exper-

, ience. We did that on the first of Julyovand 'there is a 90-day
comment period which is now running and will be completed by
October first.

Because-I; am sure that you are familiar with the Act and the
events surrounding it, I will not take the time at this point to
review them. My prepared_ statement ineludes a short summary of
the provisions- of the Act In fact, my prepared statement is more
detailed regarding all the brief comments, I will make this morning.

The, Act, was offered' as a floor amendment to the Senate version
of the Educational Amendmehts of -1974 and -consequently, ath you
have already stated, did not include benefits which normally accrue
through the legithlative process. As the effective date, of the Act
approached,' it became abundantly clear that without this legisla-
tive -history, major problems existed.

Recognizing these problems, the then Secretary or HEW, Secre-
tary Weinberger; designated my office as the One called, for in the
Act, was to lead a team.Whose goals were; first, to assist Congress
in developing necessary modifications Ito the law and second, to
provide guidance to the public in the form of prdposed roles, by the
year's end.,_-, .

These proposed rules were published on January 6th, 1975, miss-
ingour target by One week. However, the publication by that date, I
believe, was quite, a bureaucratic feat in view of the fact that the
amendments to the original law Were not signed by the President
until six days before we issued the proposed rules.

With the publication 'of the proposed rules, our work retabjust
began. In addition to the.321 comments that we received during the
60-day comment yeriod, we received approximately 8,000 inquirieth
and questions during the nixie months &operations while we. were '
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developing the final regulations, We recognized very early in the
process that there was a very, limited expressed authority in the
statute to prothulgate regulations and that there was a need for a
tremendous amount of input from the organizations which we were
about to regulate.

I believe that our decision to involve the educational organiza-
tions and institutions, the educational community, in general, with
a considerable exchange of thoughts with Congressional staff mem-
bers and other interested parties was one of the real keys to our
success in the final regulations. When we considered these varied
,inputs, we made an early decision that the 'regulation should not be
a detailed prescription standard, but rather a guideline for schools
to follow as they came into compliance with the Act.

We set down some criteria as described in more detail in my
prepared statement. These would be measures we could use as we
made proposed chAnges in the regulations to see if we were overbur-
dening educational institutions with needless procedures. They
would help us determine if we, were providing them, the kinds of
guidance that many of them had asked for, and they would tell us
whether we were consistent, of course, with the statute, without

llying
up the rights it had accorded parents and students. And

astly, and very importantly,,the criteria would show us if the
resulting regulations would be administratable by the Department.

I would like to deviate for a moment here, Our experience
revealed a concept that is tremendously important to persons re-
spcmsible for the administration of programs at the Federal level.

All too often both Congress and the executive branch initiate
programs with administrative' procedures that prove to be overbur-
dening, both on the institutions and the Federal Government.
Neither has ability to carry through the overburden of such admin-
istrative procedures. We were very sensitive to this particular issue.

Chairman PERKINS (PRESIDING). May I say that is delightful to
hear from somebody in the DePartment of Health, Education and

Welfare.
Mr. McFEE. I believe that we applied our criteria prudently and

that the final regulations, which I mentioned were published about
a year ago, achieve the goal of giving educational agencies and
institutions the necessary., guidance, while at the same time allow-
ing,them the flexibility to meet their own particular needs.

Also, I am pleased to report that this goal has not been achieved
at the expense of the rights accorded to parents and students. The
final regulation is primarily interpretative in nature. As such, it
meets the needs of those educators and parents who have consis-
tently held that a set of minimum standards is necessary, if they,
the laymen to whom it applies, are to avoid confusion. This is not,
of course, to say we have solved all the problems or answered all
the questions with our regulatory process.

During the development of the final regulations, a ,number of
decisions were made or conclusions were reached that reflect our
management. philosophy and impact on our administration of the
Act. All of the decisions and conclusions measure up quite well
against the criteria which I discussed earlier.



Briefly, we limited the coverage of the regulation to the statutory
provisions of the Act. We concluded that the statutory provision
that "no funds would be available to educational agencies having a
policy that denies,"gave us a basis for requiring educational
institutions to .promulgate their own rules and procedures for
complying with the Act. ,

On the assumption that policy development procedures at local
institutions would be subject to some scrutiny at the State and local
level, we decided it would be inappropriate to review and approve..
these at the Federal level. The standard assurance used in so many
programs was not included in our regulations. We.took the position
that the law represented a minimum set of standards and schools
could provide greater safeguards if they wished. We reached a
conclusion that the Act could not be used to override existing
procedures and practices that did not directly conflict with the basic
purposes of the Act. In fact, we attempted to maximize Procedures
and processes that were already operating in educational
institutions,

The hearing process, for example, in many institutions was al-
ready in place. It was simple to adopt it and incorporate it into
implementing regulations.

We concluded that the case or complaint based enforcement modi
was consistent,,with the statutory requirement that voluntary com-
pliance should be sought by the Secretary. This voluntary compli-
ance aspect of the law also led us to conclude there should be no
punitive application of the funds cut-off provision. States with laws
that conflicted with the Act, would be given a reasonable opportu-
nitt to make modifications necessary to resolve the difficulty.

gain, as an aside, this approach to the problem of conflicting
State laws has worked out very well. There have been amendments
in almost all State record-keeping laws to make them consistent
with the Act, and we know of only one or two cases where problems

Having discussed some of these underlying principles, I would
like to turn my attention very briefly to some of our operational
experiences. First, and foremost, I think we can say with some
degree of assuredness, that While the law limits the options on
enforcement sanctions, this has not presented a severe hindrance to
our ability to achieve -voluntary compliance.

Second, the manner in which our limited resources have been
targeted, seems to be having a positive effect. The approach we have
been taking is akin to preventive maintenance, if you will Answer
inquiries which have now reached around the 6,000 level; undertake
outreach efforts to administrators first and then to parents and
student groups; and finally investigate complaints which have now
reached almost 100.

While I can and will Taint out a number of problem areas, the
single-most positive surprise has been that the educational process
has not come to a screeching halt. Parents and administrators are
not at one another's throats, HEW has neither inundated schools
with superfluous requirements or conversely, has not itself been
inundated with paper. I am pleased to say that, with few exceptions,
we are current in responding to inquiries and we have closed more
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than two-thirds of our complaints without resorting to threats of
funds cut-off.

We have high hopes of similar success with those in the remain -
ing complaints that are at various stages of investigation.

{fin the problem side of the ledger, I find that many of the alleged
violations, including those which we believe are valid, still stem
from misinformation. For that reason, I have taken the position
that part of our investigative role is to provide accurate, up-to-date
information to all those whe are affected by the Act. Part of our
investigative process is to offer our assistance to schools in analyz-
ing their required policies, or, in the event that their policy is not in
final form, to offer technical assistance in its further development.

However, it is not my intention to dictate to schools what means
they must employ to come into compliance with the AA. I will
continue to suggest alternatives which they may consider or in
some cases select or suggest alternative means for their consider-
ation and leave final decision-making on the policy with the school.

While this approach to compliance, Mr. Chairman; has been
greatly app_ reciated by those schools with which we have been
involved in the complaint process, it has not been entirely free from
problems. From my correspondence it seems that this approach is

.so unique for HEW and the Federal Government that:.some adntin
istrators have difficulty believing that we are serious. They have
difficulty accepting our belief that our role is one of assisting them
to make a decision which best meets their particular needs as
opposed to the more classical role of the Federal Government
telling them what will meet their needs.

I believe that so long as the means of implementation designed by
institutions, functions in a way that ensures that the institution
meets its responsibilities under the law while ensuring that 'the,
rights of parents and students are protected, the role of my office,
as I have outlined it to you, is not only unique in its relationship
between government and the people it serves, but I believe firmly
that it is effective and efficient.

While the problem that I just mentioned is procedural, theie are
a fell,' points that I believe need to be resolved in the months ahead.
They are of a technical nature, and I don't want to go into them in
detail now I will be glad to mention them if time permits in the
question and answer area.

Chairman PEnxisfs. You are inserting all of this in the record'?
Mr. McFEE. Yes, sir. There are four areas: the disclosure to

parents of dependent students, the problems with noncustodial
parents access,,te their children's records, some continuing misinfor-
motion relating the designation and release of directory informa-
tion, and last, the effect of the laN on research activity.. These are
treated in considerable detail in my full. testimony.

There are three other areas that arc still giving us some prob-
lems: the law enforcement exemption, the misinformation,, and the
problems on the effects of the Act on detecting incidents of child
abuse and neglect, and the treatment of medical records. We are
receiving recommendations and comments in all these areas during
our comment period. We are carefully reviewing the recommenda-
lions of the Privacy Protection Commission, and, in closing, I think



li would like to emphasize or re-emphasize my belief that the
implementation of this Act is progressing smoothly. My experience
has shown that the majority of institutions are moving rapidly to
implement the law, Progress is greater among postseconclory
schools than among elementary and secondary schools, but I have
high hopes that with the upcoming school year, these. schools will
also come into compliance with the Act.

I thank you for lour time, Mr. Chairman .

Chairman PERKINS. Thank you very much, It was very good
testimony.

STATEMENTS OF LOUIS IL RIGGS. DEPUTY EXECUTIVE DIREC.
TOR, PRIVACY IlitOTECTION '4T(JDY commissioN1 DANIEL
STEINER. GENERAL COUNSEL, HARVARD UNIVERSITY: STAN
SALETT, NATIONAL COMMITTEE FOR CITIZENS IN EDUC,11'ION1
AND STEVE SCIIIIILE.'REPKESENTING ASSOCIATED STUDENTS

'OP,THE UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA

Chairman PERKINS. Mr. Louis Higgs, Deputy Executive Director,
Privacy Protection Study Commission. Go ahead. Without objection,
your prepared statement will be inserted in the record,, and if you
can summarize it, it will help us because the House is going in
session pretty quick.

STATEMENT OF LOUIS I). DIG GS

Mr. 1.11Gos. I will try to be as brief as I can. I am Louis D. Higgs,
Deputy Executive Director of the Privacy, Protection Study
Commission.

I wish, first of all, to express the apology of Mr. David Linowes,
Chairman, who had planned to be here in spite of a previous
commitment in Sacramento yesterday, but he couldn't make it,
because of airline scheduling problems. You have his written testi-
mony and I will try briefly to summarize the major points.

[Mr. Linowes' statement follows
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to the omit),

l7

Il ;roach to relulitinet record keeping taken by the 11-ivacy

Act of 19/4, As you know, El:RIM encon mane the Lane range or pr

and fairnons concerns an the Pr ivacy Act, but In targeted on e

recerdni the individuals lo whom they wr,rteiis, And 00 institutions

that keep them. Unlike the Privacy Act, It doon not levy a broad not

of requirements on a (11V1Irril, mix of t rocookkooplog

'flue Ccvinission wan Interested not only In the degree to which incliVIduals

were protected under prlipAs bit alert In how effectively the targeted

approach has achieved Om desired Wilance among individual, Inotitutionall

and societal interentrin education record keeping,

To evaluate the tner Uri of FEW as a privacy C oteetion statute,

the Commission helm four days of public hear Ingo, at which 56 witnesses

testified. The witnesses represented parents, students, professional

educators, administrators, awl govertimmt agencies, At the time.of the

hearings, the final DI1EW FERPA regulations had been in effect lens than

nine months, although the statute had teen in force for almost two yeArel

and many institutions were still developing or had only recently begun

to implement their PERM policies and procedures, Nonetheless, in the

Commission's view the hearing t, ;Limo confirm. the necessity and validity

of moot MA RA requirements.

Educational inntitutions at all levels are necessarily granted

substantial authority over students and substantial freedom to gather

and use information about them without their consent or the consent

of their parents. this authority has traditionally carried with it

the rest-4,131bn ith-s of stewardship, hut educational institutions have

been subjected to unprecedented strusson steaming from population



ahlllty, greater breadth and dviclal I ,ntItan of kno

thri need fur profensionatImatIon and hureaucratimation, and the

eXPanding role of the rrxiornt gOvernmetit in education, Thome strenem

have, to varying (legroom, mimed Inmtittitional r intereato

Ivornitadnw Vitae of the PI.IIPA wan a dolt(' riLvp toward

remipr lti the ,color lmlArtoo 1,00_-41 Cllr intotot301 A) and parim

04111011 tonl l tout JOH; loin

Although rEliPA hen had e raw iny laed , plaque(' by con fun ton,

misioderntandin,), dotentIlvenon, and dolay, the Comianmion fond nohntantlat

dupwr t for ltn trinclpleo aryl molt of roquiromntq awn.) oducatorn,

parent7i0 and utudentm.

The CoraranIon hat) a 10 fOtirkl that the fItt IC

In FrAPA and ntr en.] thonod by the into I I (gent and tnitovaL I Je aperoa,71 of

c1lid4 In carryinii out Ito redrunaltaiitioa umber tho Act -- ntrated

labelled "enforced calf - regulation" in kvominq. snore widely under ot

and nn it becomen more widely underatool, to helot urrceived as an

ef fectiv ,41 for ntr hand the desired balanced. rnforced 'self-regulation

placed rentandthllity rev ilevelopiro and implemontirri palicion and twocodured

t11.3t wet minima rocralrortontl on tho educational Writ(' -tic:03

rhornnolvea. It states objectives for local inntittitionn but. /loon rot

prescr ibo detailed nuisIstontive ntandardn or town fine-graihoil procraluren.

Rather , it relies on making an Institution accoontablo to thono whom It

Frost directly affectd, wit.nnut requiring either pr (or Federal approval

for local poi Icied and Fvocodured or dyntenatIc federal monitoring of cacti

insti tut Ion's per romance,

Further, although thorn have boon some bite clalmt :,r unrcamonahle



itnplvMental ion of FIAWA re it etWnts, the Com

received no clOCUinontotl evidence of such costs, aui the :My nyste.satic

nsalyni,, or cont A provided to the Coinnssion ln,licatrd that the initial

costs for a major urban school (linty Ict wore about $11-.1 student, ion'

year and given the flexibility 1,1:141)A nllnw0, reduced WIthOOt

Inlent It tho Indlyl(1411 ntotIoni.

In (lei-tool then, the COnitlIndlonin overlap anior..f.itKot or rri(PA

win highly ravorable. iirwever the Corntibin ton alno cL)nOliklvtl tvit

stops need to be taiten to Incovo at>l strengthen the cot, particularly

erect ne;,eral nor low clap!) In its coverage. The CominsionIn approach

mulating stronger protections for the t'ri.liVidual's interest in education

records is not to limit the authority of educational institutions, but to

strengthen the accountnhllity of those institutions to the individual awl

to society. Our recoursendotions recunniLe that if ntudenth and parenter are

to bo propnly protected from intrusive or unfair pr.iction in the collection,

use, and dissemination Of education COMMA, oduCat tonal inatitutions must

I.3331C a lrge part of the burden roe protecting them. Our recomendatiOns,

therefore, nook to make educational Institutions continually more aware of

And renr.3031Y0 to their traditic of stewardship. we rely heavily on

openness, Loth to dispel unfounded fears end to identify and resolve real

on

problems. The Connisnion has made 15 specific recarrnendatinns that aim

at the following objectivont

1) to expand and st n:then 1:itsia's minimum

requirements;

2) to strengthen accountability by increasing

lracal ren,Mies and accountability and by

95 -3t2 0 77 -3
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foetal ing Pederal ci tic shone and

providing more effective Federal Sanctions for ouch

&Nees, and

3) within that eontea of atron+aer minimum requirements

And more effective aecountabilitY, to give each

OdueatiOnal institution n morn flealhie hand in meeting

its responSibilities and adapting them to local

circumstances.

In achieving the first objective, the Commisaion, following the lead

of the CAICW regulations, recommends that Mph be amended to require

educational inetitutiona to formulate, adopt, and promulgate an affirmative

policy to implement FpAPA requircronts. It further recommends that those

tequirementabe expanded to obligate the institution to establish reasonable

ProCeduroa toe

attend to the content and quality of h cord's it

maintains on individuals!

2) provide redress for an individual when a decision

has been boned on a record nubsecaiently found to be

erroneous, misleading, or inaPpt0Priatel and

3) Kotect the righta of students whenever it permits

or undertaken survey and other data collection activitiea.

The Act currently only provides for tighta of acmes and eoctoction,

which the Commission feels arc neeeSnary but insufficient protections

for the individual. They are, at best, remedial, not preventative. They

do not address the problem of stigmatization that is particularly prevalent'

in elementary and secondary schools, and arises not no much from a particular
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item of Intelm.itldn an Eros a coal Emit eau lun that the record an

a whole conveys, Thlo often makes It difficult for a parent or student

to know which itenin to correct or amend,

In addition, the recomition tbat intrunivenens in data coilrclfon

in a major problem led to the enactwnt of PTAPA And the retiponnibll

institutions to prOtect the pr ivaey if ntudonle In itui data

ion setiVitine Will recognized in the Mt. logo' attend spvilying

minimum requiremento, liewover , have never been lowed AM thud thu data

collection problem, in effect, has not been addrenued.

ftte &mission also reconsends expanding nom to encompass records

and record-keeping practices In two significant areas not currentiy

covered by the Act:

1) The records nd record-keeping practicon of organizat tans

such as the Educational Testing Service and the College

entrance Examination Board, which per f erm_tent ing and

data assembly-services for educat lonal 'not IAA Ions.

in so doing, collect, maintain, and disseminate vast amuntn

of data on mill ions or individuals; and

2) the records of applicants for admisolon who do not

subsequently matriculate and who have a strong interest

In assuring that Important decisions about them are

being based on accurate, timely, complete, and relevant

information.

In regard to the at-11101ms recess itself, the Ccersivelon ham

recommended that FERPA not allow letters of recommendation to be

subject to formal wdiver of the right of access, becaum the current



wdiver clanoe In, In flea, ineimnintent with fipir it of 1,1:11pA and

ton had the erroot or crvreing students to waivo their aewnn right. The

Cooninalon believes that candor In a ixotenolnn II obligation that 1111.10111

not Cary Lie pr Or secrecy or pi t lal

In mooting ctivo of ntron.ithooing institutional

cwoonntallilily, the L'orrall:Inion hag roo.mv.:n.1.0 !Ivo ittpl to ult 00.11310n

an inutitntion'ii Incrative to live up to lin rerWoirlIbilltioo. While

1,011A currently allows oubstantiol looal dIscrorinn, it do.*a not ottompt

to 10 roll advantage or existing local accountability wchanismo to

enrocto inntitutional respomilhiljty for (,ai dud appropriato record-

keeping ptactices. Three of the live tecouvendod steps nook to focus

the attention of these exlstlng local meckinkmn On recovd-kceping pawn

nu that public pressure will encouraga the dev::*10phent of accoptablo

ntiandnrdu and )rocodures ty implemunt the m11111111M MiklirUlmtll of Kum

tie Ceirrolsalan recomenda that Ftia,,l req.116 that Instructional Institut_ no

provide for parent or student porticinatlon in the establishment and

review or their pal ides and procedures.; for procedures to challenqe

iCiO0 or practices; and [or administrative fmnot loon for violations

of its PIZIWA

To strengthen local .srcount,,hllthy In Ulu waY, the commission behoves

that several major changes are nececoary In the Federal enforcement

role. It believes that DUN should be reserved .ad a court Of Ian ronort

complaints of systematic institutional [allure to comply with PrilPAr

and not relied ureet either to redress individual injuoticen or to review

or approve each local policy. :i3reov6r, , the comission ntrongly apixovan

the Evpar went is current system or enforcement which, like compulsory



rhltration, nankn to obtain voluntary compl laneo W' recoimi,vet howver,

that the currant taanotion or total Withdrawal of Federal funiii In no

(1141V OPOt lonao to the nature of VERA viola Will that It lack% crodnai)i ty

an a threat and 'AAA,' nx cituriterlx'r ivj if exec ;-"el 'Ehr for , tiro

Conniaolon'reconmenda that 1,1:111)A ho amondeil to trovi(lo that all or any

Lien of DON ranchl earmark.' for oduoatiou put Lon,m may he wIthlk::1(1

from an educational [nut itaitiOn when lin rolloy comply with fl idits

requirementa, or when evidence of mymtematic failure on itri'part to

implement Ito icy in ryconootod; but that tho aalqunt d should 1w

appropt Late to the nature of thew Jul at ion, Th in, fur thermore, In couple,1

with, our 'recommendation that an individual be pa'initted to ahlttiont,0

a civil action For injunct 1.1.0t! rellef against an inot itut Ion that Cal in

to provide him a r loht rtovlded by 14:141A.

The Cortnii.lAlOn' it third obj.:ctivy wan to give ediwational inotitui ono

a more flexible hand in rneetinq their obligations under Frryn. The

Conn isolon discovered a number Of examples whore' VI:SPA is pfescriptive'

rather than parminsive, limiting the oxercine of local disQrrtion,

particularly in regard to tl disclosure of studsit r ecordc to third

In the Corinins ion's judgment, the attemptn in the Act to pc et; lie ap:cific
balance% have croated more problems than they oolve, and the Connin ion

reconnerklationa nook ways of giving:educational Institut iono more

responsibility for striking tlier balancer between comociirrj interests.

Those recommendations addrenit five areas, of disclonuret the cc ca

"desk rawer" notes or teachers and adminitrators, directory inforanatfon,

and diuclouurc of student r e car dn to ceWarchns, Jaw sofor,:ernont' a:newton,

and social service mono ion
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The Current FEIWA provirllun fxol altin') clisclouure of desk dcal,vr

DOUG Walesa students on have oc esa, can prove harmful to the student

And may reduce the of feCtiveneso or the cci,Icaliormi prfair all. hence,

the Corrnissien recommends /allowing tiers, records to be allared for a

temporary period withoA Student accens, unless they are used for making

an odrainietrativt deAlon effect ing the ntudent, In which cane the Maslow;

ho Lad limo access. The Corroirinionln recommendation places rtgxcitic

emphasis on the desk drawer noon of d toe ipl Ina y officials, which han been

the major area of complaint,

FERIA allows nelleolb to create a category of records lona the

ide or statue of an individual, called directory information, that

is freely available to the public. however, it then allows ntuden

prohibit (Rancour° without the att pirminnion of any category no

defined. Tire CaTrniasion has Courirl that su,-h a procedure in costly to

the institution, to the press, and to other institutions who need to verify'

information, it also provides little real protoetion for the individual.

Thus, the Commission recommends that otOdontn not be able to prohibit

losure of "directory information," wept for address and phone number.

Use of school records for research and statistical purpooas currently

deo a problem Limier FERPA, since the Act is permissive and provides

stance to schools for resisting inrreaning demands for access,

particularly from Perlerally folded researchers. The commission ban

cevaremeneed in Its arch and statinrtiou stUdy, a standard net of

coed ttona tQc the dilo.sure of adminletrative records; be they medical,

or social serviCed,reCordo,,which It believe o should be .vp) ied

to education records. 'Stow rules sjiwo the ,codol author it les more



control over the condltions'of disclosure Through the row nt of a

+ton disclosure agrooment.

Any school or school district Is a microcosm of 'the unity In which

It exists and hence, to the degree the ,Juvenile crime, social conflict, drug.

and child oboe., and other social problems exist in the communities, schools

have to deal with them alone and In cooporstIOn with other community insti-

+elms with whom they shee rooponsibility for the waiters Of the child.

Nonce, exchange of Information between schools and 00141 service sod

Juvenile Justice agonclet hes incrused ignificently over +11. years.

This oschange has been a source of many benefits tothe individual and

to the service Ini+IfutIona'and also A sonrce of radl and potential

harm. FERPA attempted to strike the specif14 Wines In the*e complex

relationships by assontielly'cutting off the.flos'of information without

student or won's! consent, 9r soils cominilsory legal merlon, In 112h+

of the C40mIssiont recommendations for stronger ocCourrtablilfy structures,

!salon has reccomindod that educational Inlititutions be allowed

to lishpolicies that allow disclosures on a routine boat., without

parental conaen to social socsica vanoloil for opsOlfled

purpolloo that assist the schools In meeting their rosponsibill+los to_ _

the child. In Similar fsahlon, It Is recommending that school' officials

be 311owed to disclose Information to law anfOrcessont agencies in cases

Thorn cn+20Ing 0010140ns of law threaten the welfare. of she Institution

or ItsIts students or faculty, for Incomple,,In colas of drug sales, gong

- surfer., or extortion rings Within +ha school. The Commission I-fall:as

40efi'iwiwdarsia-scesatlat-abUis. thus Ira recommendations include

pablle reporting requirements for these cases.



Flnalhf, the Commission has paid special attention to the very

It- problem of record shoring between school officials and school

nt units. under FERPA, If an educational Institution and

-1* unit share'iny recordt, all'the records of the law

aae subject to the'access previsions of the Act. The

Ileves,that a law anforcoman+ unit of an educational

,,Institution should be allowed to exchange Information with the rest of

u onalAnstitution without making its law enforcement records

6 FERPA. At the same time, educational Institutions should be

hare education records, including disciplinary records, with

their lee enforcement units, onlyi,to the same extent they can share such

records with other law-enforcement agencies. Thus, It has recommended

changing the Act to achieve those objectives.

These are the Commission's recommendations for strengthening the
er

orticmS.of FERPA. Our report also points out several unnecessary

a InIstretive burdens that pm could remove through changes In

.regulations. W4 also encourage DIEM to 'raked more activaTole In providing

technical-assistance to OduCetionaPqnstItutiOns.to facilitate and expedite

the development ancymplemseation of such policies; and we encourage this

CommIttee give serious consideration to any such,essistance programs.:

-the+ DREW might propose.

' That =includes my prap ed raaerks. 1 and ay colleagues stand

_ Y to answer anY'dmeStionsIos may have

Mr. HIGGSWe included education records in our mandated study
(see Appendix 3) for three reasons: the pervasiveness and growing
importance of education records; the history of public concern over
questions of privacy and fairness in school records that led to the
passage of FERPA in 1974, and the existence of FERPA, itself.

Our study included four day_ s of public hearings, at which -56
witnesses, representing parent groups, student groups, professional
educators and administrators and -government ,agencies provided
both oral and written testimony. That testimony, in our judgment,
confirmed the necessity and validity of most FERPA requirements.

Educational institutions at all levels are necessarily granted
substantial authority over students and substantial freedom to
gather and use information about them without their consent or the
consent of their parents, This authority has traditionally carried
with it the responsibilities of stewardship. But educational institu-
tions haVe been subjected over the past 20 years to unprecedented
stresses stemming from population growth and Mobility, greater
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breadth and specialization of knowledge, the need for
professionalization and bureaucratization, and the expanding role
of the Federal Grivernment in education. These stresses have, to
varying degrees, 'caused institutional record-keeping interests to
overshadow those of the individual.. FERPA was a solid step toward
restoring the_ proper balance between the interests of students and
parents and the informational needs of educational institutions.

In spite of FERPA's ambiguous and confusing beginning and the
tremendous misinformation; as Mr. McFee pointed out, which be-
gan to circulate, the Commission found substantial support for the
principles and most of the requirements among educators in both
higher and elementary and secondary education, among parents
and among students, It also found 'growing understanding of and
support for the strategy implicit in the Act and fairly explicit in the
Department of Health, Education and Welfare interpretation of the
Act, which strategy we have labeled "enforced self-regulation" and
for which .I think HEW deserves a great deal of credit. This strategy
essentially places responsibility, on the educational institutions
theniselves for developing policies and procedures to meet minimum
legal requirements. Those requirements state objectives and do not
prescribe detailed substantive standards or fine-grained procedures..
The strategy relies on making institutions accountable to those
directly affected without requiring either Federal approval of local
policies and procedures or systematic Federal monitoring of each
institution's _performance.

We also concluded, however, that additional steps needed to be
taken to improve the Act. Our approach was not, to limit the
authority of institutions, but rather because we realize that educa-
tional institutions must inevitably bear a large part of the burden
of protecting the students, to strengthen their accountability to the
students and to the society, and we rely heavily on openness to
dispel unfounded fears, identify and solve problems, and to make
educational institutions continually more aware of and responsive
to their tradition of stewardship.

Our 15 recommendations aim_ at three. objectivesto expand and
strengthen FERPA's minimum requirements; to strengthen ac-
countability by increasing local remedies and local accountability,
and then by focusing Federal enforcement on systematic abuse;
finally;'' given those stronger minimum requirements and more
effective accountability,` -to' try to increase the flexibility of institu
tions in meeting those requirements and adapting them to local
circumstances.

If I may, I will briefly summarize what we are concerned about in
those recommendations. Number one is that Act plat_ = almost its
entire burden on individual students and parents ing able to,
protect themselves; and record-keeping particularly elementaiy
and secondary schools, simply isq not well enough anized to
enable access and correction to prevent the kind of abus which
occur; so we think that educational institutions ought to be asked-to
develop reasonable proced_ures to ensure the qality of their

cords, their E accuracy, timelesshess and relevance: That is the
t important. r'



Second, the Act, while it recognizes local accountability,' doesn't
strengthen it, and we think it should require participation in the
creation and monitoring of FERPA policy which the schools are

required to have, particularly the right to challenge those policies:,

. Third,- that it ought to be expanded to include two areas that it does '
currently- not -cover :One such area is testing and data assembly
services; such as the Educational Testing Service and the College
Entrance Examination Boards which keep records on students and
are not, covered by the Act. We recommend they be covered. The

second 'area, and one which is a very difficult area, is the area of
admissions records, where the records of applicants who do not
matriculate, are not now covered. It is a very difficult decision
process for the institutions of higher education to choose people to
go into --law and medical school, but now applicants have no rights to
ensure that their records are at least accurate and timely.

Third, we are
Chairman PERKINS. You are not in any way insinuating that the

grades, which are placed in the recordil are in any way tampered
with?

HIGGS/No; the point is Mr. Chairman, that third-party
information is normally submitted in the applications process
letters of recommendation, for example.

Chairman PERKINS. And the students all know the grades at the
timel

Mf.s-EliuGs.__Oh, yes.
Chairnia-riTnalarkis. And the Buckley amendnient would just, of

course, open the thing up wider so that students and parents have
access to all the materials in those files.

Mr. HIGGS. The problem is that a student who applies to the
Univetsity of Missouri Medical School,' for example, under Buckley,

has no right to see those application records, nor to correct or
amend them. And those records would include not just his grades
from college or his ETS Scores,- but they would include interviews
which have been made as part of the process; they would include
letters of recommendation, and so forth: And so, it is a -very
important decision for those students and an area where they
simply, do not have the same access to,those files which the Buckley
amendment provides for students to their files ....-

Chairman PERKINS. Do you think we should broaden it
Mr HIGGS. Yes, sir. We believe that Buckley should be applied to

the records of appliaants for admission, yes.
Mr. GOODLING. What happens in the case that now counselors in

many instances refuse to write letters of recommendation because
they know they are going to be read?

Mr.. limos. This is another area we took on, and I think* the
higher education community is going to be disturbed by the recom-
mendations, or at least some of them will The letters of recommen
dation is a tough issue, and right now the Act has a waiver. We
have evidence in.our testimony that the waiver is, in effect, being
used to coerce students to waive. The professionals feel they need
confidentiality in order to be candid. The only studies on this show
that whether or not the letters of recommendation- were open,
didn't affect the contents; but I wouldn't want to press the reliabil-
ity of; that study. It is just an indication.



Certainly the academic community is very sensitive to it. The
testimony on the other side says it really doesn't make a difference.
If a man wants to write a bad letter, he puts it in good language and
kills, with kindness, riot viciousness, and, in effect, that most facul-
ties will not write a letter if they are going to really send derogatory
information. They simply will tell the student, no, giving one reason_
or another. -

But there is inctcation that pressure has been put on students to
waive their rights and the Commission's position is that, if the price

- of candor is secrecy, maybe the price is too high. So we are
recommending that a student not be allowed to formally waive his
right, although he need not exercise it and may make whatever
agreement he would with the individual faculty member but the
educational institution could not provide forms or provide pressure.
The Act explicitly prohibits pressure, but the evidence is that there
is a lot of pressure on the students to waive their rights to see those
letters of recommendation.

We found very much confirming evidence of Mr. IVIcFee's testi-
mony on the strategy that the DHEW approach of being a court of
last resort for complaints about systematic 'institutional failure is

portant. We feel that the sanction of total withdrawal of Federal
funds is simply not credible, and we feel that that ought to be
expanded so that HEW would be able to withhold any or all funds
pro ortionate. to the nature of the offense.

nally, we think that HEW is not a very good tool for the
"remedy of individual injustices, and we feel that a citizen should be
able to seek civil action for injunctive relief. Most of the abuses
occur not at the policy level, but at the operational level in given
schools withinjarge districts.

Chairman PERKINS. You know, I am a little, worried when the
Privacy Cominission proposes an amendment whereby a student or
parent or guardian could file a civil suit against the educational
agency and someone else would pay the cost. I would hope we would
never agree to this The 1974 law requires a plan to be adopted and
approved and Federal funds cut off if not implemented.

I see no need to take it into the courts. .I will tell you__why.
Condemnation cases doWn my way are pending by the thousands,
and you are not going to do anything except clutter the courts up,
and then they may get relief two or three years after that If we
can't do this_ job administratively, you people should -step out or
somebody else take your place, or somebody else should take the
place at the higher educational institutions. It is just that simple.

We can write -laws without getting everybody here in court, I
think. If we can't, we are derelict, and you people certainly are
derelict if we can't straighten out this little problem without sug-
gesting lawsuits. That is all I have-to say about it.

Go .ahead with the next witness. Mr. Daniel Steiner, General
Courksel, Harvard University,

STATEMENT OF DANIEL STEINER

Mr. STEINER. Thank you Mr. Chairman.,
Chairman PERKINS. Every way I see, we are wanting to go into

court any more, and you can't get a case tried in five or six years.
Go ahead.
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Mr. STEINER. That is the way it is in the Federal District Court in
Boston, Mr. Chairman; the backlog that exists there.

Chairman PERKINS. About five or six years?
Mr. STEINER.. That is right. I would also say we were-sued on the

day the BuckieY amendment became effective in the Federal Dis-
trict Court in Boston.

Chairman PERKINS. I think there is some way to simplify. this -
thing, I really do, to give everybody their rights. I don't want
anybody deprived of a legal right. There should be a remedy in'
court. But here there is no earthly, excuse in the world to deprive
anybody of a legal right We can penalize through our own legisla-
tive' enactments, through the Office of Education, people who will

bey the .law, and I think that is really the way to approach this
thing instead of cluttering all the dockets up in the world.

Go ahead.
Mr. STEINER. Thank you; Mr. Chairman.- I would, like to hit the

high spots, if you will, of my testimony.
Chairman PERKINS. Without objection, your prepared statement

will be inserted in the record.
[The statement of Daniel Steiner followF:i

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

E ON EDUCATION AND LAEOR

E ON MEMEL WORN= AND

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

stiaMfr OF DANIEL

GENERAL COUNSEL. _HARVARD urilvasnit
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n and t4en ib arc of the Sub t tttea

appreciate thsoppurtuntty,to testify today on the Family
. . ..

EducitionalAightsomi.friVacy Act, more commonly known as the Buckley

scent. These oversight hearing, are particularly welcome because'

Min, the first opportunity for formal testimony

before the Congress on the Amendment, which originated On the floor of

the Senate and. was enacted without the benefit'ef hearings. I shall use

this opportunity, therefore, to raise some serious issues insofar as the

Amendosnt affects higher education in genera/ and Harvard University in
, . .

particular.- -lent also comment briefly on the reCommendations:wf the

Privacy 'Protietion Sandy. Cotonission.

-' Any consideration of the recommendations of the Privacy Pro

fission should begin with an examination Buckley Amend-

went itself. The recommendations seek to build upon the foundation laid

o the origins legislation and are -an extension of the premises upon

which that legislation was based.. Only if those premises-represent sound

'public policy and only if the Buckley Amendment on close examination proves

to have been

imposition of forth

the power of the federal government do,the

ructions on colleges end universities warrant

serious considerationi

The Buckley Amendment Probably would not have become law insofar as

higher sducation'is ionterned had there been opportunity for Congressional

hearings and full consideration by the Congress, -The legislation wee ini-

lly apply toyrimary and secondary educations). institutions

because there was some indication that there was a.need for the legislation



itutions. Coverage of institutions of higher education was added

_ thought with no ,evidence that there was any need for the lees-,

We,originally enacted, the legislation had serious defects when

4 to colleges. and universities, -and- within two months of its effec-

tive date, the Congress passed corrective amendmente

Evan with these changes the.Bucicley Amendment represents an unwise

ties of federal power, And any, effort to extend its reach should be sub-

the most cerefulacrutiny. We take this pasition'not because We do

compact the privacy of students, which we have done for many years prior

lotion, or because our student.files'Contain damaging informa-

1 that _ins to disclose to students. I shell state, as

%briefly As possible, three reasons for our pAitien.

First, the amendment Affects significantly and uniformly the tntes

affairs of elmast all institutions of higher education in the United States,

be they two year jOrdifirOollegea or major research institutions. By defini-

tion any such intervention reifies very serious polity questions because the

diversity and relative autonomy of univer

bierOmportant factors in the development of what

to Wthe best system of higher education in the wer14.

ed States have
.

sly recognized

easofh

endeavor are cloaked With more uncertainty and difficult questions them

education. Out institutions, with all their faults, have flourished

because our society has allowed bread latitude foC differecteppreaches

the.mnie left decisions to faculty and administrators whose lives are

educational, process, The Buckley Amendment cuts sharply into

ivetaity and autonomywith no'evidence of any need far this dr;fietim

cond. the Amendment
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loetitutI s such-as Harvard. The ultimate losers are, of tour the students.

very group the Amendment was designed to protect. let me Maitre this

point few examples drawn from consideration of the Amendmeut'seffect

on. undergraduate education at Harvard.

Central t education -is the admissions process. Each year

rvard hell about :seven applicants for each place in the-entering cless

scions decisions, the Committee on Admissions has not simply'

he test scores and grades but-has tried to assess carefully and in

depth thestrengths and weaknesses of each applicant. Such a system La heavily

dependent upon frank letters of recommendation from secondary school teachers

and edminiatretors and ftom a network of alumni interviewers around the

redictable and actual effect

unless an applicant has waived his righ

uckley AseiVment has be-

Attei. letters o

Ion tend to be bland and thus of little u

equentiy no longer,reteives evaluations that

to accept or reject an applitsnt.

We now know leas about etudenta whom we have admitted,- and

underyle- y Amendment. letters of recommendation when the student has

waived his right to see thee may be used only by the Admissions office. The

net effect of smaller knowledge of the admittecistudents and the restriction

on'the use of lat_era is that college officials reach less informed dedisions

affecting students. consider, for example. the assignment of roommate, and

reehman Advisors. In both 'eases the more the Freshman Dean's Office knows

about the student the wiser the decisions are likely to be Comparably, the

dvisor who works with the freshman during What for many students is *

cult year. of adjustment known much leis about the student.

.The Committee on Adnia-

y be critical in reaching



It may he h

the kind of useful to a committe AdMISSiatS, A

nd an advisor. Attached to this tatenent are twn

hat were aubmitted'on a waived basis (facts that

could identify the atudent have been changed,) Both talk frankly about the

udent in a way that enables the reader to distinguish him as an individual,

and present hie weaknessea cc Well as his strengths. According to=our Dean

Admisaions.Un letter to which a student had access would speak so frankly.

Although the student WAS admitted, because of the Buckley Amendment the

ould not be given to the Freshman Bean's Office or his adviaor.

clear that the Information in'the lettere would enable a conscientious

college official to serve the !student better, especially if the student had

Problems during hie first year.

The Buckley Anendment affects in a comparable wanner the entire under=

graduate experience, Advisors and tutors reports and evaluations by faculty`

tend to be much lese'oseful. Files are more sterile, giving little aortae of-

the studentas a unique individual. A reader of the tile, who may be trying

to counsel the student on academic problems or write a setter of recomesenda=

tion for admiesion to a graduate school, !pane little Sense of the development

of the student and hie trivia and triunpha from his high school days thrbugh

:his senior year at The file today-is most likely to be a collection

of it'l'and B"s and some C's, some reports indieetinwthat the student attended

his tutorial sessions quite regularli.andthat most of his papers were well

written, and a note that he missed his French examination because he had the

u.' In arge, institution each as narvard, where records had played an

important role:in helping students.',the Buckley Amendment has weakened the

educational proceea7



atop-Amendment has imposed iiniiirent rase, upon

unlikely to achieve its Objectives. The coats are of

a considerable time and money that has been

,pent and continues to be spent i.n implementing and administering the

Amendaent. Administrators and faculty members to sine Berverd fatuities

Inure in Seeking to understand a tomplexJav and

ng circuremtamces in each of the

pent'when no problem hid been identified that n

nk not. SeCond has been a considerable In-

A federal law has supplanted

bons. Policies and procedures t

frequently resolved by reference

do things that seem foolish to them

aviaries it Harvard

for rly wore resolved

offio. Students

:student applying to a graduate school asks a faculty member to ;rate

of recommendation, the faculty meMbernest then ask the student to

a form giving his vtieteis consent to the faculty member to put infor

moon about his in the The oppressive weight Of bureaucracy is

keenly felt.

HAW the Buckley Amendment achieved its goal

hough KEW his :tried to be helpful in providing guidance never

ques ons. the law on its face is very complex.-end its application to a

wide variety of circumatances'in diverse inatitutions of higher education

presents additionalinoblMns. In en era of finmacialatringeneyi it is

doubtful that a majority of institutions of higher education have the human

sources, and Haney fur 1001 fees. needed to coma into full comp:Llano

the Buckley Amendment and to monitor compliance on a op-going basis.

report of the Comodssion indicates -that compliance:has been limited.

is known that in nary situation@ people have substituted .telephone



ch the student would have ma. The

Memorandum of.cenearsation for a'file &Void* 0 major

t of the Buckley Arendmen_ and at the Mae time leads to hearsay re:

of oral communications., The student
does not benefit from resort to

aph3ne.-

iarrard( therefore' would *Ppose the legla ime enactment of those

tecommenAations of the Bri'Lcy Protection.5tudy Commisaion that involve an

f- the Buckle roc/rent. Two of the recommendations

concern.

Uldbroeden the definition of 'atude. cludeapplicant

,=
student ma (Recommendation (4)(a )). It is Predictable that al*

-Uld impose a costly administiAtiVe burden. On
institutions Such as

d and would accompliah vet). little, In highly competitive admission

:patience has shawl that applicants and their parents arts fre.

ncerned that the application file is complete. In practice;

otifi applicants if material is miso , but this fact d

notprovent a barrage of phone cells and lettere. The proposed Change would

'alley requests for-compl te copies-of the
admiasiona file during the admix

alone process.
rejedted applicants could request copies and

nding no adverse and,unknown facts, would
enter intp debates orally e

writing h the admissions staff.

awning and sterile. Almost \ell applicants are rejected not because of adverse

such debates ate likely to be time eon

faeta.bUt because the Committee on admissions deemed other candidates stronger.

The net result of the proposed change would be little.if any additional pro-

tection for the. applicant but higher application fens to rover additional

costs of running the admissions office.
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sndatton 10 which orould.r ove the right to waive

recommendation.- This recmseendation. for reasons eteted

d.esan< the end of what wa consider to be, hie system of

idelasions,; It would ceepel increased reliance on grade end standardised

Which are useful but recognized to have s,eaf 1.1ffittaititgul. Outside

&missions elimination of the waiver provision would adversely

st tritest for students receiving their dectoral degrees,

value, and telephone calls, with all the shortcomings

Lode, would provide the basis for decisioa. Unless there

dance to suggest that such a change is absolutely necessary.

hat the provision pennitting waivers mimic/ intact,

d to the other recommendations that Depose additional re

no doubt that they would lead to increased htrreaucacy

would require the expenditure of additional treney'and considerable amounts

acuity and administrators, money and time that should be cleVoted

to the pressing and real, rather than imagined' problems of colleges and unit

when the amendment was originally enacted. the Commission.

presents n rsuasive evidence of abuses or problems that require new

rictions. The justification seem to us to be ideological and theoreCi

Doe of'the.reco endetions make very little or no semen 'when applied to

an institution such as Harvard. For example, Recommendation (2)(c) seems to

say that if the Dean of.harvard College wants to survey students en the

etivenesa of the advising system, he must first haVe the Bunny reviewed

and approved by the Univereity and then reviewed by the students, What pur-

pose is served by requiring there iteps for our many-, internal surveys on

educational matters? k student is never required to answer, a lTivey if he

doesn't want to for any reason F1r°tansidor _Recommendation (4)(c), - which
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The underlying question, of course

permitted or whether or not college

_ either as first-year or transfer stualenbi

elusion. ..The.

that waiver* sbonbt or

sod noiveraitiee should

commended by the Privet,. Protection Study Cue-

estion that should be &shed is whether such issues

should he resolved setiooally by the United State* Congress or slootsid be

d'On CAtip44441 1-4-41.44o44.An46 with the edocationel.needa end objec.

institutions. We submit that 4* anormousChniden of

who urge the Congress CO continue to reach decisions

_d be: resolved by colleges sedOniwerairies
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Mr, Sigitan. Any consideration, I believe, of the recomin da.
tions of the Privacy Protection Study Commission should begin with
an examination of the Buckley amendment, itself. The recommen-
dations seek to build upon the foundation laid in the original
legislation and are an extension of premises upon which that
legislation was based. Only if the premises of the Buckley amend-
ment represent Sound public policy and only if it appears on close
examination that the Buckley amendment is a wise exercise of the
power of the Federal Government, do we believe that the imposition
of further restrictions on colleges and universities 'warrant serious
consideration and my comments will be limited to colleges and
universities,

The .8tickley amendment probably would not have become law
insofar as higher education is concerned had there been opportunity
for con sessional hearings and full consideration by the Congress.
The legislation was initially drafted to apply only to primary and
secondary educational institutions because there was some indica-
tion that there was a need for the legislation for such institutions.

Coverage of institutions of higher education was added, as an
afterthought with no evidence that there was any need for the
legislation, As originally enacted, the legislation had serious defects
when applied to colleges and universities, and within two months of
its effective date, the Congress passed corrective amendments.

Even with these changes, the Buckley amendment, in our view,
represents an unwise exercise of Federal power, and any effort to
extend its reach should be, subject to the most careful scrutiny. We
take this position not because we do. not respect the privacy of
students, which we have done for many years prior to the legisla-
tion, or because our student riles contain damaging information
that we are unwilling to disclose to students. I shall state, as briefly
as possible, three reasons, for our position.

First, the amendment affects significantly and uniformly the
internal affairs of almost all institutions of higher education in.the
United States, be they 2-year junior colleges or major research
institutions. By definition any such intervention raises very serious
policy questions because the diversity and relative ,autonomy of
universities in the United States have been important factors in the
develoPaiont of what is generally recognized to be the best system of
higher education in the world.

evl areas of human endeavor are cloaked with more uncertainty
and difficult questions than higher education_ Our institutions, with
all their, faults, have flourished in part because our society has
allowed broad latitude for different approaches and in the main left
decisions to faculty, and:administrators whose lives are devoted to
the educational process:-.The Buckley amendment cuts sharply into
this diversity and autoromy, with no evidence of any need for this
drastic intervention.

Second, the amendment adversely affects the educational 'process
at institutions such as Harvard. The ultimate losers are, of course,
the students, the very group the amendment was designed to
protect. Let me illustrate this: point with a few examples drawn
from consideration of the arnendrnent!s .effect on undergraduate -
education at HarVard.
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Central to undergraduate education is the admissions process.
Each year Harvard has about six or seven applicants for each place

in the - entering class, In reaching admissions decisions, the Commit-

tee on Admissions has not simply relied on the test scores and
grades but has tried to assess carefully and in depth the strengths
and weaknesses of each applicant. Such a system is heavily depen-
dent upon frank letters of recommendation from secondary school

teachers and administrators and from a network of alumni inter-
viewers around the country,

The predictable and actual effect of the Buckley amendment has
been that unless an applicant has waived his right to see the letter,
letters of recommendation tend to be bland and thus of little utility,
The Committee on Admissions fequently no longer receives
evaulations that may be critical in reaching a decision to accept or
reject an applicant.

Similarly, we know less about students whom we have admitted,
and, under the_ Buckley amendment, letters of recommendation
when the student has waived his right to see them may be used
only by the admissions office, The net effect of smaller knowledge of

the admitted students and the restriction on the use of letters is
that college officials reach less informed decisions affecting

students,
Consider, for example, the assignment of roommates and fresh.

man advisers, an important process for the incoming freshmen at
Harvard. In both cases the more the Freshman Dean's Office knows

about the student, the wiser the decisions are likely to be Compara-
bly, the adviser who works with the freshman during what for
many students is a difficult year of adjustment knows much less

about the student.
have attached to my statement two examples of letters of

recommendation where the student waived his rights, to give you
some idea as to the kind of information that we find we are not
getting without waivers. I would emphasize that it is not a question

of getting adverse information, of getting hard facts that are nega-
tive. We are really not concerned about that Very few, admission

decisions are affected by that kind of information. It 'really is a
question of getting a frank evaluation of strengths and weaknesses.

No individual is perfect who is likely to apply, and people are
much less likely to be frank in enabling us to distinguish people as

unique individuals without waivers of the right to see the letters.
Chairman PERXINS. Is your institution reluctant for the students

to see the letters, and do you more or less insist that they waive
that right to see the complete records? Has your institution, since

we adopted. this amendment, ever led the student to believe that he

should waive his rights to see the records?
Mr. ST INERT We have, as an institution, put it as a neutral choice

that is available to the student. Pragmatically, many students
believe that a confidential letter of recommendation is likely to
receive more weight. If they are applying to medical school; which

is a highly competitive situation, as you know, without any form of
coercion, a student is likely to reach the individual judgment,-and .I

think correctly so, that a letter of recommendation, when the right

to see it is waived, is likely to be franker and of more use to an
admissions committee,



So I don't think it is a question or coercion, but of students
properly evaluating what the weight Is that will be given.

Chairman PERKII18. When the student properly evaluates the
situation and elects not to waive his right and reads the confiden-
tial information, will the admission boardsay that student applied
for medical schoolknow that the student has read the confidential
information in the letter? Why should the admission board know
anything about that?

Mr. STICINER. Well, one reason they are likely to know, sir, would
have to know, is if the student is admitted, then if the right to see it
has not been waived, the student would have access to it If the
right to see it has been waived, the student would not have access to
it, and this is one of the series of administrative steps in the form
that are required under the Buckley amendment because of that
particular point. So that is why the letter of recommendation itself,
the forms that we use, indicate clearly on their face whether or not
the student has waived the right to see it

My final point on the support of our basic position is that the
Buckley amendment has imposed significant costs on institutions
and I think is unlikely to achieve its major objective. The costs are
of two kinds. First is the 'considerable time and money that is spent
and continues to be spent in implementing and administering the
amendment.

Administrators and faculty members in nine Harvard faculties
have spent countless hours in seeking to understand a complex.law
and to apply it to the varying circumstances in each of the faculties.
Were these hours well spent when no problem had been identified
that needed correction? We think not.

Second, there has been a.considerable intangible emit. A Federal
law has supplanted_ self_ governance at Harvard and other Institu-
tions. Policies and procedures that formerly were resolved colle-
gially are now frequently resolved by reference to my office. Stu-
dents and faculty must do things that seem foolish to them. For
example when a student applying to a graduate school asks a.
faculty member to write a letter of recornmendation; the faculty
member bust then ask the student to sign a form giving his written-
consent to the faculty' member to put information about him in the
letter. The oppressive weight of bureaucracy is keenly felt.

In my experience from what I have seen at other institutions,
believe, because of the complexity of the law and other problems
institutions of higher education have, there has been a fair amount
of difficulty in understanding,the law, and my sense is that compli-
ance is not that highrin the country. We, institutionally, therefore,
oppOse the legislative enactment of those recommendations of the
Privacy Protection Study Commission that involve an extension of,
the reach of the Buckley amendment.

In my prepared statement I have listed ones that are of particu-
lar concern and I won't repeat them.

I would like to mention one that is not in my statement which I
think is a graphic example of trying to apply a national rule and it
just doesn t work, and of the kinds of time and effort that are
required to comply with this law.



I3ecotaomendntion 8 of the Commission states that,
The Act should be amended to retlyire tint on institution establish, promulgate

and enforce administrative sanctions for viollition of its policy In implementing this
Act, Such sanction shoukd be levied ern thief' executive officers of education:II
agencies and components thereof' who one negligent In pursuit of institutionid
compliance Flit well as upon employees who vtolitte the provh4loom Ihe

If you try to apply this to a major research institution, you lire
talking about promulgating sanctions for the President of the Uni-
versity of Kentucky, University of klubtima, promulgating sanc-
tions for the Deans of Law Schools mid Medical Schools. Major
research institutions don't operate that way, with lists of sanctions
for their officers, if they have violated some policy or not.

The question of what is an appropriate sanction for the President
of Harvard, if he is "net ligent,' ItY pursuing our policies under this
Act, I think, is basically a silly question. 'rho President of Harvard
stays or doesn't stay in office according to the viewg of the govern-
ing board as to whether he is doing an adequate job.

This position would apply to ineulty. We are supposed to promul-
gate sanctions for employees, guess,. 'faculty,' who violate the
policy. I know you are familiar, Mr, Chairman, with how universi-
ties operate. The idministration ea-m't promulgate sanctions for the
faculty. Theaniversities operate in collegial fashion. It would
require at .flarvard, say, extensive discussions with nine different
faculties to pry to 'develop sanctions that are to apply to faculty.
And you call imagine a discussion among 65 members of a Itiw
school faculty trying to determine what appropriate sanctions are
for different violations of this Act.

I am not saying.that such a provision as this recommendation
indicates may not be needed in some parts of our education system,
but I do believe it is a very good ocztimple of the difficulty, I think
the impossibility, of legislating notionally for all kinds of institu-
tions from kindergarten to major research institutions and the kind
of time that is needlessly spent With complying with this Act when
there has been no indication of national problem in institutions of

higher education.
Thank you, sir.
Chairman PitmiNs. The next nes- is Mr. Sal
Go ahead, Mr. Salett.

STATEMENT OF STANLEY .1. sALETT

Mr. &Negri. My name is Stan Salett. I would like to submit my
written statement and try to sutronarize sortie- of our inajor points.

[The prepared statement of 111r. Salett follows:]
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STATEMENT OF STANLEY J. NALETT, SENIOR ASSOCIATE.
THE NATIONAL COMMITTEE NM CITIZENS IN EDUCATION,
UEFORU Till IPUSE COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LAMM,

SUBCOMMITTEE ON ELEMENTARY, SECONDARY AND
VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

TUESDAY, AUGUST 2, 1077, IN MASH1NDTON, DX.

Good Morninti, Mr, Chairman and honorablo members of tho Com-

mitton. 1 am Stunloy Blatt, Stotler Ansoolato or the National

Committee for Citizens in Education.

I am very pleased to have the opportunity to toothy on 1

issue of 'coatinuing canoe izt t and the p

of public school children, 'A ub anti 1 portion of my toetimany

will report on our grasoroots of fort to monitor compliance with .

the Family Educational IlliChte told Privacy Act of 1074 during the

last year.

Invited to part

Parentis' Network groUps cu-

resenting n combined membership

in the study were the nearly 300

hinting with NCCE and rep-

150,000 parents in 40 states,

laded in,the Parente' Network are local ohnptors of PTA, the

,Association for Children with Learning Disabilitieo, T I ParOnt

Advisory CoUncile and many independent parent organizations. Groups

join the Network to receive technical assistance and information

from NCCE. In turn they provide a sounding board for public

opinion on school related'iesues,

As some of the members of this Committee are aware,. th

dentiality of school records is more than a passing interest to

NCCE. In 1973, when the National Committee for the Support of

the Public Schools was reorganized into the present National Come

mittee for Citizens 46 Education, we gave school records ft high



Priority. In Dc her of that year b gen n-by-Htftt

intUdY of record keeping Pfectitioe
and ultimately published m vol-

Um° untitled Chll

reported our findings. At that time, only 12 states had ntatuten

allowing parents' any Reneel tea their childron'n hires, What

wan even more alarming Was the eeiriD hi n he many tc11ec71n Have

outside aoUrcoo for the ant) o dron'e recorde, Without any

degree of family control over what went into and stayed in school

recorde, many ohildren's files had beeomo dot-tutors of Mleinfor-

mation that followed them through school and Into adult

The of toe of former Sonator Jame I., Buckley became aware

of the state of school recorde through a feature 10 Parado Maga-

zine, "How Secret school Records Can
Hurt Your Child" (March 21,

1974). The article documented our inherent and the Senator balled

our staff iramediate

From thin point on, fife history of the llucklay Amendment

is well known to you.. Dot the nansage of PERPA hoe the year

nd Etch Recur& in which wo

wan (Alt did not and PICCH's concern about the protec n of school

records. A4 a citizens' advocacy group, we foil a continuing

reeponeib1lity to monitor the law, Ito promiNod rvgulationm and

its administration within DIIEW on behalf of parentn,

Aa 1 mat euroyou arvaware, we have been vocal in

and criticism of the uneven p

this law. We have had many oocaaions to refer parents to the

Office of Thomas S. McFee, Deputy
/insistent Secretary for Manage-

ment Planning and Technology of DIIEW (under whose responsibility

the 'Fair Information and Practices
Division falls ), to report

noncompliance. In every cane we have been impressed with the

of the implementation of



prompt and profosoional reoponno of his staff, %t is greatly

to Mar credit that morn than half of the comlilalutn rogiytorod

have boon resolved without romorting to the threat cutting

on funds.

While wo have been plenuod with the speedy pan

law and the competence of its edministration, we ale

preseodhisploaaure over the unnonsolonahlo delay n issuing pro-

cedural guidelines for FERPA. In the li yearn it took to deliver

the first regulationo, our network of parents' groups and an in-

formal survey of Public school eyetome told us that many districts

were delaying implementation of the law on the grounds that no

regulations existed. When those regulatione finally sereiesued,

we found them sound and used every resource available to us nu

a nonprofit organization to inform parents of their rights under

the

of

to

now have had one yea experience with the I force

Buckley Amendment and its regulations. I am hero today

you about the early results of our ofroete to find out

how well the law is working at the local level. It is our hope

'that the data will guidp you to areas where the law can be improved

and clarified. Our early reading of the recommendations of the

vacy Protection Study Commission report telle'tie that you have

iti,it a second valuable rosource for considernblon. I would just

like to-say that wherein these recommendations strengthen the

rights of parents and school children in protecting school records

we applaud them. Specifically, injunctive relief citizens in

school records canoe strikes us as W euitable remedy for parents
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end a deterrent abUntm by nohuol nystems, We agree educational.

agentiee should entablinb affirMative standards for entries in

school records and extend rights of challenge by parents to prier

dominions haRed on faulty records. Such provisionn would reach

other sourcee of harm that can be done to children by their ref.ordu

We urge yoUr serious consideration of these reeemmendations,

nut Wu respectfully dinagree with thane the Commisnion's

recommendationa wh

parties without parental co

and social service None

h would increase aooean to records by third

To allow lease to research r

revernal of parents' new-won

righte and not one they _ should) give up gracefully.

now comkto the primary reason for testifying here today.

I want to share with members of this Committee some of the-

flow being gathered by parents in local public school d

around the .country. NCCE initiated this citizen oversight

a

the law during the spring of this year in cooperation with the

National Urban League and the National Council of Jewish WoMen.

This monitoring effort has employed parent interviewers in an

attempt to gauge school administrators' awareness ef the law and

their willingness to comply with its provisions. To date, we

have tabulated information from 170 sources, repreeenting

school districts plus 46 separate school buildings in 25 states.

,Before characterizing responses to our 20 point questionnai

I would caution Members thit our task is not yet complete. We

expect at least 50 - 75 more replies from local chapters of the

National Urban League as well au a few surveys outstanding from

members of NCCE's Parents' Network. Until we have completed our



poll and dincOn -I the figuren with our condit'

not be ready to final not of conclusions; howevo-, we nt

NCCE felt tho roleane of data at thiu time to by of greatent UHO.

fulnuen to this Committee; oro, we have made upectnI arrange-

meats to present some early findings to you today,

Poremoet in our minds Pe we undertook this study wee the

qUeetion,,910 well in the law working at the local level?" "In

there reel and reedy iaoenn to personal school records by parents

and eligible students And is there substantial protection of those

recordrt from thitl party disclosure?" It J1 very well to

preser,,,d r ; or federal remedies for maintaining confidentiality

of school reoairds, but if school officials and parents are not

aware of the inow not understand its provisions, it is futile

to expect

We were sager t

now understand the low and if they arC advising parents of their

rights. certainly we ware intoroNtoa in th0 level of compliance.

(Early returns show that compliance is not uniform within a din

t. Ac one would expect with so new a law, Home provisions

are better understood and easier to implement than others.) But

we more also curious about the method of compliance. The Buckley

/Amendment in A law which allows for a degree of local discretion

in ouch matters as formulating policy and disseminating Infor=

Seaton. We wanted to gather exAmeles'to show dust how school

dietriOte are fulfilling thdir responsibilities.

.koleY of our questions tested adherence to the letter of the

law but some go beyond that. We were searching for exemplary

approprist, 40hool pornunnel

95 -312 0 - 77 - 5



practices by local nehoel districts which exceed the minimum re.,

quiremente, We did find some, Schools which provide'parente

with a personal copy of their policy regarding school records

or Waive a waiting period for parents to review records ore set

in the real spirit of the law's intent; in addition to hard data,

we were interested In anecdotal comments frem school personnel

on their perceptions of how well the law works where they live.

As 3 have fluid, our primary mission was to monitor a widely

publicized law. We have used other moans. Principally training.

seasions and our monthly publicntio K for parents, to in-

form parents about the law. We are finding, however, that for

the nearly 200 parents participating in the survey, their lever

of awareneeo of the law has been greatly heightened. A further

benefit to parento in districts surveyed has been the personal

dialogue between citizen and school administrator aontering around

carefully structured questions about the law and not on the occasion

Personal request to review or amend a child's record. We

draw this preliminary conclusion on the basis of the interviewers'

Boeing key school personnel and the remarkably

level of resistance from personnel encountered by parents.

fn a number of instances; an
ndminiatraftor asked for copies of

nueationaatre for district-wide Use

Here to 130w the survey was conducted: participating parent

g vitiation. exited for member
volunteers to interview school

personnel about the 4litr tette experience with FERPA. if-they

000ld not get.en`adpointment to
interview district level personnel,.

they were told to Ito over the gelationn
&ire with a local school

ninon), spiking about about butldinu level practices.

MU



or's ea LOU identical quostiol -h

wont I). Listed wort, 20 questions Wont the law which could

ho answered by "You" or "No." Nevsral also nuked fur additional

comment. Questions addressed thens specific provtaionn of the

law: Inntitutional Polity nrid Proc. EN) Right to toupee

and Roviow Education Records; Prior Consent fur Dinclosurol ReCord

of 01,0ClesUren; Annual Notification of Rights; Amendment of Educa-

tion ilecOrds: Right to and Conduct or Roaring; Definitions.

"education records" and "eligible statiOnt"; and Complaint Procodu

In addition several Judgmental questions were inaindod netting

how well parents are informed And whether the law is a good one.

In no inatanco was compliance or knowlodge of the lavi 100%

but on most provinions, 00% or bettor complianco was indicated,

There Ara still a tow administrators Who after 2i Yoern claim

they do not know of the law's axi loco. In spite at the fact

that HEW has conscientiously distribatod literallythoheatids of

copies of the law and its regulations to school difitricts, there

in not yet a federal law roquiring school administrators tc open

and read their mail. Again, with the caveat that the data in

incomplete and has not yet been fully intorpreted, this IS what

parents found out about the law in practice! About 10% of schools

and school, systems polled admitted they have not yet advised

parents of their rights as required. Over OR% said that they

are ebtaitiing parental consent prior to the release of material

to third parties and over 70% said they are prepared to provide

copies of material in school records upon parental request, The

provision found to be the most neglected by local school die



the survey, le in a viaing parents Of their rich

o a complaint with tpir.i they feel their rights- under the
t.75

ve been violated. over .50%01 5<h:rola and districts said

they have not done so. , ( n cannot help but wonder bow this
I

affects the number of complaints reaching HEW.) Contrary to
.ly complaints and dire preciletioes ef the impact of the law,

over DO% indicated they,have eriOugh personnel to den.1 with re=

quests from parents to see records.
Highlights of the survey are summarized as follows:

tonal Policy and 'Prmcedures

-9n have advised parents' of their rights in accord.'
=rises with the law.. Naar of mess- 11.,.ve sent individual
notices, 1J3 have Used newspaper publicity; another
VDhandbooks, aewstetters and parent organizations.

have developed a_ new written po:' icy on school records
1974, however, a mob smaller number actually have

sent a copy of that policy to parents. One half of
thoserernairling Said Um policy was available to parents
upon request. Some administrators cited the cast of
sending out copies to individwalm as a reason for pro-
viding them on a request basis.

Right to Inspect and Review Education Rgceras
Roughly ya_ of districts have developed a form for par-
-ents to request their ehLicl*s record. While few officially
have shortened the.inazimum waiting period, allowed by,
law (45 days), the average actual waiting period was
found to be no more than 2 dare.

Disclosure of Personally Identifiable
Records:

PriorCnneent for Disclosure
Over 28%.indicated they are obtaining Parental consent.
A fewetill reiease records without consent Coo employers
and athletic scouts_
92% are notifying' parents the release of information
required by subpoena,
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0 dlef.Diaelosur s

93 keeping% are keeping a Avg of p ons requesting a record or
At least a recOrd'ot the transaction on the student's
file. .

V

Annual 'Notification Rights`

Nearly half the'distrdct are choosing to notify parents
of their .rights at the beginning of the school year
'Individual- notices arct.the most frequently used Method.
Handbooks are second in popularity, although local
newspaper0 are alto used.

to Inspect and Review.

Bettei than 97% of school sysEemsaSsln someone to
stay with parents while they are examining records,
Commeets.OadeIt Clear-that this is sometimes a
...watchdog" function and semetimesto offer inter-
pretation and guidance. Many commented that changes
And removals are Made at this time at the parents'
request.

9i% hodor parents'renuest- for copies Sometimes
they are-free, but charges run As high as $1 per page/

.
.

?
,

'Amendment.of Education .Netordst. Right to and.Conduot of;'/ heart

. c I

Nearly 91% say-they spell out an appeal and hearing /
procedure for parents. .

/

_n Education records

JO of administrators knew that records can include-
more than-written material; 1L 3 did not know this
and 1/3 said it makes nd difference In their dis-
trlet since all records there are in wt-itten form,/

There were almost no admissions Of having denied'
Parentsstudent records, although, many. .commented
that psychologital reports, teachers' and guidance
counselors' personal-notes and other "confidenti 1"
materials are usually not part of the, student re rds

and therefore not available to parents. A few slated
that personal, information of a detrimental nature (i.g
child abuse, drug use or other potentially daMag:ng
material) could not be included .1.1i the records - own
.to parents_' One remarked that a. child's_ IQ is never .
given. to a parent, and in spite of clarifying
lations, there still remains a great deal of conf sion .

over the rights Of noncustodial parents to see reords.



tione: student"

_ public schools feel their ,Year olds "under
t they have access 'Co their Own records. About

elf understand that parents no longer have access`'
when a student reaches majorItY, but several cited
`local rulings which give parents rights as long as
child renaine a dependent.

aint procedure:

er tban half the districts polled, notify parents
that they: have the right to file a complaint with A
reviewboard within ligW. One frustrated comment: "Wb
good does that, do? The school will. only'deny everythin

66

Judgmental questions

Are parents well informed of their rights.under

Opinion was evenly divided. Some commented that even
extraordinary outreach to parents could not reach
the 2% who most nood to kaov'and apply the law,

Ie.terviewwrn' comments on howFERPA xs working'looslly

ice attachment II)

the experience was

pa<rtnt sarid school personnel involved-It certainly has proved

.-----

01PPortunityior citizens to check school practices in a non-

threatening way for offidials. Cer nly there arc things that .

we might do differently if and when we undertake another such

Over and above the data gatkored,,it has provided an

citizen monitoring effort. even wAth the results still coming

-in, I think the ezereino*e gwn4that Citizens, once organized

and given guidelines, Prove creditable watchdogs for existing

legislatioo,: Lay citizens can .conduct their business in the public.

interest without arrousing the ire of public officials

Process, both parties gain in understanding'.

Mr. Chairman, I hone that this material has bee

In the

pful

to you. I will he happy to answer any questions-you of other

members may have.



FOCHTS AMP laPltrAC ACT

AThe Local School Sys toe Level
aril Secondary Schools

The y iduontional Right.; and Pilvacy Act boonse a` national law

0 tolu,- 1974. The law, among other thing$, gave parents the right to
the, records of their childrn.and-some control Mrer'thlrd parties

people boOSfdas School personnel) who wanted to have information from
hool records. June, 2-976 the'rederal government published "regulations"

to ba'used In implementing the law - definitions and procedures'which help
ll- .11.aclools trUieMent the law in the..00gt complete . Some school

sowed ahead-t0 put the law into effect soon after the law passed
late 1974 , ether school officials said they could not do a.good job
rutting the law into full effect-until they had the help which the rev-

woad give.' nut local.school systems Attie new had the regulations
available ante September 1976.-

-is vile thing to recognize a Prohletu and another to have a law tIO lm
CO deal with tie problem,hot nothing matters if changes are not taking place
03 a result of the lea. That -is why we are asking you to take time to'find out
how the Saw is working in your school system, rf you get answers to these

guesuona you will have a firt hand understanding: of how your ..schqe2 oaten
has Sotel to,lamrOve the way it keeps your ehila,4 reeeidL rn shariny the

results witts an you will be-Welping to find out how the law is being honored

ifta(l0. That IS important because it gives us land you) a way to let-the
Congress know if its purposes and intentions in passing the law are working out.
it'S one As, of letting the Congress know that ltdid something that helped
you, or thmc'maybe that the law needs to be improved, or violations prosecuted

mote forcefully. . .

the clunk you for what yoU are about to do for yourself - and for helping
to do rimatSonal survey about an important effort to improve the quality of

public education.

Haute ofS,chool District

rf thiA'la 00,001 buildin
check here_

1,

State

her than School synth information

Has the school system advised parents of their rights
under the family Educational Rights and Privacy Act?
Row? Newspaper Individual Notice 7

.2, Res th

(011C0'

ystemtlaveloped a
1974) for keeping school records?

.4,C _2 system plan to provide parents with a
copy of these new sthoo) reCord-keeping Policies?

Yes

has the sOhool system developed fOrms on which a parent
,nag request to see his/her child's record?



the se
of.pnr ntS,be

!elnAatiocai jeveni

Wished a waiting per
legislation (maximum 45
Parents' request to.see

-honoring of that

dining dated, written consent
Wising material riven teOurd

urts,.social agenelos?

7. ire in log or listing ;captor persons outside the school
system who hive been provided information from a record?

he,lew requires that parents be advised at least once
a year of the types of records-maintained by the school

the locatieri, end the job titles of the
nffieiarla responsible for each type of record.

At what point in the-school year have they decided to
do that? Beginning of the year 7 &practice

during first 'semester ? .Sometime during the
second semester

9- Voce the school 5 sten-assign some school employee to
.stay with parents when the reword is turned over to
parents fir examination in Order to be sure nothing is-
removed or changed?--.

,

0 Will the school sgsten honor parent requests to have
materiel copied, from-histher-ihild reword?

EOachoed officials feel they have enough people to
espond to the:general requirements of Basea and to

parental requests for interpretation of material in
student records?

lea school rocord7koePingpoliciea spell out a hearing
procedure if parents- decide there is inaccurate or mis-
leading information in the record?

13. be school recorcNceeping policies spell out an appeal
end hearing procedure for parents who feel their rights

-wider the law hai;enot been Jo/lured?. ,

Can you make a judgment 'about how well Wormed the
parents in your school district appear to be about their
new nighes under this law?

yes, most appear to he informed P some
lhost are not award of their rights unrter this legisle-

tion ?- .

Are any ntedent records denied to parents?
IT yes, which ones?



hog,2 notices to parents make it clear that
words intJudo mere than grittenpvtoriel - such As,
_oriel About children on a tape, filo or computer?

17, DO parents Onderetend that FCRPA Also allows them to

-ceitadoe thoirOon sehoei records ter.the pfriodthey
in :boa 7

cach moiford-sste udents.trIO are 18 g

.
ego o OldOr. m those -tudents understand t this

Intinilown them to request access to their Own tonordt?

Does notification to parontsOf their rights 'under

TERFA, itbclude the fact that they tag file tOnFlaint
with s review board in the neparteent of-H.E.H. in
Weatingtem, n.C. If they'fael their rights under this

act have beta violated/

po se? o2 persennel seem t
one?

he law is

PLEASE SenD VS A COPY OP THE POLICIE
RAS DEVELOPED FOR SCHOOL REC9Hos.

and CoMpleted fere

CH Yam SCT SYSTEM

Suite 410
rvildo Lake' Village- Green
COluchia. RD 21044



Consents

me they have aware had a

'notice

outsider k-.

aariora

saject"

adadalstratici a

ah !men aboAlt one'year

"If tiaere ie a fordhlem, it is that pixento do not regul

their Child's cumulative file."

cal of min

or,

y clean -up the 111-_ and estabile

rl In the 1

found

-records aowed ref

l PMetelogists1 the grincical iresteted they be present, too, which

a wilt of Several days."

it is worth it."

n r _ _est "

ro to show the records and if any

hhe Leirsidg Disabilities Clinician or

'Several mistakes iIa the

" aid the heartog officer, has
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lie did Mentioo one arm rd ew the. aet to be

incidental twits motion.. several oases bandied by.

p t tit wait amt ocallistricts,,askin- tbst

__ting bow the

sued in

et

new as supported by' the records and the

1 there n. This indicates that pazente' mre

den are ed." 14 nate cases the label

the lase as not well publicized ____

1.personnel jealously guard their doMain

°tally neWelcome."'

the hi; been done to informlparente of their ruts under this law.

a parent lows exactly.vhat,records
anersporte the wants to see, they will

made available to her. No records, teat scores are volunteered."

"A new policy manual is , fat

year behind sale."

Cant _ t cuTerative

and said, "he would be very nosh interested in the meats of the survey.":,

00 public agency anon taring Hance. no the Board of Education,

a3c la i to it-that its personnel are emplying, Although the

issued the nely r lati tar col personnel, it bas not told

ly what they shld be d, big, for instance, cleansing the records

once a year or available free 1:otocoples of records."



SALETT. -My reason for coming here this morning. is to share
with some of the members for the committee some of the informa-
tion we are getting as to the Family. Educational Rights and Privacy
ACC

We initiated this program' last .spring. This monitoring effort is
employing parent interviewers in a unique attempt to gauge the
effectiveness of the law.

To indicate, we have tabulated information from 1'70 sources
representing 124 school districts and 46 separate school buildings in
a total of 25 States. Before summarizing the responses to our 20-
point questionnaire, I would like to caution the members, our
information 'is not Complete. We still expect qiiestionnaires from 50
to 75 school districtS. When we have completed the final question-
naire we will share it with the committee. We must consider our
findings preliminary; however, we did feel the importande of this
hearing here today was so great, we would try to share our findings
with you today_ .

Mr. BLOWN'. You are not going. to propose the statistics you have
as,on accufate sample of your actual survey with only partial data
available?'

Mr. SAUTE' . That is correct.
Mr. Baoniaa So the committee can expect this to be fairly accu-

rate inforMation?
Mr. BaaErr. That is correct; but when you take into consideration

the number of school districts responding, it will give you some very.
preliminary sense as to. well the law seems to be working.
These findings are not, as I say, in any way conclusive.

Chairman PERKINS. Is that all your statement?
.Mr. SaLaTT. No; I have the particular questions and the answers

we have derived therefrom,.
Perhaps it might be speedy to turn to the questionnaire itself. It

is attached to the end of the _testimony. I will pose the questions and
just say very simply what we have found to date. Our first qaestion
was "Has the school, system advised parents of their rights tinder
the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act?"

Ninety percent have informed parents of their rights.
Na. 2. "Has , the school system developed a new written policy

(since November, 1974) for keeping school records?"
Eighty-five percent of the school districts have developed a new

written policy.-
No 3. "Does the school system plan to provide parents with a

copy of these new school record-keeping policies?"
Here we found only 40 percent actually provided parents with the

actual policy, itself; fifty-three percent didn't.
No., 4. "Has the ,school system -developed forms on 'which a parent

may request to see his/her child's record?"
Fifty-nine percent had thirty-six hadn't.

No 5. "Has the school system' established a Waiting period differ
ent from the Federal legislation (maximum 45 days) between the
time of parents' request to see his/her child's record and the
honoring or that request?"

We found 36 percent of the school districts had provided a
different waiting - period but the overall average was two to, three
days.



In other- words, it Was a very fast response.
No 6. "Is the school` system obtaining dated; written consent of

parents before releasing material from a record to employers,
juvenile courts,- social agencies ?''

Here we found 96 percent of the school , districts are obtaining
written permission .before' releaSing information to third parties.

Chairman PERKINS. You ,mean obtaining written Permission -from
the; parents and the students?

Mr SALEI=r. Yes; from the Students if they are 18 or over
Eighty percent replied they were notified of release of informa-

tion by subpoena.
No 7. "Is a log or listing kept of persons outside -the school system

Who have been provided information from a record?"
Eighty-six percent of the school districts said yes, they do keep

such a log.-
No 8. "The law requires that parents be, advised at least once a

year of the types of records maintained by the school system and
the location, and the job titles of the school officials responsible for
each type of record. At what point in the school year have they
decided to do that?"

Most are provided such information and at the beginning of the
school -year, over 90 percent compliance with that

No. 9. !Toes the school system assign some school employee to
stay with parents when the record is turned over to parents for
examination in order- to be sure -nothing is removed or changed?"

Ninetyfour percent of the school districts do provide somebody to
sit down and explain -this.

No 10. "Will the school system honor parent requests to have
material copied from his/her child's record?"

Ninety-three percent will provide that service.
No 11. "Do school officials feel they have enough people to

respond to the general -requirements of FERPA and to parental
requesLs for interpretation of material in student records?'

Eighty-eight percent said they did have enough people-to respond.
That is very interesting because-some of the 58 organizations, at the
outset of the legislation, indicated that school officials would be
overburdened with these requests and we would have to hire
additional staff to meet demands. .

No. 12. "Do school, record-keep_ ing policies spell, out a hearing
procedure if parents decide there is inaccurate or misleading infor
mation in the record?" '

Eighty-six percent of the school districts do spell out a hearing
procedure.

No 13. "Do school record-keeping policies spell out an appeal and
hearing procedure for parents who feel their rights under the law
have not been honored?"

Eighty-one percent do.
No 14. "Can you make a judgment about-how well informed the

parents in your school district appear to be about their new rights
under this law?"

That was very difficult for our parents to 'do; there was a spread
of information.



No: 15. "Are any student records denied to parents? If yes, which
onesr

As to one of the areas ,Mr. McFee was alluding to, IQ records or
psychological records don't apply under the law.

Chairman PERKINS . Are. the parents still denied those records?
Mr. SA.Lerr. In some cases,- when school administrators do. not

fully understand the law,
Chairman PERKINS. Even before, we enacted the amendment, we

had very few complaints in my area The situation could have been
different in New York and California,- some other States. There-
were some complaints in thiS area where, the parents 'didn't,;- have
access to the records of the -child and the parent wanted to ask the
school superintendent how the child was proCeeding. in school,
getting along. It has always been the general practice throughout .
the country, that the school superintendents would cooperate with
the parents, ,notwithstanding the Buckley .amendment. That has
been the real purpose of the Parent-Teacher Association throughout
the history of our educational system at the elementary/ secondary
level.'

I am more interested in knowing to what extent we have obtained
greater results since the Buckley amendment was passed at the
elementary/ secondary level.

Would you kindly comment on that?
Mr. SAL'. Our original research on the state of record-keeping

practices was- in a book called "Children, Parents and School
Records." We 'looked at all the State statutes and, found only 12
States prescribed specific record-keeping methods.. It was -pretty -

much up to the local superintendent and school principals as to
whether or not arent had access to school records. We felt it was
practical if a pare t
You take .that in d faith and use that setting to really discuss a

asked the question and asked to see the record.,

.child's future and past with a parent and the teacher and that
becomes a very useful, positive experience and. -very. useful to the
children.

Chaiirrian PERKINS. That was the. Teal reason we put guidance _

and counseling in the elementary and secondary schools in the
country.

Mr. SAL.eyr. However, we did find instanies where parents were
denied sight of their children's school records.

When an article was published in Parade Magazine entitled,
"How Secret School Records Can Hurt Your Child," based on our
findings, the work of the Russell Sage Foundation and Many other
organizations. As a result of that article, we got seven thousand
letters from parents all over the country telling us of school record
abuses. It shocked Us. There.as a lot we did not know was going
on. I think as a result of that study and that article, We felt there
were large-spread abuses and Federal legislation was required.

Supporting Mr. McFee's'Onding, at the Federal level, the law is
orking quite well Administrators are complying with it; parents

are taking advantage of itikand third parties are prevented from
seeing those same records.

_ No 20. "Do school personnel seem to feel the law is a good one?
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the spomse of 170 sch,;, .....-/:, .inistrations: Thirteen had
rni ed feelings; many said it b...7.44 .t /,o costly and took`personnel away
from other duties; the great majority had no specific reply= In other
word there was less subjective. information and more access to

-as well as 1more of a screening process.
.1E in summary, that the law is working quite well and while
re some areas which need improving; we are quite pleased
e progress. c.,

an R.X.PEINS. We will hear from the student, Mr. Steve
presenting' Associated Students of the University of .,

pAren
It-

there
with t

'Chai
Schirle,
Californ"

record:
[The pre

STATEMENT OF STEVE SCHTLE

would like to submit my written testimony 'for

ed statement of Mr. -Schirle follows..]
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Chairman. Oiy name is StevOthirie. fdrmer Vice President of the

Associated Students of the University of California (ASUC), I em testifying

'today on behalf of our Association. We express our thanks to your committee

for giving us the opportunity to present our views on the Educational Rights

And Privacy Act.

The ASUC represents the nearly 28,000 student on the Berkeley campus. '

We have attempted to bekurne involved to the greatest ent. possible In the

minion of all University educational policy. With regard to this particular

issue we have been actively involved with campus officials in the development'.

of campus regulations governing student access and privacy rights. Many of

our suggestions have been incorporated into our-campus regulatIonS, others

unfortunately 'have not We do feel, however. that our campus officials

should be.cOmmendesi for working with'us in attempting to implement fair

:access and privacy rights.

Ke feel that oUr.suggestions can be useful in helping to amend the national

islatloh. Although many of ourr'suggestions have been accepted bour campus

administration,:such has not been the case on many other campuses across the

country. Therefore, we offer the following suggesttons-in the hope that

they may be helpful 1n amending the national legislation.

1 -



a student

eeking admission as well as

ndividuals other than.the

record I4eper should .not know Whethe

access

uld bg gipinded to encompass

who are currently enrolled.

_dent, letter Writer and the tampud

e student waived his/her right of

Notification of rights should be published each school to and

utilize multiple media sources. I. .

-isclosure of educational records' to school officials and research

orOanizations should be more restriCtive. The names of school officlals

hat have had access to a student's record should be registered and included

in the record. .-

Definit A Student

The ASUC believes that the definition of a student should be expanded

to include persons who are applying far admission. Clearly the records

kept by institutions on candidiates for admission are educational records.

It is also clear 'that misleading, inaccurate or inappropriate material can

be contained in these records. Hence the very same arguments which supported

access for currently enrolled students can be used to support access for

candidates seeking 'a&ission.:

Admissions infonnation is perhaps-the most critical information held

by an institution in the view of many individuals. It is in these files

that the greatest errors are likely to befound and where they have the

most impact. With today's keen competition for graduate and professional4

schools even the slightest piece of inaccurate information can be -the

'difference between -rejection and acceptance.



here are many possibilities or error with regard to the file of an

admiiSions candidate. , Test scares grades could be incorrectly reported.

the wrong letters of/recommendation could be sent or material may be inadver

rom the'Eandidete's file. These errors can easily lead to the

,

: of :A candidate and-will ge unnoticed, unless an'admissions candidate

is given access to his /her .education records.

course an applicant would still not have access to any confidential

'letters of recommendation which'were 'placed in the students' records prior

to January ), l975 or to Which access has been voluntarily waived. Nor should '

applicants have any access to records of an admissions Committee's deliberation.

Waiver Of Rights,

Students have literally been forced'kto waive their constitutional rights

to privacy and info_ nation regarding letters of recommendation. CounSelors

tell,itudent$ that schools place more .weight on confidential letters and might .

even ignore non-confidential letters, The colleges themselves have driven

this message home to the students. Aplication:packets to Many professional

and graduate schools state that the schools prefer confidential tetteri of I ;

'reconMendatiOn and encourage applicantS to waive their access rights.' 1

Graduate schools often print the waivers on the top of the recommendation
is

forms rather than haVe a separatg waiver form that would be attached to the

letter if a student should,choose to waive his/her rights The first thing

the reader will notice is whether or not the student had access to the

Hence, these forMs are set up like positive and negative ballots: -

the ad6Issions:commIttee giving careful consideration to those marked

confidential and almost ignoring those marked, non-confidential . An example

this type of form from the Georgetown University Law School is attached
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to this testimon

The incredibly tight competition for professtunal and graduate chools

fortes students to comply with schoOli' "requests" for confidentiality. Those

"requests" leave the student' questioning whether a non-confidential letter

will even be read by the admissions committee when a waiver form is accom-

panied by such Statements as those given below.

From UCLA:
..in order, to obtain candid evaluations of a student. it is

deemed desirable that letters of recommendation be written and

orsriftliT011coinfidence. While non - confidential letters will

be received and carefully conSidsred, the School of Architecture

and Urban Planning believes that confidential letters may have

more utilit in the assessment of the student's qualifications

iTra es." (emphasis added)

_From Georgetown Law School:
The is ertenee of under in the college admissions process was

recegn t n the formulation of this law. It is possible,

therefore, to execute a waiver of access to certain documents
which contain subjective evaluations important In a competitive

admissions process. Since it has been oUr-0(perience that
confidential recommendation{ are frequently more candid than

non confidential letters, we have placed waiver sIiI&rients on

several documents contained in this brochure for your use."

(emphasi% Jded)

The lack of C. 'ice available to students is evident in the large number

of waivers that have taken place at the University of California.

We believe that universities should encourage students and faculty

alike to initiate and learn from frank, critical communication. The Buckley

waiver policy in the format that has surfaced at most universities assumes

that open, yet frank coamunication is not possible.

We also believe strongly that letters of recommendation speak for

themselves. An enthusiastic. candid assessment of one's capabilities does

not have to be labelled "confidential." Any counselor, administrate:

employer will admit that strong recommendations stand out because they indicate

)
extensive knowledge of the student's work and personal contact. The critical



variable in a meaningful recommendation is not confidentiality but the effort

of the writer.

At a minimum we feel that law should be amended so that only the student,

,the letter writer and the campus record keeper know whetherIatters of

recommendation are confidential or not The waiver should reflect an

aireament between the letter writer and the student and should not be made

available to graduate school admissions committees. Only if this step is

taken will students be given a choice 'as to whether or not they should waive

their rights.

Notice

Since udents are a transient population there-is a great need to

Periodically inform them of their rights under the Educalonal Rights and

Privacy Act. Mere publication of campus regulations in some official campus

newspaper or publication will not serve to adequately inform students Of their

privacy and access rights.

We recommend that the law mandate notification by multiple mechanisms.

In a university setting we believe,that notification can be rendered 'in the

following manner. Ali academic and administrative units maintaining student

records should prominently display at their main offices and in all major

publications Buckley rights and procedures. Certain central campus information

centers should display:and provide as handouts deScripticns of these rights.

A desCription of rights should also be included in 01 major campus catalogues

and pliblIcations of a wide circulation. Finally, one central campus office

should be identified to entertain all questions regarding Buckley and

campcis regulations.

Also, IA recommend nts eie notified each school temp ratherrthan
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n annual basis. This Is necessary because many students will take erm

for k, travel, unaccredltted study or same other reason.

DisclOSure

The ASUC firIS the re gulations on disclosure without student consent

needing 4hange in two areas. The access privileges must be-tightened for

both school officials and for organizations conducting educational research.

nt legislation Wows all school officials who have a "legitimate

Clonal interest" access to student records. We feel that this disclosure

much too broad particularly since neither the federal egulations nor

our campus regulations define "legitimate educational Interest." We feel

that SuCh vague language is inappropriate in legislation designed to proteCt

the privacy rights of students.

In many instances we see no reason why pr or student approval should not

be given before a school official has access to a student's record. A

common example of a school official desiring access.to a student's record is

a counselor who might want to view the record so s/he can provide appropriate

advice that corresponds to the academic progress of the student.

most universities advising is done at the request of the student

at

Hence. if

the student feels it will be helpful for the advisor to have acce to his/her

records then the student can give this permission. S,c vere no reason why

school officials should hive almost irvi Eiminant access to student records.

We also find it important that the names of all school officials who have

had access to a student's educational record be included as part o- t')e student's

record. This is the only safeguard a student has to protect his/her privacy

rights from abuse by school officials. First, despite the vagueness of the

term "legitimate educational interest" we recognize the difficulty in finding
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an appropriate definition. Second, the record keeper colleague of he

school official making the request for access and will have little to gain

from turning down a colleague's request. For these reasons a lug should he

kept In the student's record of all school officials who have had access

tO the record.

we find the regulations goveloing the access of organizations conducting

educational research also too broad. It is unnecessary that personally identi.

fiable information be available to researchers in all instances. Often a much

broader classification (i.e. school year, field of study, ethnicity) is all

that IS necessary to conduct useful research. The burden should be on the

organization Conducting the research to show that personal Identification of

students is necessary. ACceSs to personally identifiable information should

not be alloyed except in those cases where an organization can show a compelling

need to identify indiv dull

we hope our testim , has been useful to this committee and we will be

happy to answer any ( tiori pi may have regarding our positions. Once again

the ASUC would like tr (1/ ,o(' giving us this opportunity to present

our views on the Edu -Jcual Rights rigid Privacy Act.
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Chairman PEams, Tell us whether there is any necessity to give
you the right to sue.

Mr. SCIIIILLE. I think it is a very important issue and our student
association has asked for a definitive answer to this It is something
I think students feel very strongly about, something they shoul
have, access to records.

First of all, as to the definition of a student, our association would
support, namely, that we expand the definition to include people
seeking admission to an institution. There could be Mistakes in
grade, mistakes in grade scores and missing information which
could lead to rejection of a candidate and this candidate will never
know whether or not he is rejected due to incorrect information.

Second, students, if you were to query a.studentas to whether he
was more concerned as to the admission information or the records
held on him, the vast majority of the students would say they were
more concerned as to the asmissions information rather than infor-
mation at the school where they attend.

The second ;mint has to do with waivers. This is a supplement to
the prepared testimony. Waivers should nut be mandated by the
Buckley law. Our rationale as three-fold: First of all, we don't have
mandated waivers to other important rights such as freedom of
speech or freedom of religion. They are simply voluntary. If a
student felt it was important to have a confidential letter, he could
maim an individual agreement with the professor and submit that
to the record keeper. Our present policy has led to coercion. In

.
admission packetsI have just finished applying,to law school, as
thousands and thousands of other students have finished applying,
and in many of these admission packets you receive the same
instruction. Here it is "The importance of candor in the college
admissions process was recognized in the formulation of this law. It
is possible, there to execute a waiver of access to certa';.
documents which contain subjective evaluations important in a
competitive admissions process. Since it has been our experience
that confidential recommendations are frequently more candid than
non-confidential letters, we have placed waiver statements on sev-
eral documents contained in this brochure for your use."

On the first level, se! ools are suggesting that you waive your
rights of access. If you are in a very competitive process, which
application to law school is the odds are only 1 to 20 that you will
be acc.epted. Here schools are telling you it would be to your benefit
to waive your rights. Most of the students I know have waived their
rights.

On the other level, counselors and advisors are telling students it
will be to their own benefit to waive their rights. In essene
students have no rights under the present law. If there was a
hard data, we would find the vast majority of students applyin
today are waiving their rights.

On the issue of waivers, we don't feel there is any reason why a
professor couldn't write a letter of recornmendat' A professor
must evaluate a candidate through a grade; then e open for, and
subject to spate and conflict between the stude d professor. If
professori must candidly evaluate through grades ere should be a
procedure through recommendation. They don't give out all "A"

S



grades, hen certainly they won't give all a top recommendation in
a letter,

Disclosure should be tightened as to school officials. There are no
safeguards for abuses from school officials. First, the language today
suggests legitimate educational interests. But in a major university,
the only way a professor would know about a student or want to see
his records would be if he had him in his class, or if he was an
administrator and the student needed a grade percentage, By the

'Very nature of his role a teacher, advisor, administrator, that would
provide him with legitimate interest to have access to a student's
records. On the second level, there is no external enforcement of
the disclosure rule.,! by a college. The record-keeper would decide
with his colleagta rather than the professor.

We feel the only way, minimally, we can provide a safeguard is to
record all ,the names of all school officials who have had access to
school records so a student will have some right,

Many times an ombudsperson, maybe representing a student in a
grade appeals case, might review the student's record to see how he
did in other classes. We feel that would be an abuse of t ;a., student's
rights and might prejudice the case in this individut.i rievance
procedure. That is one -type of procedure we think the students
should know about,

Those are the three areas I wanted to testify on today.
Chairman Let me thank all of you for some outstanding

testimony. I have a
PERKINS.,

ew questions here.
I will start with the first v :tness, Mr. Thomas McFee.
As the person responsible for administering the Buckley amend-

ment at FIEW; could you tell us whether more of the complaints
filed with you were in the area of higher education or in the area of
elementary and .secondary education?

Likewise, can you tell us whether in your opinion there has been
more compliance with the law at either level of education?

Mr. McFEE. I can provide you some accurate statistics for the
record and I will My off-the-cuff guess would be the complaints are
divided about equal. Compliance in the postsecondary has been
better than it has been in the elementary.

Chairman PERKINS. If you will (Ir..; GIs. some data along this line,
we will appreciate it.

[The information requested follows:]
Thus far we have processed a total of 97 complaints. Of these, 44 have been

directed toward the elementary or secondary level. The remaining 53 were directed
toward the postsecondary level. These figures break down to 45% for elementary or
secondary and 55% for postsecondary institutions.

Chairman PERKINS. Mr. Higgs, your group recommends expand-
ing the Buckley amendments to guarantee rejected applicants the
right to look at their records and expanding the coverage of the Act
to information kept by the Ed_ ucational Testing Service and other
organizations.

Does the Commission have any evidence that there have been
abuses in these areas to justify such action?

Mr. HIGGS. We have quite a bit of testimony as to the application
process and the need for applying the rights available under
Buckley to that process. In regard to ETS, ETS is a very systematic
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organization and hat; very 'good rules. They deal with the individual
and give tests to the individual, however, they do it under contracts
with organirations of the universities. Therefore, when they get
caught in the middle between student rights and university needs
they will side with their clients and will go along with the law
school boards and entrante examination boards.

The application of FERIA to ETS wouldn't put on them proce-
dures they are not now following except in one area Let me give
you an example of a problem area with ETS which didn't occur very
often but which has groat potential for harmful consequences.
Many of the'scores a student gets-are weighted and they don't know
how the weightings are formulated.

In law schools, for example, a few law schools essentially weight
undergraduate schools then have the final score manipulated by the
weight given. Georgetown University may have a list of scores of
different schools and they weight the student's score by that score
for the school he attended, and the student has no idea how he
came up with that test score.

ETS keeps their records for a long time, and there is no provision
to prevent disclosure of those records. We are recommending this
very strongly. I don't think ETS has any major objection to our
recommendations, at least they didn't say so in their testimony.

We are more concerned, however, as to the application process.
Let me give you an example: One medical school's appliCation
process in their evaluatio criteria uses such criteria as moral
character and similar suLdective criteria. They maintain they don't
want to rely solely on testing scores. They solicit information as to
the moral character of a student and that information goes into his
record.

(A) That is subjective information in that no guidelines are given
as to what is moral; and (B) it is a subjective evaluation by a third
party. These sv..luations may or may not play an important role,
but since the admission process didn't publish what the rules are,
how much any item of information will be weighted, how important
it is relative to their grades or test scores, the student has to make
an act of Nth in the system and has no way of assuring his side of
the story cln get on the record.

I think there are problems in the application process which are
very serious. The Commission, however, has a great deal of sympa-
thy for universities who have an awesome choice to make. They are
choosing between excellent students and it is a difficult process.

Chairman PERKINS. The only reason I referred to the law schools
'is, I think we would &l regret to see th' admission commii.tee
involved in courts all the time in trying to defend the situation. It
would morally destroy the integrity of the admissions committee at
that university or wherever it may be But, at the same time, we
want to give full protection to the rights of the students here. We
want to make sure they are not discriminated against.

Mr.' HreGs. I would like to make a very important distinction.
Nothing in our recommendation gives the students the right to
question the process or the outcome of the decision. It merely gives
him the right to see the record and put his side 'of the story on the
record.



The injunctive relief doesn't apply to the equity of the decision.
C111111111All PERKINS. Would you like to respond to daft?
Mr, STEINER. The underlying issua is control of the admissions

process and what should be taken into account, I, myself', think
there is nothing wrong in taking into account the moral character
of applicants. F-Ir instance, we have not graduated a student
was in his fourth year of studies because of acts he committed. The
medical board A, tPrrnined that he should not be certified to practice
as a result of his moral standards.

Some universities and colleges might want to give very heavy
weight to character or to one who smokes, I think it should be a
prerogative. I can sie it as a theory of education. [ question whether
it is sensible to have-some national standard pushing universities to
the so-called objective standards with all !e weaknesses they
demonstrate.

Inevitably, the judgment being made is that one candidate is
basically stronger than the other. We are not really rejecting but
selecting the dries who are the best among the others. If the
interviewer strikes me as being straightforward and directwhat
do you mean you get into some argument about that'? We Ahought
other candidates were better, that is why we selected them. The
commission's report said it is designed to promote fairness. I think
it is just going to create more bureaucracy and arguments.

Chairman PERKINS. Mr. Quie.
Mr. Quit:. Following up on that, what I understand from you is

that Mr. McFee's office is not issuing regulations on how you rate
applicants. However the mere fact- that the applicant has the right
to look at the subjective decisions in review of his application file
will, in effect, remove some of the standards which tire set; is that
what you are saying?

Mr. STEINER. What I am saying is if the right of waiver to see a
letter is removed a- ;ecommended by the commission, we will see
continuation of i and that will force the committee to, rely on test
scores and grade '-') -II the inherent weaknesses which now
exist.

-I attached an extaca. in my statement as to a student who was
said to be lacking in social graces and being tactless. I think there is
no chance at all that the teacher with an access letter and thP
student could get some sense of this person being a unique individ-
ual. However, he was admitted.

We want some people who are abrupt, who are loners, who speak
their minds independently. We decided this was a strong candidate.

Mr. Qum. Is it better not to be sensitive to crude jokes? Al so, the
Secretary of Agriculture would have had real trouble, not the
present one, the former one.

Let me ask, Mr. McFee, do you think you will continue to
administer the Buckley amendment or is this going to be moved
over to the educatidnal department?

Mr. McFEE. We have examined that issue within the departMent
over the last couple of years and are still continuing to examine it
In fact, we hav9 a star --in the 1,.0;ue.

In all frankness, it is drably misplaced in the secretary's office
as far as the content of program. It was placgd there, I think
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wisely so, by a former secretary while we were in a very disorgan-
Ned state, when there was a lot of confusion surrounding the act.
We needed almost a crisis management approach to the act.

As time has moved on and as the law becomes more routine, I
think a strong case could be made that it would probably be more
appropriately exercised along with the other commissioners'
res onsibilities.

We are .arguing the pros and cons of it and, almost as an aside, a
future separate department of education might be the final device
that resolves that.

Mr. Qum. What bothers me is, we have a very difficult idea as to
tl.e Buckley amendment. By and large, the way HEW has handled
this has been commendable.

I would wager if it had been put right into the Office of Educe-
tion, we wouldn't have head those same compliments. I am a little
wary about transferring the function when somebody has really
carried off the difficult task a3 well as you have

That's just my biased impression.
Mr. Higgs, has your study commission looked at this whole

question.:1 ,
Mr. Macs, We were extraordinarily impressed by our exameia-

tion of HEW's performance and by the messages we got from
everybody in the field, and we did not look into alternative organi-
zational sites for monitoring responsibilites.
. If I could just take a moment, I would like to clarify the record. I
would agree with Mr. Steiner's notion that our objective was not to
get the Federal Government into setting substantive standards for
the decision process. We are interested in the fairness with which
information is usoi. If the information went into a record at a
religious institution that the applicant was a smoker, and he was
not admitted because he was a smoker, does he ever have a -chance
to set the record straight if he is not a smoker? Flow would he find
out? We would be perfectly willing to claim ignorance on whether
or not smoking should be a criteria for the admission's process. We
are concerned with the way information was used in support of that
decision. It is not a question of the faireess in the decision process
but of the way the information is structured for that decision.

Mr. SALETr. I would like to add our praise to Messrs. Higgs,
McFee and Mr. Steiner, the three administrators in HEW.

The word back from parents has been that they have been totally
responsive and very fair in their dealings. We contract this with a
statement from somebody in the Office of Education at the time of
the passage of the act: It is not our law, we didn't ask for it, we will
not enforce it, we will let the courts decide how it will be worked
out We felt at the time the Office of Education administering a law
they so clearly didn't want, would have had very bad consequences
for local districts and individual parents.

Mr. QUIE. Let me ask you, in your survey, to, what extent was
there an attempt to secure information through a phone call or
through a letter, with the assuranc, the letter would be destroyed
as soon as it was seen so it wouldn't be passed on? To what extent is
there an attempt to secure information? On the other hand, if we
remove the opportunity for waiver, to what extent would that
waiver be increased?
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Mr. SALETT. We didn't gather any information onthat factor. Our
major interviewees were parents and school administrators.

Mr. Quit::. Do an'' of the others of you ve any knowledge of
that?

Mr. MCFEE. I may say the whole waiver .,,tne is one which, after
two and a half years of almost daily contlict . ith this problem, we
can't come up with any question pro and i to the effect of open
and closed letters of recommendation. It s ;i burning issue in the
educational community. There are mat ,,, ;rguments on openness as
there are on confidential letters. I, personally, have great reserva-
tion as to making recommendations as to changing that procedure
until we can have a much better assessment of the effects of that
particular decision. It is clear the waiver has been used The
statement that our student witness read today is perfectly consis-
tent, in our mind, with the law. The statement, as it read, didn't
force the student to sign a waiver and I think, the educational
institution probably has the responsibility as it set forth in that
brochure, as to their assessment of open' and closed letters of
recommendation. J.

Mr. Quie, I wish I had a good answer for you on this one but that
will probably be the most difficult decision if this subcommittee
addresses questions to Buckley in the upcomine'session to find an
agreement or consensus on that particular issue.

Mr. QUE. Thank you The one comment I have is from dealing
with staff individuals and so forth. I have a feeling that while it
seems difficult for those who put in letters of recommendation and
so forth, when there is something derogatory about a student, many
times it is beneficial for the student to walk through and address
the issue, but out of it there is a tremendous learning process. They
have improved their opportunities for a life of success.

Mr. SCHIRLE. I think it is part of the responsibilities of a professor
to face these issues head on and not behind closed doors. It is part of
his responsibility to oper y and frankly ,ges a student's academic
responsibilities.

Mr. ikouiN. I und,2rsr- d none of 'ie other members have
questions.

I want to thank you fm con mg. We appreciate your tolerance.
The subcommittee is adjourned until 9:00 tomorrow morning.
[Whereupon, at 10:45 erclock p.m the subcommittee was

ad jou rned.]
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APPENDICES

APP6NDIX 1

GENERAL EDUCATION PROVISIONS ACT

TITLE IV, P.L. 91-230, an amended through

Sect on 400 e .

+ -

PROTECTION OF Tit meuT3 AND PRIVACY LW PM v.N-F8 AND RV-DENTE; 1

Sec 439. (a) (1) (A) No funds shall II] under any
applicable program to any educational r institution whichi
lute a policy of denying, or which (leak .-lv Op ...Vents, the parents of
students 'who are or have been iti attendee, earn 901001 of such agency
or at such institution, its f110 ease may bp t; rid1 t tolnapeet and re-
view the educational retrds of their el.dti any material' or
document in the education record of a student di; . t lrtuaX nn at
more than one student. the parents of one of r ; tees ahall 11
the right to inspeet and rovieW only snub part .t.trees ; -e
docuinent as slates to curb student nr to be itlt ;ut of 1. Ile KRA !;
information contained in such part of such material. It. :. educational
agency or institution shall establish appropriate peneetinees for the
granting of a request by parents for access to the education records of

,Teti-- 'SI I 41 1Y 9i-774 .turll 21. 111211, Iw Rt.,. 1:12, :11.3;
providefi that in;; perind Ar July I. 107(, t1 onwtr8eptemiwr :11). 1117n r 1tl hr Watiti'd

or the fivenil yeut t kln tub ditty I, 11175, Or the pUrprIIIPM of bieeilon 44"(a uf
the liullurul Ilduentlon lraylulanulit d i th Inny be cited an it,' 1.:durafbalul lI4iI I 1n,t .tut
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their children within it reasonable period of HIM, bill in nu ease mote
than forty-.iv e clay s a ft et the request has been made,

,(B) 'the first sentence of subparagraph (A) shall not operiiit
make available to students in hist itut ions of postsecondary education
the following materials : '

(1) filittlicittl records of the parents Of the st Mout or any infor-
mation contained therein;

(ii) confidential letters and statements of recommendation,
which were placed in the edneation records prior to ,lanual.y l,
1075, if such letters or statements Inv not used for purposes other
-than those for which they were specifically intended;

(iii) if the student has signed a waiver of the student's right
of access under this subsection in accordance with subparagraph
(C), confidential recommendations

(I) respecting fldinission to any educational agency or
institution.

(II) respecting an appliiiation for employment, and
(III), 1:cspecting the receipt of an honor or honorary

recogniikili: ' ,

i(C) ..student or a person applying for admission may waive his.
right of access to confidential statements described in clause (iii) of

. subparagraph (13 ), except that Oa waiver shall apply to recom-
mendations only if (i) the student is, upon request, notified of the
names of all persons triaging confidential recommendations and (ii)
Such recommendations ate used solely for the purposes for which they ,

were specifically intended. Such waivers may not be required as it Cull-
dition for admission to receipt of financial aid front, or receipt of any
other services or benefits 'from such agency or institution.

(2) No funds shall he mink avaiilable Imam- any applicableprogram
to any educational agency or institution unless the parents of students
who are or have been in at ten datietiat a! s,ettool of such agency or a, t SHC. 1 1

institution are provided an opportunity for a hearing by such agency
or institution, in accordancv will' IV...ill:it ioi!s of the S;ecretary, to elial-
lenge the content orsuch student's educational records, in order to in-
sure that the records are not inarrurate, misleading, or otherwise in
violation of the privacy or of her t irl,tts of students and to provide an
opportunity for the correction or I eletion of any sueli inaccurate, mis-
leading, or otherwise inapproprlife data contained therein and to

I

insert into such records a written e.planation of the parents respecting
the content of such records.

) For the purposes of this section the term "educational agency or-
itution7 means any public or p .i vote nireney or institution which is

,ipient, of funds under any ap ilicable program.
4) (A) For the purposrm of His section, the term "education rec-ords means". except as may be 1)10A-hied otherwise in subpitragraph

(13), those records, files, documen s, and other materials, which
(i) contain information cl.ii

11

ectly related to a student ; and(ii) are maintained by an e lucationrl agency or institution, Orby a person acting for such ag ney or institution.
(13) The term. "educr tion record. " does not include

(i) records of instruction, I, supervisory, and administrative
personnel and educational pe sonnel ancillary thereto which are



ntia e notified of in Irett fee, receive It copy of I1w record if
wed, and have an opportunity .for it hearing to challenge the

content of the record;
(0) authorized representatives of (i) the Comptroller Gen

eral.of the United S:,ites, the Secretary, (iii) an administra-
tive head of an education agency (as defined in sect ien ,198(e)
or (iv) State edural ional authorities, under the, conditions set
forth,in paragraph (1) of this subsection;

(D) in connection with a student's application for; or receipt
of, financial aid;

(E) State and local officials or authorities to wliom such infor-
mation is specifically required to be reported or [disclosed pur-
suant to State statute adopted prior to November 19, 1974;

(F) organizations conducting studies for, or on behalf oft
education! agencies, inst itut ions for t he purpose Of Lit doping,
validating, or adnui istering predictive tests, nclnlinistering .stu-
dent aid progratnEk improving instruction, if such studies aro
conducted in such nner as will not permit the personal 'ideal-
fication of-student04 h parents by persons ()filer than repre-
tittiltii.WOMestW$t hd such information 'will be
destroyed when hoc longer needed for the purpose for which it is
conducted;

(G) accrediting organizationh ifr order to carry out their ac-
crediting functions;

(H) parents of a dependent student of such parents, as defined
in-section 1,9 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954; and

(I) subject to regulations of the Seei.etal.y, in connection, with
an emergency, appropriate persons if the knowledge of such in-
formation is necessary to protect the health or safety of the stu-
dent or, other persons.

Nothing in iclauk (E) of this paragraph shall prevent a State from
furthere'limiting the number or type of State or local officials who will
continua to lino aittess' thurennder...

(2) No 'ttinAtArmit be mrtcle available under any applicable pro-
gram to any educational agency or institution which has a, policy or
practice, of releasing, or providing, access to, any personally identifi-
able information in education records other than directory informa-
tion, or as is permitted under paragraph1(1) of this subection.

(A) there is written consent from the student's parents speei-
-fying records to be released, the -reasons for such release, and to
whom, and with a copy of the records to be released to the-stu-
dent's parents and the student if desired by the parents, or

(B) such information is furnished in compliance with judi-
cial order, or pursuant toany lav fully issued subpoena. upon con-
dition that parents and the studeng are notified of all such orders
or subpoenas in advance of the compliarice therewith by the educe,-
banal institution or agency. 1

(l) Nothing contained in this section shall preclude authorized
representatives of (A) the Comptroller General of the United States,
(B) the Secretary, (C) an administrative head of an education agency
or (D) State educational authorities from, having access to student
or other records which may be necessary/in connection with the itrdit,
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) The Secretary shall estahlisli or dr l anti, itn oI ee and review
botltrd within the Dopartment of Ilalths Et ociition, and Welfare for
the purpose of investigating, procetsing, reviewing, and adjudicating
violations of the provisions of tills seiction and complaints which may
be flied concerning alleged violations of this section. Except for the
conduct of hearings, none of the func tions of the Secretary under this
Section shall be carried out in ally of the regional offices of such
Department.

(20 1.1,13,0. 1282a) Ennetrd Aiuntt 21, 1 , P.1%, 03-389, sec, 513(n), 88 8tat,
571, 574; amended reeve finer tlr, 1971, t' h 9:146m, sec. 2, 88 stet, 18118, 1880,

rmyrre-nom of rlirn, 1tt(111.11:1

SW. 439. All ITIStV1101 i011111 n-int (vial, including trencher's inantiabs,
films, tapes, or other supplementary inst !net tonal material which will
be used in connection with any resell reli or eximvimentrit ion program
or project shall he available f(nr insiped ion by tho parent s or gunrdians
of the children engaged in sack !ingrain oe proj 4 vet, Per the purpose
of this section "research or tsxper int ontat ion progr:un or mita" moons
tarry program or project in any pp lit, rible program (leFogno( to explore
or develop new or unproven teaching inettiods or t twinkle ices,

(20 U.84. 1232h) Enacted August 21, ll)7-1, 0:1-380, Roc, 51-i(n), 88 stet.

MEMNON ON wrriitioLuirio OF rmienAri F11 f1)H

0, (a) Except es prey Heil in section 138 (b) ( 1) (1)) of
Act refusal of a ;)tat e or lortil v(h, trod jowl] nom*, or inst it Mimi of
hi ter education, community collier, school, agency a pre-
tie rogram, or other ei twat ional institution to provide personally
identiflabit data-on student sort 1I0 11' families, as a part of any applica.
We program, to any Feder:II oil t, atzeoey, Ilopartinent, or other third
party, on the grounds stilt it constitutes a violation of the right to
privacy and confidentiality of t-0. 1 libi.s or their pere. shall not con
stitAtte sufficient grounds l'or the siispeii sion or ten) nationof Federal
assistance. Such a refusal slut la Ise. not enlist itiito sufficient grounds for
a denial of, a refusal to consider, or a delay in the consideration of,
funding for such a recipintit in sucemilierf fiscal veers. In the case of
ray dispute arising under this section, reasonable notice and oppor-
unity for a hearing shill! he elforrle& thin applicant.

(b) The extension of Federal financial assistance to a local educa-
tional agency may not be limited, deferred, or terrininated. by the Sec-
retary on the ground of noncompliance with title VI of the Civil
Rights Act of 1064 or any other nondiscrimination provision of Fed-
eral law unless such agency is accented the right of due process of law,
which shall include

(1) at least 36 days prior written notice of deferral to the
racy, setting forth the particular program or programs which

e retary finds t lie operated in noncompliance with a specific
provision of Federal law;

(2) the opportunity for n hearing on the record before a duly
appointed administrative law judge within a 60-day period- (un-
less such period is extended by mutual consent of the Secretary-.
and such agency) frorn the cormnericeinent of any deferral;



ho cent lualon of much hooring and tint renderitilz of it
deeinion on thta limits by the administrative low judge within ft

rerlod
tint to oxrerd IN) days frOol the cointnenoeinent of Nadi hear

ilillegN Ilan .111(igo It ileeision that stieli'llenvina cannot,
ho 0011E1,00d or 811011 decision ilinot 1x1 roullered width such
period, In which cane Melt judge may extend silt period for not
to exceed thi nticllt lona! clays;

0) 010 limitation of any deferrol of Federal financial amsist
anco which may ho inpoved by In Seet.etary 10 a period not to
exceed 1t days after the rendering of suel tleeision litilcas them
Imo been nil expess finding On tweed that midi ugioin%y Into
failed to comp V with any 1411011 nondita.1.1111itiat Ion provision Of

'Federal law ; and
(1) procedures, which shall be established by the Soorotary, to

ensure the availability of iniflicient funds, without, regard to any
fiscal year limitations, to romply With 010 dceisiott of Hitch judge.
)_, It 1111111 11111111V for the Secretary to defer or limit, any

Iroillifal financial assiotonce on fire basis of any foi hire to comply with
the fug/0:460n of quotas (or ny other niniterieni re(plircinculm which
have the effect of imposing quotas) on the student admission prnoticea
of an institution of higher educatian or community epilog° receiving

ederal financial assistance,
(20 11.8.('. 1=121) flnented &wild 21, 19744 113-380, wet, ttlittt), Alt AWL

57-1; amended Uetallwr 12, 1970, I S2, '1111e IV, *toil. -108, Rat.
2232, 2233.
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APPENDIX 3

Front "Personal Privacy in an Information
Society: The .Report of the Privacy Pro-
tection Study Commission"

Chapter 10
Record Keeping in the
Education -Relationship

An relaticoships with educational institutions help shape
his personal development and may substantially affect the degree to which
he can enter into and benefit from all other social and economic activities
and relationships. The records about individuals that the education
relationship generates affect almost everyone, for nearly every American has
or will have spent some time in at least one educational institutions

Within an educational institution, education records2 form a back-
ground against which decisions about an individual, student's status or
progress are made, not only at the major turningpoints in his educational
career, but also on a daily basis wb-re they shape unobtrusive but significant_
decisions about him. Educational record-keepingspractices, however, vary
substantially by size of institution and sophistication of administrative
practices. They also vary, as students move along the continuum frorn pre-
school toward post- graduate education, because the role of educational
institutions varies along the same continuum. at

Society granti educational institutions substantial authority over
students and substantial freedom to gather, record, and use information
about them without their content or the consent of their parents. This is

. . .considered. necessary if eoucationai institutions are to provide basic
instructional services and maintain an environment conducive to learning
and personal development. Nonetheless, the authority to act in taco parentis
carries with it the responsibilities of stewardship. Report cards, conferences,_
and parent-teacher associations are all devices by which educational
institutions are held directly accountable to parents and students.. In
addition, through the .election of school officials, as well as through
licensing, accrediting, and the enactment of State education codes,
educational institutions are held accountable in the society as a whole.

'Edsational institution' or -educational agency or in.sutution" Means my public or
private agency or, institution which is the recipient of funds under any Federal program for

which the COmmiisioner of Education has administrative responsibility, as specified by ,

law or by delegation or authority pursuant to law. The term refers to the agency orinstitution
pient as a wholi, including all of its components (such as schools or departrnerit-s in a

qty) said shall not be read to refer to one or more or those components separate from that
or institutim 20 U.S.C. I 2321(aX8).

"Education records', are those records which: (I) are directly related to a student,and (2)
maintained by an educational agency or institution or by a party acting for the agency or

mititution.20U-S.C. 1232g(sX4).

116,
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The accelerated pace of social cbantge in recent decades has subjected

the stewardship role of educational institutions to unprecedented stress..The
population explosion of the past- thirty years, the growing mobility of the
American populatiOn, and the rapid increases in the breadth arid speciaWa-
tion of knowledge have all had a direct impact on educational institutions..
Parents, students, and soeicey as a whole have developed new expectations
as to the skills educational institutions should impart. Courses now cover
subjects ranging from woodworking and driver education to regression
analysis and zero-based budgeting. With this growth in size and scope of
responsibility, have come .bureaucratic forms of administration, larger
budgets, riiounting pressures to demonstrate effectiveness, and a heightened

drive for autonomy and special prerogatives on the part of professional
educators.

Over the last fifteen years, the Federal government has affected all
levels of education through financial assistance programs aimed at helping
educational institutions to meet their responsibilities, and also at using
educational institutions to further other social purposes, such as equal
opportunity. This has reinforced the educational,system's own gravitation

toward bureaucratic administration and professional specialization. It has

also altered record-keeping requirements and practice's, modified piawer
balances Within educational institutions, and made many educators wary of

Federal regulation,
The combined impact of all ahesc changes on record keeping about),

students has been the focus of Cornmission' concern. Educational institu
tions make and keep more records about students today than ever: before

More people yarticipate in making and keeping education records, and
more, people outside the educational system want access to them for other

than educational purposes. Moreover, the emphasis in educational record
keepag_i- liS.Shiftedi from reporting progress to parents and supplementing
personal contact' in instnacting and making decisions about students to,

-'serving not ordy as a management tool but also as a means ofiptifying an
educational institution's actions and budget, and as a surrogate for personal

contact with students. These changes have elevated the importance of;
education records in American society, and thus the importance of good=

school record-keeping Practices.
The importance of educational record keeping today was formally';;

ecognized in .1974, when the Congress enacted the Family Educational

is and Privacy Act (hereinafter FERPA)- USt. 1232g) This
ation Oyes parents of minor students, and students who are over 18, the

right o inspect; correct, amend, and control the disclosure of information int',"

education records, It obliges educational institutions to inform parents, andi,
students of their rights, and to establish policies and procedures through:,
which their.nghts can be exercised.

FERPA represents an alternative to the omnibus approach 11314

regulating record keeping takep by the Privacy. Act of 1974, The FrivacYAA

Act; applicable to all Federal agencies, levies a broad set orrequirements ou
a diverse mix of records and recad-keeping institutions. PER:FN.-- ii

0
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contrast, is targeted on education records, the individuals to whom they ,
'main, and the institutions that keep them:

FERPA, the Department of Health. Education; and Welfare (DHEW)
regulations implementing it 145 CFTC 99], and the activities of the
Department in carrying out its responsibilities under the law, exemplify,
albeit imperfectly, a novel regulatory strateg that might be termed
"enforced self-regulation.- The regulated institutions are responsible for
cle,yeloping and implementingpolicies and procedures that meet minimum
requirements established by law. Those legal requirements state objectives,
for -the development and implementation of local substantive and procedur-
al requirements, but do. not prescribe detailed substantive standards or
impose fine-grained procedures. Such a strategy entails penalties for
violations of locally established standards and procedures, but does not
impose any particular interpretation of substantive standards. Rather, it
relies on making an institution accountable to those whom it most directly
affects without requiting either prior Federal approval of local policies and
procedures or systematic Federal monitoring of each institution's perfor-
mance.

To evaluate the merits of FERPA as a privacy protection statute, the
Commission held public hearings in October and November 1976 to learn
about the experiences of parents, studelits, professional educators, and
educational institutions in complying with 'the laW. At the time of the
hearings, the Departthent of Health, Education, and Welfare s final PUPA
egulations had been in effect less than nine months, althoUgh,the statute

had been in force for almost two years. Many institutions were still
developing, or had only recently begun to implement, their FERPA policies
and procedures..,

In the Commission's view, however, the hearing testimony cordinns
theriecessity and validity of most FERPA requirements and the potential

:effectiveness of "enforced self-regulation.- The hearing record also indidates
that some features of the statute and regulations make implementation
iflieult or . dilute its effectiveness. Nonetheless, FERPA is apparently,

leading educational institutions to respect some basic record-keeping rights
that were not uniformly accorded students or parents before the Act was
passed_

Educators; parents, and students have generally -accepted- FERF'A's
principles despite some minor problems and misunderstandings, and the
extreme sensitivity of educational institutions to Federal regulation. In spite
of the substantial delay in issuing regulations and the resulting lack of
awareness and even misunderstanding of the law, the testimony of
educational institutions indicates that enforced self regulation can take
hold, 'and, if strengthened, can be an effective tool for striking the proper

I balance among individual;institutional, and societal interests;
This chapter reports the results of the Commission's assessment of the

Family Educ,ational Rights and Privacy Act of 1974 and recommends some

See, for wmplle,mnitten statement or Franklin and Marshall College, &fun:lion Records,
Hearings before the Privacy Privation Study Commission, November 11,976 pp 7-15;
(hereinafter cited as "Education Records Hearings')
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changes in the Act that will Make it better able to achieve the Commission's
public-policy goals of minimizing intrusiveness, maximizing fairness, and
creating legitimate, _enforceable expectations of confidentiality. The first
section focuses-on the role of record keeping about students. It summarizes
the missions, and functions of the Various types of 'educational institutions
and describes the records they keep and how they collect, use and disclose
information about -individual students.' This section also describes the
testing and data-assembly service organizations whose highly specialized
education records play a major role in postsecondary admissions and
financial-aid decisions.

The second section describes the Family. Educational Rights and
Privacy Act, its accompanying DHEW regulations, and the experience-to
date in implementing_ the law. The third section assesses how well personal
privacy is protected by FERPA, and presents the Commission's basic
conclusions_ The focus in the third section is on specific record-keeping
problems that arise in the vanous types of educational institutions and the
tools the individual currently has for Coping-with- thern.,The final section
recommends ,additional' steps to clarify and strengthen FERPA as an
instrument for achieving the basic objectives of the Commission as they
relate to educational record keeping.

'RECORD-KEEPING PRACTICES IN EDUCATION

Some 60
. million students are currently enriplled in formal educational

programs 'provided by educational institutions. As-a-student moves from
one point to another in the education system, 1;is path is blazed by recce&

concerning his performance,- his behavior, and his own, and often his
family's, life Circumstances. Thes'e records are created, by an educational,
institution mainly to record the student's progress, to help make decisions
about him, and to improve t1K effectiveness of the educational programs the

,institution provides_
Education records are generated in many different organizational,

settings from pre-school through post -graduate institutions. For most
individuals, the echicational experience is a progression through a number of
organizations with differing missions, roles, functions, and authOrities with
respect to both the indiVidual and society. It is important to recognize that
the record-keeping practices of educational institutions reflect those

differences.
The mission and role of an educational institution are key detenrn

nts Of its record-keeping practices. The mission of a`pre-school is to care
for and nurture children and to lay a foundation for the academic tasks they
wily confront in elementary school. The elementary school's mission is

urturant and custodial, but also includes formal instruction in reading.
mathematics, and other subjects. As the child moves through the elementary

years; the school's custodial role is augmented by a greater concern for

socialization. Gradually, the schoors nurturant role is overshadowed by its
role in developing fundamental acadeinic skills until the junior high-school
years, when the nurturant role disappears altogether. The custodial role
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remains as long as compulsory education laws force children to attend
school, but Ur school's emphasis shifts towards maintaining the order
necessary to carry out its academic mission.

The post-secondary educational mission is almost exclusively one of
ellectual development and training; it includes only vestiges of custodial
e and behavieral control. In most post-graduate and professional schools

concern with sOCialitation reappears, but is much'more narrowly focused
on inculcating professional mores and ethics. rnus, while the instructional
mission runs as a common thread throughout all schooling, there are in fact
as well as in law, two quite distinct educational systems in this country:
elementary and secondary education on the one hand, and post-secondary
education on the other.

ELEMENTARY A isTO SECONDARY EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS

-The-ways in which record keeping about students in elementary and
secondary education differs' from record keeping about students in higher,
education can he tmderstood by examining six features of the record-
keeping relationship in the two systems: (1) the role of records in decision
.making;_ (2) institutional decision-making responsibilities and authorities;
(3) variations in orgaiiiiatibriat settings; (4) the ways in which_records are
created and used- , (5) record-keeping responsibilities and authorities; and (6)
disclosure practices.

TILE ROLE OF RECORDS IN DECISION MAKING

'Elernintary and secondary. educational institutions share responsibili-
ty for the intellectual, social, and ethical development of a student with the
`student's parents and with others who ;deal with youth, such as child welfare
and juvenile jiistice agencies. In pursuing this broad mission of child.
development, schools provide instructional services, .regulate behavior,

.report to parents on academic performance and social' conduct, diagnose'
student needs, and conduct special Prograrns for students. The visible
decisions they make concern matters such as class placement and promo-
tion, eligibility for special educational programs (such as for handicapped or
gifted children), eligibility for public assistance and social services programs
(school breakfast and lunchprograms, for example) and major disciplinary,
decisions, such-as suspension or expulsion. Much less visible are the series of
small-decisions they make which subtly shape a student's educational
career: decisions about the speed with which a child's development should
be fostered in specific areas of academic course work or personal conduct,
for example, or about the sanctions and rewards that should be used to
discipline or encourage a child,

The main characteristic of decision making about students in
lernentary and secondary education is that it is contextual. Regardless of
e. philosophy; of education a school espouses, elementary and secondary

'school professionals ,generally bebeve that decisions must be Made on the
of the "whole child"; that is, that intellectual and social developme,nt
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re intimately related. This encourages schools to assemble so much

information about students that it becomes difficult to determine which

information is or was the basis for a particular decision. Both in routine

decision making, such as when class placement or promotion is at issue, and

_cision making based t n fairly specific criteria, such as when public

assistance or social services eligibility must be decided or suspension or .

expulsion proceedings concluded, the practice is to _look at such a
multiplicity of factcirs that the relationship between specific items of

:information and the ultimate decision becomes increasingly unclear.

INSTITUTIONAL DECISION- 11IAKING RESPONSIBILITIES AND AUTHORITIES

Public schools are given broad authority to make decisions- about

students. Public elementary and see'ondary institutions must deal with all

children.- Admission is not selective, nor can public schools set performance

standards that would eliminate certain. students from the student body or

narrow the variety of programs that will be offered. Thus, while they .strive

to cooperate with parents, the degree to which public schools share authority

with parents has been largely left to schools to decide_

Most publicedueational institutions are special-purpose local govern-

ments created by State law, accountable to the people of the School district

through locally elected and appointed school boards and school officials..

State education laws place limits on the authority of schools,and prescribe

due process,procedures that brder decision, making and reinforce parental

control. Nevertheless, a State code cannot regulate all placement- and

treatment decisions, and many such decisions are not visible enough to

parentsito induce their involvement, Parents of private and parochial school-

studpis have the option ofwithdrawing their children from the school if

they dislike the manner in which the school exercises its authority, but

,beyond that, parents have little ability to control decisions made by 4-

Elementar-ly and secondary schools about their children;even in the private

school setting

VARJATIONS IN ORCANIZATIONAA 5E171,

r Elementary and secondary education occurs in a diversitY of organiza-

-tional settings. Despite a strong trend toward Consolidation, there are still

more thin.15,000 school districts in this country. Within and among districts

there is also great._ vatiation in size, .organizational caimplexity, types of

special,servises offerAd, and intensity of involvement in economic and social

issues, such as racial balance,--drug use, juvenile crime, and cultural

disadvantage. The La's Angeles Unified School District, for example, serves

over 600,000 students. It has more employeei providing adrninistptive and

s cial ;educational services than classroom teachers, different organzation-

: al 'structures for its instructional services than for its special ones, and its
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own police force to cope with juvenile crime problems. It also receives
rnac.sive Federal finding_* In contrast, some small consolidated rural school
districts serve fewer than 10,000 students. maintain a high teacher-to-
suppport staff ratio, offer only a few special services, have few delinquency
problems, and receive mitti.tnuirt Federal support.

Despite these differences in organizational setting, howeve
schools today have some common characteristics that affect the way they
collect, maintain, use, and disclose information about students.

Schools are tending to rely more on records than on personal
contact in amving at decisions. -

As maintaining order and sharing decision making- with
parents gecome more difficult, school officials feel a greater
need for autonomy and for confidentiality in communicating
with other school officials.
Pblicy-making functionS have been increasingly. centralized as
a consequence of growth-and consolidation ofschool districts,
but- administrative decisions and policy implementation
remain decentralized and generally free of monitoring by a
central authority. .

Children are --assigned and treated according to special
categories established on the basis of various charaCteristics
and performance indicators.
Educational personnel have become increasingly profession
alined, and thus more attentive to the standards of their
particular professional specialties than to those of the institu-.
tion that ernploys them.
Any school or school district is a microcosmof the communi-
ty in which it exists and hence, to the degree that juvenile
crime, racial conflict, drug and child abuse, and other social
problems exist in coriununities, schools have to deal with-them
both alone and in cooReration with other community_ institu-,
lions.
Because most school districts are overcommitted, driven by
contradictory demands to deliver more services and cope'with
social problems while reducing costs or holding them con-
stant, record-keeping problems cannot successfully compete
with-other demands for their time, attention, and resources. 3

CREAllOti a USE OF RECORDS

The content of school records is to some extent required- by State
education laws and local school boards. Information such as the child's
name and birthdate, immunizations, and a certain amount of descriptive,
information about family background at the time of enrollment are usually

quirecl. Thereafter; grades and credits are added to a student'S record,

4 Testimony of the Los Angeles Unified School District,- Educa
October 7, 1976, pp. 8-100. !

9 I
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along th information. test scores, actions authorized by the school,
parental authorizations or prohibitions, and family financial data. In
addition, a student record now almost always includes information about
the behavior and personality of the student, his social life; and the status,
attitudes, and behavior of his family. For example, one school district's
guideliness allow the accumulation of information, about

family lifeattitudes of parents toward 'the school, stability of
the home, the social and economic status of the family;
personal characteristicSaggressiveness, amount of attention
demanded, reaction to sexual developmerit; and
social lifecrushes, boy-girl relatiOnships, kinds, numbers,
and age of friends, and membership in churches:lodges, or
fraternal organizations.

Much of the information about a student is kept at the school in a
cumulative record, bUt some informationsuch as psychological test data
records of family visits' by school social workers, eligibility for special
programsis main tamed separately. I

Methods of collecting information vary. Much, of it is provided to the
school directly by the student or his parents,- while.6ther information comes
from test scores and teacher or administrative evaluations. So-called-
"anecdotal. information'. is created by the institution on its own initiative
frbm observation of the student; from analysis, interpretation; and synopsik
of information already on record; and from, interpretations made by the
person creating the record when information -provided by the student or
parent is insufficient.

Anecdotal information tend; 1.6 be negative. Elementary and sect:in-.

dary institution& normally haveresources available to them for the detection
and tre.atrnent of -special student problems. Thus, the task of detecting
problems early and providing special treatment to remedy them cleatessa
diagnostic bias toward negative information. This bias may grow when there
are institutional or fiscal incentivesto over-identify problems. It also
grow when the methods of diagnosing aproblem leave morn for interpreta-
tion, or when the person making the entry is not professionally qualified to

port a diagnOsis (e.g., the diagnosis of unruly,,children as hyperkinetic by
'people:whePare not medical professionals).

There are few limits on a school's internal use of eduCation rectirds
making administrative and instructionaL decisions about students, School'
authorities db not 'hesitate to seek and use whatever information about the

, student's background and personality might seem to bear on his academic
performance. Even those special programs to which,a child is assigned on
the basis of some specific characteristic tend to use a broad base of
information in making decisions about him once he is in the 'program.
Individnalized instruction, "mainstreaming" (i.e., incorporating education-
ally handicapped children and programs designed especially for them into

LOS AnCle$ aty Schdol Districts, Division of Elementary Education. Guidance and
Counseling SocUon, Cumulative Record Ileuldhook far Elea entaq Schools: A Guidefar Teachers,

Tentative Edition. December 1961.
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the normal classroom situation) and team teachingall popular innovations
in elementary and secondary education todayare likely to intensify rather
than diminish this reliance on a large number of factors in evaluating
student.

Standards regarding the content and use of records often exist on
paper but are rarely put into practice. The best information management
practices are found in academic grading, Grades are systematically created
by processes generally known to parents and students and are documented
and regularly reported to them. For other types of records, however, there
are few generally accepted standards of relevance or propriety. Adfninistra-
Live control of record keeping is minimal. While most institutions define
what they consider to be basic information, individual educators generate a
wealth of other records. For example, many individualized instruction
programs require a diagnostic profile of each child to be used in making
day-to-day instructional ,decisions about him. Without systematic quality
control, however, the information in records of this type is bound to reflect
the varying competencies of the professionals who create them.'

Some elementary and secondary school, districts have guidelines
specifying the kinds of information members of the school staff may enter in
a student's cumulative record. For example, a guideline might specify that
entries include Only firsthand observations, noting the time and place of the
observation and the identity of the observer. To make such guidelines
effective, however, the staff must be trained to follow them and student
records must be systematically reviewed for compliance. ,

Given the multiple functions and broad responsibilities of elementary
and secondary schools, the differences among them, and the emphasis on
the whole child, there is understandable disagreemerit about what standards
for record keeping should be Even if standards for relevance, propriety, and
reliability of information were firmly established, it would be difficult to
monitor their application because record keeping in most school systems is
so decentralized.

RECORD - KEEPING RESPONSIBILITY AND AUTHORITY

The authority of educational institutions to collect, use, and disclose,
information about students is even broader than their authority to make
administrative and instructional decisions. State laws usually do not restrict
the collection of information, nor do they surround the information that
forms the basis of educational decisions with due process protections.

Local boards of education seldom involve themselves in developing
,record-keeping policies, leaving it to professional educators, whose primary
concern is school management, to establish such policies. Educators, in turn,
have given the matter little attention and have seldom consulted parents and
students,about what irformation is collected or how it 'is used As records
come to substitute for personal interaction, educators understandably come
to view records as their own and view the involvement of parents and
students in decisions about record keeping as a threat to their autonomy and
an implied insult to their integrity. -
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DI LOSURE PRACTICES

Most elementary and seconds institutions have a tradition of
treating records about students as " "within the family," that is, as entrusted

to the school for use by the school. 'rhe tradition is being challenged by both
internal and external pressures. Increased specialization has divided
responsibility within the school among teachers, psychologists, social
workers, security personnel, and professional school administrators. Each

type of school employee tends to have different relations to outside agencies
and professionals, Thus, a school social worker, for example, relates as much

to a colleague in a child welfare or corrections agency as he does to his
school principal. Moreover, he often needs the assistance of professionals in
those agencies who turn,to him for assistance as well

Some believe that schools exceed the limits of justifiable sharing of
information about students or their families, For example, in school districts

troubled by gang violence or drug abuse, school disciplinarians may
informally share information about student behavior with local law
enforcement agencies. In Maryland, for example, a county government
began collecting information about students' families ostensibly to establish
the students' eligibility to attend county schools, but the information was
routinely shared with motor vehicle and Wing authorities for purposes
having little or nothing to do with the educational mission of the school

district.6
A school district may also transfer individually identifiable informa-

tion from student records to other State agencies in order to establish the
district's eligibility for categorical funds. In addition,. school, districts also
share Individually identifiable records with State and Federal agencies or

their contractors for audit, program evaluation, research, and statistical
purTioses. Decisions to use student records for research purposes are usually
made at the level of the individual school, whether or not policies regarding

such use exist at the district level.
The Commission's ,findings indicate that practices with respect to

research use of student records in elementary and secondary school districts
vary widely.7 In some districts the outside researcher is considered a
nuisance. In others, it appears that close relationships exist between school
personnel and university-based researchers who share a common interest in
the use of student records for research purposes. In most cases, however,
research has little or nothing to do with the immediate eduCation of the child
whose records are used, nor does it directly benefit the child orahe school.
While smite schools seek parental consent before disclosing records for
research purposes, or parental participation if the project entails ,the
collection of new information, practices at the elementary and secondary
level seem to present few barriers to the use of student records for research

purposes.

Elizabeth Becker, "Parents say 'School board is prying,'" Washington Post, May 6, 1976,

MiLryland Section, p. 6.
TotLrnctny of Stefan Javanovich of the Urban Policy Research Institute, Education Records

Hearings, October 7, 1976, pp. 121-22.

. ,
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Education records, like hospital records, public assistance and social
services records, and other administrative records are becoming a valuable
commodity for large-scale studies, Schools are finding it more difficult to
resist research demands on their records or to control the conditions of use
and redisclosure, especially if the research is sponsored by an agency that
supplies thorn with funds.

PRINCIPAL RECORD-KEEPINo PROPLEMS

While any generalizations about a world as large and diverse as
elementary and secondary education must have numerous exceptions, the
Commission's inquiry led it to the following general conclusions with
respect to the records elementary and secondary educational institutions
generate about students,

School record-keeping practices are often anachronistic and
institutional interests tend to overshadow the interests of
students and par,ents in the collection, use,'and dissemination
of education records.
Given the demand for curriculum reform, improvement of
service delivery, and cost reduction, there is little incentive to
devote the time, energy, er money to update or substantially
modify record-keeping pr3"etices.
The character of educational record-keeping systems (e.g., the
range oinformation they include, its subjectivity, and the
lack of criteria for relevance or propriety)/ create, privacy
problems for an individual whose ability toprotect himself is
weak.
The authority, of the institution, the uncertain relationshi
between decisions and information, and the institution's weak
accountability to its students and their parents further
diminish the individual's ability to cope.
As educational records become more important, educational
institutions tend to see control over them less as a stewardship'
on behalf of students than as a prerogative that cannot be
shared with students and parents.
The pressures for more collection and dissemination of
information will continue, and there is little to counter them.

POST-SEcorsipmzlouckrioNAL 1NsrrrurioNs

The primary mission ofpost-secondary institutions is academic and
vocational, and focuses on the development of intellectual and technical
skint. Because most students in institutions of higher education are adults,
the institution shares responsibility for their development not with parents
and other social institutions, but with the students themselves. Normally,
institutions of higher education do not actively seek to identify students who
are potentially eligible for assistance that supplements academic, training.
The institution may or may not assist a student in obtaining public
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assistance and social services, for example, but if it does, acceptance of those

services by the student is voluntary; the institution does not have custodial

responSibility.
The difference in institutional mission and responsibility is the key to

understanding the differences between the record eeping practices of

elementary and secondary schools and those of post-secondary schools. In

post-secondary education, the iwnirnal institutional responsibility for

socialization of the student and the lack of custodial responsibility creates a

simpler and more differentiated set of relationships between the Institution

and the individual.

Ttta RoLE OF RECORDS IN Drctttot MAKING

The limited and narrowly focused mission of post-secondary institu.

lions results in a more limited and clearly defined set, of functions and types

of decisions. The primary functions are to provide instruction, to order a

student's progression through a broad but highly standardized sct of
instructional programs, and to provide academic counseling. In addition,

most post-secondary institutions provide a range of ancillary services such

as medical care, financial assistance, and housing.
The majority of post-secondary institutions draw a clear line ,between

instructional' and ancillary services. 1-1-1e student's academic relationship

with the institution is usually, clearly segregated from his financial, medical,

or housing relationships. The basic decisions that relate to admission, to

evaluation of academic performance, and determination of eligibility for

financial aid are characterized by highly rational, comparative decision

making based upon well known criteria.

INSTIT1ITIONAL DECISION-MAKING
RESPONSIBILITIES AND AUTHORITY

The relationship between a post-secondary institution and its students

is voluntary and contractual in.nature. Generally, the rights and responsibil-

ities of both are spelled out in advance. Rules ofconduct, and sanctions for

violations, are made,known to students. Academic requirements, in terms of

required courses and performance levels, are clearly defined. Admission is

.
usually selective except in some State systems, so most institutions can use

performance standards to control enrollment. Individual institutions can

also control the variety of programs they offer.
Post-secondary institutions have much broader authority than do

elementary and secondary institutions. Public institutions are established

and regulated by State law, but generally are delegated broad authoHty.

Private institutions Are subject to some government regulation, but it does

not usually affect their authority over students. Nevertheless,_post-secon-

dary institutions have in recent years increasingly shared both responsibility

and authority with students. The involvement of students in governance at

the departmental, college, and even university level is common, espeCially

insofar as program plan_rdng, standard setting, and developing due process

mechanisms for decision making are concerned. Colleges and universities,
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particularly those that are public, have permitted, and in some eases
encouraged. strong student organizations to negotiate with faculty and
administrators on matters of mutual interest.

VARIATIONS IN ORGANIZATIONAL SieriNa

There is a strong trend toward large and diversified public higher
education systems with huge campuses. Some stales like California have a
university system in which each campus has a full array of undergraduate,
graduate, and professional schools; a state college system in which each
campus has a full complement of undergraduate institutions and some
graduate and professional schools, and a number of community colleges,
Nonetheless, there are stilynany private institutions, including sectarian or
liberal arts colleges, with fewer than 1,000 students.

The size of student bodies in post-secondary schools can vary from a
few hundred to 50,000. Some \campuses are urban while others are located in
communities with a smaller population than the campus. In the latter case,
the community may be econotnically and socially dependent on the school.
Some campuses have more than 100 departments offering specialized
training and more than 15 quasi-tonomous schools or colleges. Some of
the larger campuses have annual budgets of over $300 million and more
than 10,000 employees. Moil post-se&-indary schools have sonic kind of law
enforcement .'nit or special arrangement, with local law enforcement units.
Some use Federal, funds only for Basic\ Opportunity Grants for Handi-
capped Students; others receive up to' 0 perant of their total budget from
Federal agencies.

Again, however, there are certain characteristics common to all of
these diverse organizational settings that affect the collection, maintenance,
use, and dissemination of records about students.

The larger the student body, the more likely it has been for an
institution to rely on records rather than on personal contact
in dealing with students, particularly at the graduate levels.
In the last decade, post-secondary institutions have increas-
ingly shared authority and responsibility with students.
While growth has led to centralization of policy and adminis-
trative support functions, academic decision making about
individual students remains highly decentralized.
Ancillary services such as health care, psychological services, '
law enforcement, financial aid, and undergraduate admissions
tend to be highly professional and completely separate from
the academic decision processes, with independent record-
keeping practices that are governed by the standards of the
different profetsional groups involved.
Universities and even small colleges, tend to be cities unto
themielves; not microcosms of the communities in which they
arc located. Hence, relationship_s with community -agencies
are the exception rather than the mile.
Colleges and universities, like elementary and secondary
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schools, are caught between demands for more services and

high fixed costs. Many engage in research and public service

functions, both tb support their graduate and professional

programs and to meet public needs. These activities often

strain their budgets and dominate their attention. Almost all

are under tremendous pressure Iron) State legislatures, stu

dents or alumni to curtail rising costs,
Many postsecondary institutions are major employers, custo-

dians of massive physical compleaes, and major contractors

for a variety of Federal agencies. As such, they must comply

with Federal program requirements that tend to increase their

casts, decrease management control at a time when they are

pressed for management efT5iency, and dominate much of

their agenda. Feclealiequlfernents arising from anti-discrimi-

nation legislatiorwiederal procurement practices, occupa

tional safety and environmental protection legislation, stu-

dent-loan and other financial assistance programs have made

post.secondary. institutions wary of Federal regulation. Post.

secondary institutions have also developed a tendency to

concentrate on the letter rather than the spirit of Federal

program requirements.

CREATION AND USE 01, REcortos

Post-secondary institutions maintain many diticrent kinds of records

about students: Some Are centralized; others are created solely for the use of

a department, committee, or individual faculty member. Some are conscien-

tiously used for only one purpose; others are segregated in theory but are

actually used widely for many purposes. Some are uniform in content.

format, and method of collection; others differ widely in those respects. The

probleM for the individual in a post-secondary institution arises from the

difficulty of finding out what records are being kept, by whom they are

being kept, and for what purposes they are being used

The records on students that are centralized are'primarily academic

records (e.g, courses, credits, grades, letters of recommendation), atten-

dance records, and financial records: Such records seldom include much

information about a student's family or social life, and only rarely include

anything about a student's personality and behavior.

The centraliied record about a student starts with admission. In most

of the public undergraduate
institutions, admissions is a fairly straightfor-

ward and simple process. The applicant supplies most of the information

needed, including academic, financial, and health information, and often

letters of recommendation to verify and supplement the academic record:

Registrars' offices, usually maintain the official academic record, which

includes 'information regarding course work, credits earned, and grades.-

Health and financial records arc Maintained separately.

In private undergraduate institutions, and in both public and private

graduate and professional schools, the admissions process generates a
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detailed record on the applicant, drily part of which is supplied to the school
by the applicant himself. Such records may include the results of faculty and

staff interviews, letters of recommendation, indicators of expected -perfor-
mance generated from analysis of transcripts, ratings or rankings created by

the adrithsions process, and documentation of the actions taken by
admissions officers and committees with respect to the individual applicant.

The admissions decisions of these institutions often allow for considerable
exercise of professional Judgment, unsupported by documentation. Admis-
sions criteria °nun include vaguely defined attributes such as "character"
and "morals."P Although some admission decisions are made on the basis of
objective information, in many cases highly subjective data on applicants is
collected and used. Institutional controls on the relevance, propriety, and
reliability of the information collected do not appear to exist.

Letters of recommendation, whether written at the request of the
applicant or the institution, play a role in some but not all admissions
decisions. While there is great variation in attitudes toward the value of
letters of recommendation, the profesiors preparing them, and the institu-
tions receiving them have tended to treat them as confidential commuftica-
lions that should nor be made available to the applicant.

Universities usually set minimum record-keeping requirements for
colleges and academic departments, bus academic record keeping outside
the registrar's office is extremely decentralized. Colleges and universities
have very few restrictions or even guidelines on content, format, or method
of collecting information for records kept at the department or cohege
There are, moreover, few incentives for an academic department to cede any
professional or departmental control over record keeping to a centralized
authority within the institution. This is especially true if control impinges on
activities that faculty members perceive as professional prerogatives and
which, therefore, crucially affect faculty-administration relationships. No-
netheless, problems such as grade iaflation suggest that the professional
standards ofjudgment in academic performance evaluation are inconsistent,
relatively weak, and often of no great interest to those making such
judgments. Faculty members are not specifically trained to evaluate student
performance. While standards arc difficult to set, and the evaluation process
will always rely heavily on professional judgment, records of evaluators
normally do not include the evidence underlying the judgments they
contain.

As written records tend to be substituted for the unrecorded personal
knowledge of faculty and administrators, -second-order" student records
have been increasingly generated. An example of such second-order records

are those created by teaching assistants to enable A faculty member to
operate in a system which presumes he has personal knowledge of his
students, even though his clar. may include 400 students. Another
illustration is the records created by academic supervisor), cornmitteeq to
develop and monitor a graduate student's curriculurn. Such records mayor
may not be official, and they often differ within colleges or even within

" Testimony of the Medical School. Univerairy of California. Los Angeles, Education
Records Hearings, October 8, 1976, pp. 556-58.

95-312 0 - 77
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partments of the same Ins_ Union. Infounation in these' kind, °free° k

Iwever, almost always limi0.1 to academic performarIce and perform
aluation, They are not us nd for diagnosis or specialized treatment because

idents in post-secondary schools are expected to make decisions about

urscs without 114- benefit of someone else's analysis of special needs.
Ancillary services can be quite elaborate in post-secondary institu

ms. Many uniVersity counseling centers, for example, provide psychother-

ly for students, and almost all maintain student health centers staffed by
lysicians.- Many even have hospital facilities for student use Financial aid

rvices, too, may be quite extensive, and may generate extensive records

tout students and their parents, These finhneral records are n'ot comniin-
ed with other centralized records, however, and information in them is
rely disclosed or used within the university- for other than financial-aid

rrposes,
Post-secondary institutions usually keep disciplinary records on

udents, and many institutions have campus security units that maintain
eir own records. Student records arc often shared between administrators
sponsible for discipline and campus security forces.° Such information

ies not affect academic decision making, although academic records are
'ten used in evaluating students who have created a disciplinary problem.
evertheless, there are feW internal limits on the use of academic or
sciplinary records. For example, the turbulent period of the late 1960's and

sly 1910's provided many examples of the ability of institutions to collect
id use information about students in order to control them."' The
,undaries between academic and disciplinary decision making are
Irnetimes more nebulous than the institutions like to admit, and iri. times of
Mimi stress, professional ethics are a poor. substitute for legal controls

ter the internal uses of records,

WORD-KEEPING RESPONSIBILITY AND AUTHORITY

Post - secondary institutions have almost unlimited freedom to collect
id use records about students. Few proscriptions regarding the collection
use of records appear in law or university policy: The public accountabili-
structures in both public and private institutions, while powerful, are

tither sufficiently focused on administrative qUestions nor responsive

lough to students' interests to limit record-keeping autonomy. In practice,
,ofessional standards, and the recent trend toward student involvement in
aiversity governance; do provide some limits on institutional autonomy. As
Dted.above, however, record keeping in higher education is predominantly

profesiional prerogative.

' Submission of Maims) Student AssociationEdueat oo Records Hearings, November 12,

176.
1° TeatLmony of National Student Association. Education Records Hearings, November 12,

r76, pp. 392.93. . . ,
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In postsecondary education, there is little occasion for information to

flow beyond the bounds of the educational institution. Colleges and

universities have il tradition of limiting the release of information about
students to external organizations, in effect holding the information in
"HUM" for the students. Traditionally, they have released information
regarding attendance, degrees received,,eourses taken, and honors received,

but most will not transfer records of a student's academic performance or
financial situation to other institutions unless a student requests that they do

so.11"
Much of the current demand for information in student records Conies

from commercial interests developing mailing lists, or from Federal agencies
conducting research, evaluating programs, or auditing financial records. For
example, controversy arose recently over the use of student information by

the Veterans Administration (VA) in auditing VA student-aid programs
administered by institutions of higher education. The VA auditors compare
records of students who do not receive its funds with the records of students

who do, and inspect student records without the consent of the students
involved.); In at least one reported instance, records on students were
physically removed from a school to another location where they were
Inaccessible to students.'; Still, research using information in recOrds on
students in individually identifiable form in higher education is not
extensive: In addition, while institutions may permit such use without the

consent of the, individual under certain circumstances, universities are

usually quick to demand guarantees of confidentiality from the research-

ers.14
The most sensitive disclosures made bypost-secondary institutions are

to law enforcement authorities. In the recent past, a nurnber of universities
have collaborated with law enforcement and intelligence agencies to
generate and share information on the political activities of student radicals.
Many post-secondary institutions depend onlocal law enforcement agencies
for campus security and may share information with these, agencies. This

sharing occurs most often in institutions that have campus security units.
These units, usually staffed by law enforcement professionals, are more
likely to follow the professional law enforcement norm of widespread
sharing of information with other law enforcement authorities than the

norm of strict confidentiality generally followed by educational institutions,
The iufiarmation shared is often trivialfor example, the, fine for a parking

It Sec, for example. Testimony of Goucher College,Education Records Hearings, November

1. 1976, pp. 276-77 Testimony of University of Maryland, Education Records Hearings,
November I I, 1976, pp. 293-96; and Memoranda or staff interview! with admissions officials of
the Univarsity,ofCeifornia. San Diego and the University ofCalifornia. Los Angeles.

IS Sec, for example, Testimony'of toucher College, Education Records Hearings-

1 1, 1976, pp. 276-77; and Testimony of University ofMaryland, Education Records Hearinp,

November 11,1976, pp. 282-33.
13 Memoranda (gnat interviews with Mr. Frank Till, Director of information Services of the

National Student Association, July 1976.
Testimony of Yale University, Education Records Hearings, November 11. 1976, pp. 68-

69.
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ticket given by a campus policeman may have to be paid to the local city
gpvernment &IC:the latter's offices, an :irrangement which entails a record
transfer of minimal import, ln'other situations, such as in cases involving
drug traffic, major thefts, or threats of violence, the information shared may
be much more extensive and consequential.

PRINCIPAL,RECORD-KEEPING PROBLEMS

' The Commission's inquiry :ed it to the following general conclusions
with respect to the records post-secondary institutions generate about
students.

While the interests of educational institutions tend to over-
shadow the interests of students in the collection, use, and
dissemination of education records, the more balanced
relationship betw:gn the post-secondary institution and the
student, tends to restrict the areas of potential harm to the
student that can result from record- keeping practices.
It is in those areas that have the_ greatest impact on a student's
career, namely in academic .1.N-rot-mance evaluation and
admission to graduate or professional school, that abuses are
most liky to arise, It is in these decisions that judgment
weighs most heavily, that the basis for decisions can be hard
to identify, and tliat faculty prerogatives are strongest. Thus, a
student may perceive that any effort to assert his interest in a
record about himself may jecoardize his chances of a
favorable evaluation.,

TESTING AND DATA-ASSEMBLY SERVICE ORGANiz.ATIoNS

As the number of persons seeking admissidn and financial aid began
to tax the capabilities of post-secondary educational institutions, they
formed coalition organizations such as the College Entrance Examination
Board (CEEB) and the Law School Admissions Council to help collect and
process the information used to make admissions and financial-aid
decisions. Through these coalition organizations, post-secondary institu-
tions have since fostered the grown of other organizations that test and
assemble' information on applicants. Best known among them are the
Educational Testing Service . (ETS) and the American College Testing
Program (AC I):

Testing and data-assembly service organi2ations have become a gate
through whicp a student's education records must pass if he is to gain
admission to 'accredited institutions and to qualify for certain types of
financial aid. The student must pay fees for taking tests and for having
information assembled, stored, and forwarded to the educational institu-
tions he designates. Because testing and data-assembly service organizations
piovide their services under contract to orgarti2ations like the College'
Entrance Examination Board and the Law School AdmisSions Council
rather than to post-secondary institutions, policy regarding their record-
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keeping practices Is set by the former rather than the latter, and the stud nts
they serve have no role whatsoever.

Testing and data-assembly service organizations are highly specialized
and rely heavily on information supplied to them by the applicant. Their
procedures for collecting, generating, and maintaining information are also
highly automated. Their sophistic;ition and technical proficiency make them
sensitive to record-keeping issues and they have strong fiscal incentives for
efficient and efTective information management, and do not often make
serious errors, but they sometimes have difficulty detecting the errors they
do make.

Testing and data assembly organizations usually inform an individual
about the principal uses they make of the information they collect about
him. Moreover, their ,policies generally limit the uses they make of their
records to the purposes communicated to the individual. Testing and data-
assembly organizations take special precautions to protect individually
identifiable data when their 'records are used for research. They also have
strong confidentiality standards, One such organization has repeatedly gone
to court to resist attempts by the Internal Revenue Service to subpoena
student financial data.15 Nevertheless, a testing and data-assembly service
organization is not in a position to assume total responsibility for record-
keeping policies that would operate to safeguard the interests of the
individual, since its poliCiet reflect those of its clients, the coalition
organizations representing post-secondary institutions. The Commission's
hearing record indicates that the bv,er.sight post-secondary institutions
exercise over the operations of testing and data-assembly service organiza-
tioni tends to serve their own interests somewhat. better than it does the
interests of applicants.i6 Tbus, although such organizations deal directly
with individual applicants, and collect and process mountains of informa-
tion about them, they are less accountable to the individuals on whom they-
keep records than any other type of record-keeping institution in higher
education.

THE FAMILY EDUCATIONAL RIGHTS AND PRIVACY A

THE OM OINS OF FERPA

The growing importance of records about students, and of the record-
keeping practices of educational institutions has not gone unnoticed.
Litigation and the professional literature have drawn attention in recent
years to the misuse of,Rersonal information in the placement of minority
children in programs for the educationally handicapped.17 Research has
highlighted the impact of stigmatization on the educational achievements of
children and his pointed to ,the impact on educational' decisions of

Is Testimony of Educational Testing Service, Education Records Hearings, November 12,
1976. pp. 301-19,-,

18 Testimony of Ohio State University College of Lave, Education Records Hearings,
November 11, 1976, pp. 159-80.

17 Diana v. California Board of Education, Docket No C-70.37- grp (N D. CAN( 1970); P. v.
Riles; 343 F. Supp. 1306 (N.D. Calif 1972), Aird 302 F. 2d 963(903 Cir. 1974).
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erroneous or incompplete information about students. Court cases prior to

the passage of FER PA in 1974 increasinglyrecognized that decisions made

by schools can result in harm to students and that students and parents must

therefore have a right of redress.'"
Several studies Carried out in the early 1970's documented record-

keeping problems in both higher education and elementary and secondary

schools. in 1970, the Russell Sage Foundation convened a conference on the

Ethical and Legal Aspects of School Record Keeping to clarify principles

for the management ofelernentary and secondary school records, Release of

the conference report19 was followed by a second conference on Student

Recordi in 1-ligher Education and a second report.'1° The reco`mmendations

in these reports helped to crystallize concern about the creation, use, and

dtsclosure or school records,
The stimulus for the passage of FERFA was a 1974 study of the

National Council of Citizens in Education (NCCE),21 In this report the
NCCE identified the' following as the most prevalent abuses in elementary

and secondary school record,kecping:

carte blanche access to school records by school personnel, law
enforcement agencies, welfare and health department work-

. ers, and Selective Service Board representatives;
lIek or denial of the right of parents and students to inspect

school records, to control what goes into them, and to
challenge their Contents;
failure to obtain permission from parents before collecting
information on students and their families (for example,
before submitting students to psychiatric or personality tests);
serious abuses in the preparation of student records that
follow students throughout their educational careers; and

failure to inform students and parents when, to whom, and
why othersare given access to records.

On May 14, 1974, Senator James L. Buckley succeeded in getting a

floor amendnient to the General Education,Frovision's Act of 1974 which

aimed to correct these problems. The two main provisions of the amend-

, mint, which applied to any school that receives Federal funds through' the

U5. Oflice of Education (Department of Health, Education, and Welfare),

required procedures to assure students and parents access to awe records

and restricted, disclosure of records to third parties.,Although The amend-

ment had not been the subject of Congressional hearings, it was adopted by

Goss v. Lopez. 419 U.S. 565 (1975); Wood v. Strickland, 420 11,S. 348 (1975); Wisconsin v.

Yoder, 406 U.S. 205 (1972).
era Mind! Sage Foundation, Guidelines for the cotteertm Afaintertance, and Di.iserninatian of

'I Records, Report of a Conference on the Ethical and LegalA-spests of School Record

ming, June 12-14, 1972.
21° Russell Sage Foundation. Student Records in Higher Education! Pecorrunendationsfor the

Formulation and Implementation of Record- Keeping Policies in Colleges and Llnirersitia, June 12-

14, 1975.
21 National Committee for Citi2ew in Education, Children; Pare , and School Records, 1974,

p.309.
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the conference committee on the General Education Provision's Act later
that summer and signed into law on August 21, 1974.22 At the time, few
educators were aware of it.

During the weeks after its enactment., however, educational institu-
tions and other interested parties around the country launched a massive.
letter-writihg campaign to members of Congress, At this point, the Senate
and !louse Education Subcommittees and the Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare Legislative Office took the lead in sy,orking out a '

compromise measure, which Senator Buckley sponsored. Representatives of
educational institutions .and of parent and student grouts contributed to the
drafting of the revision, which became known as the Family Educational
Rights and Privacy Act. It was passed by both. Houses of Congress and'.
signed into law in December 1974.24

The process by which FERPA was enacted had a significant impact on
its subsequent implementation, Several factors are important in understand-
ing this impact. First, professional educators were not involved in drafting
the original legislation nor even aware of its existence.'Alilieugh key groups
were brought in during the redrafting, their role could only be responsive,

inot creative, and was, in the main, defensive. Because there had'been no
nationaldebate or public on the measure, and only a minimum of
congressional debate, neither the affected parties (i.e., educational institu.
bobs, parents, and students) nor the Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare, which had to develop regulations to _implement the Act, received
much guidance on the manner in which the Act should be interpreted,

:)" Second, FERPA was primarily designed to address documented
problems in elementary and secondary schools, but it was made applicable
to higher education on the too simple assumption that the problems in both
areas are similar .and thus that the same principles would apply well
in both places. Representatives of higher education who participated in
drafting the compromise amendment considered the final version to be a
vast improvement over the original measure. Nevertheless, they continued
to be convinced, that FERPA addressed a set of record-keeping problems
that were different from those that arise in higher education and thus .that
the .Tequirements of FERPA would create substantial burdens without
benefiting students.

Tits REQUIREMENTSREQUIREMENTS OF FERPA

The principal requirements of FgRPA are straightforward. they give a
student or his parent the right to inspect and review, and request correction
or amendment of, an education record Maintained about him [20 USE
12320)(1) and (2)], and give, a student or his parents some measure of
control over the disclosure of information from an edu'eation record about
him [20 U.S C 1232g(bXI)]. FERPA obligates educational institutions tc-

civide procedures for inspection and review of records within 45 days from
.

93-3110.
93-56.8.
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the time it receives a request for access to them. /20 U.S.C.12.32,Va)(1)01,) It

also exempts the following types of records from parent and student access:

records maintained by law enforcement units of educational
institutions, if such records, arc maintained separately from
other education records and if no exchange of information
between those records and other education records is permit.
ted /20 U.S.C, 1232g(a)(4)(8)(0);
medical or psychological treatment records maintained sepa-
rately from other education records and used only for medical
treatment purposes;' provided, however, that such records
may be seen by an appropriate professional of the student's
choice/20 U.S.0 1232g(a)(4)(B)001;
so-called "desk drawer notes;" that is, personal records of
intructional, supervisory, or administrative personnel that
ate not shared with anyone else except a substitute 120 U.S.0
1232g(a)(4)(B)(01;
confidential, letters of recommendation that were in a' stu-
dent's record before the Act or to which the student has
waived his right of access /20 U.S.C. 1232g(a)(1)(B)(ii) and
(110(1)J; and
records'about applicants who have never been students'at the
educational institution. [20 U.S.C. 1232g(a)(6)j

FERP4 requires educational institutions to allow Students or parents
to have a hearing to challenge information in records they believe to be
inaccurate, misleading, or otherwise in violation of their privacy rights. It
also obligates an educational institution to correct or jleleW challenged
information or, if it fefuseS-to make the requested correction, to insert in the
record the student or parent's written explanation regarding the disputed
infdimation. [20 V.S.G. 1212042)1

In a' n FERPA requires written consent froin a student or parent
before a studen rd or any personally identifiable information in it
may be disclosed to a t ird party. Consent is not required, however,. when
the disclosure is to:

:Officials? ;h ucational institution acting m pursuit of a
legitimate edu ti *nal purpose (20 U.S.0 1232s(4(1)(4)1;
officials of sc ools or school systems in which the student
seeks to enro provided the student is notified of the
disclorre,-giv a copy of the record or information upon
request, and ha an opportunity to have a hearing to challenge'
the contents the record or information (20 U.S.C-.
1232s(b)(1)(B)l
certain Pale rid State agencies for auditing and evaltiatihn
pu n the condition that no redisclosure of the record is

and it is destroyed when no longer needed pa ugc;
2g(b)r1 )(CI (E), and (4)(B)J;
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accrediting agencies for accrediting purposes 120 ti.§:C
12320)(1,1(0p
organizations conducting studies for educational purposes onq
behalf of educational institutions, on the condition that no'.
red.Uclosure of the record is reads and it is destroyed when no-
longer needed ( 20 U.S.0 1232g(b)(1)(F)]
in an emergency, when necessary to protect the health and
safety of the student or other persons [20
1234(01)0y; and
in response to a judicial order or laWfully issued subpoena,-
provided that parents and students are notified in advance of
compliance with the order or subpoena.. 120 U.S.0
12320X2)(B)]. .

FERPA also perrMts an educational institution to disclose directory
infon-nation (i.e., information about_ the identity or status of the student
which has been publicly designated by the institution as directory informa-
tion) without the consent of the student or his parent, provided the student
or parent has had a reasonable opportunity to inform the institution that
any or all of the information should not be released without the student's
prior consent 120 U.S.0 1252g(a)(5)) An educational institution-must keep
an accounting of all disclosures requested or obtained, and allow a student
or parent to review the accounting 120 U.S.0 1232g(b)(4)(,4)]

FERPA instructs the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare to
promulgate regulations to protect the tights of students and their families in'
surveys or data-colleetiOn activities conducted, assisted, or-authorized by
the DHEW or an educational institution. 120 U.S.0 1232ecil Finally, it
places a requirement on educational institutions to inform students and
parents of their rights under the Act. 120 US C: 1232g(e)]

FERPA applies to any institution receiving U.S. Office of Education
funding and provides for the termination of such funding if an institution
fails to comply with it and compliance cannot be secured voluntarily. 120
U.S.C. 1232E0 DHEW is required to set up an office and a review board to
investigate, review, and adjudicate violations and eomplaints alleging
violations. [20V.S.0 1232g(g)J

The Commission believes that FERPA represents a reasonably
successful attempt to establish a clear set of minimum requirements for the
protection of students' and parents' privacy rights. At the same time, 'its
gives each educational institution considerable latitude in establishing its
own procedures to fulfill these requirements. Ironically, FERPA's most
specific provisions are the exceptions to its requirements, and most of them
were added at the request of representatives of educational institutions and
Federal agencies during the drafting of the compromise measure.

KEGULATIONS IMPLEMENTING FERPA

In preparing the regulations, DHEW consulted extensively with
representatives of educational institutions, and generally did not interpret
the Act in such a way as to reduce the flexibility -given educational

0S-312 0 - 77 - 10
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institutions by the statut e. ]fie reaulations require educational ir....!t12..ions

and aeencies to _formula le a policy that specifies their procedurs for

effectuating the rights given' students and parents by FERPA. Inso:7ar as
disclosure:is concerned, the policy Must specify rules and criteria for
determinir g. which educational purposes are legitimate and which school
officials within' the institution or agency can gain access to records. It must

also speCify what categories of information are to be considered directory

information. :The regulations include broad euidelines for hearing proce-
dures, general conditions for disclosure in emergencies affecting' the health

and safety of an individual, and a definition of the term "student" that
denies students in one component of an institution (an undergraduate

college, for example) access to their adnUssions records in another
component of die same institution (such as a law school or medical school).

The statute did not require DHEW to review and approve each

institution's policies, or to pass judgment on the substance of policieswhen
complaints are made, and thy: Department has not done so. Responsibility

''for judgments of that sort has been left to local institutions, and wisely so in

the view of the Commission.

EXPERIENCE 11.4 IMPLEMENTING FERPA TO I)

The implementation of FERPA has been plagued by onfus

misunderstanding,' and delay. Because the Congress did not authorizi
additional funds for DHEW to implement the law, the Departrnenfas not
beeii able to spend much money doing So. The Department's small Fair
Information Practice Staff was designated as the office responsible for
developing and promulgating the regulations required by the statute,
'aillswering questions and offering assistance in interpreting the statute and
,regulations, handling complaints about violations of FERPA requirerne ts,
and mediating solutians to conflicts over interpretations.

The FERPA regulations were not issued until June 1976, sorrm18
months after passage or tbe Act. Inadequate staffing and funding 1,1,,cre not

the only _reasons for the delay. Extensive consultations with representatives

of educational institutions took time, especially because many educators

were still poorly ,inforrned about FERPA and resistant to Federal govern-
ment regulation "of any sort. As a consequence, many institutions did
nothing to implement the Act pending the issuance of the regulations, while

others attempted to develop policies.based on interpretations derived from

the Russell Sage and NCCE sfudies or those developed by their legal

counsels. '
The long delay_ generated confusion and misunderstanding that was

not easily alleviated by issuing the regulations. While the DHEW staff Was

available to answer questions, not many educators turned to them for
'answers, and there was no systematic program to inform school officials or

the public about the law.. Rumors and misinterpretations have been
widespread. For example, the PriVacy Commission recOved.an indignant
complaint from an educator responsible for record-keeping policy in a large

elementary and secondary school district who did not know that FERPA
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sit months previously, had completely obviated the._

serious implementation problem arose because FERPA was
introd to an environment that has come to expect the Federal_
regulatory scriptive. The underlying' strategy of FERPA, -which
leaves to educa institutions most of the responsibility for defining the
details of procedur s opsure. individual -protection, has been viewed by
educators as a weakness rather than a strength of the law: For example, the
president of a local university -recently complained to a reporter, from the
university's student newspaper thail'the Buckley Amendment is one of the
prime examples of poor legislation, poor administration and every-thing that
goes into it. Just about every institution, has a different interpretation of
FERP.A."24

What educators perceive to be ambiguity has led many of there to
make unnecessarily labored and highly defensive interpretations of the law.
Instead of taking the latitude 'afforded by the statute as a challenge to their
professional skill, and as an opportunity for innovation in concert= with
parents, students, and colleagues, educators have turned to their legal
counsels for safety. In many cases, legally sound, advice has been
unnecessarily burdensome and on occasion educationally unsound.

In the Commission's judgment, the major problem in implementing
FERPA has been the lack of understanding among educators, parents,
students, and the general public both about the requirements of the Act and.
thestrategy of enforced sell'-- regulation that underlies it. Where understand-
ing of these factors exists, the Commission has found little objection on the
part of educational institutions to either FER.F'A's principles or Its
requirements.25 Contrary to their expectations, educators have found that
offering stUdents and parents access to their records does not unleash a tidal
%wave of demands for access-and correction that immobilizes educational
institutions. Implementing FERPA has not been burdensome for those
institutions with sound record-keeping practices, or for thOse that
sought in good faith to develop policies consonant with the spirit of the

A few of the complaints about unnecessarj, burdens are doubtless
'Ugric& Examples of possibly burdensome iequirements include the

requirement to keep a record available to students and parents of all
requests for disclosure, whether granted or not [20 U.S.0 1232g(b)(4)(19)];
the requirement to identify and list all record systems in a central place
rather than simply requiring each component to have such a list available on
request [45 CFR. 995(2)(iv)]; and the requirement to allow a student to
restrict the disclosure of any or all categories of directory. information. 120

Jane MCHugh,,'"GNY Witholding Iranian Info," The Hatcher, February 17, 1977, p. 3.
for example, Testimony of Franklin and Marshall College, Education Records

eanags, November 11, 1976, pp. 9-15; Testimony of San Diego Unified School Distnc4
Education Records Hearings, October 7, 1976, pp. 207-22 and pp. 250-59; and Testimony of

ersity of CaliforWa, Los Angeles, Education Records Hearings. October 8, 1976, pp. 487-

" Testimony of San Diego Unified School 1N5trict; Education Records Hearn- October 7,-
iTik PP. 252,274-76.
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1232g(a)(51(B11; In addition, educators in some elementary and
econdary schools have found restrictions on the sharing of information
'th social services aaencies unnecessarily burdensome, and some schools at

all levels, have found it difficult to control access to student files by federally

unded researchers.
Claims that FERPA imposes unreasonable costs appear to be largely

rhetorical. Typical of the rhetoric is the statement of a university administra-

or that universities are "stockpiling lawyers like countries are stockpiling
nuclear warheads in the cold war."27 In reality, this administrator's own
large State university has met the added burden of FERM requirements by
etaining the part-time services of an attorney who was also enrolled as a

graduate student.
In response to the Commission's direct request for data on the cost of

implementing, FERPA, only one institution produced evidence of extra
expenditures. Its estimate, after careful analysis, was that FERPA cost
about one 'extra dopar per year per student and, in doing the analysis, it
discover-ed several places in which the flexibility FERPA allows 'would
enable it to cut even that cost without detriment to the individual student.n
Had the cost of implementing FERPA been as geat as the rhetoric would

suggest, the Commission's request for data would surely have produced
budgeting and planning documents reflecting the costs from institutions that,

bad found theni to be burdensome. While there are obviously some,costs
incurred_ in implementing the lawan extra page or two of printing, an extra

form for those who wish directory information withheld, and the cost of
discussions with faculty, staff, and administraiorsit seems safe to infer

that they are insignificant.
The cost of implementing FERPA depends of course on the quality of

an institution's records and the efficiency of its record-keeping practices

prior to the enactment of the statute. If the quality of an' institution's records
were so poor that it receives many requests to correct them, or is subjected to

other legal action, then the cost of implementing FERIA might very well
become substantial. The prospect of such costs provides a valuable incentive
to-develop better, record-keeping policies and practices..

Even when policies are well conceived, difficulties can arise in
implementing them. At the elementary and secondary school level,-there are

strong indications that in a large school district with a. urziform policy, there

is often little uniformity of practice among schools within the district. Parent

and student groups have documented the allegation that student records are
still. being disclosed to law. enforcement agencies without notice to, or

uthorization from, students or parents and that, in some cases, "desk

27,Testimony of National Association of State Universities and Land Grant Colleges,
Education Records Hearings, OctobeT 7,.1976, p. 25Z

Testimony of Sin Diego UiLilied School District, Education Records Hearings October 7,

1976, p. 270,
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notes have been used as offi cial records, rather than solely as the
anal records of a teacher Student groups testified to the Commission

at universities or faculty members were subtly coercing "students into
g their tight of access to letters of recommendation.* Further, the

commission could find little evidence that educational institutions are doing
very good job of inform Mg students and parents of their rig etas under the

Act-
The Commission found substantial evidence that neither parents nor

educators consider the system for enforcing FERPA satisfactory, as it
depends on complaints being filed with DHEW for mediation, and the only
sanction for failure to comply with the law is 'withdrawal of all US. Office of
Education funding. DHEW has not received many complaints, possibly
mouse Washington seems too far away, or because the only available
suction is so harsh that his rarely ever, imposed and thus is not credible, or
1-eause the "sanction would not in any case secure the desired result
prompt compliance. Ed ucalors resent, in principle, the.idea of withdrawal of
Federal funds and view its threat with disdain because it is not likely to be

exercised:

E INDIVIDUAL UNDER THE FAMILY EDUCATIONAL
RIGHTS AND PRIVACY ACT

In spite of the limited and rather uneven impleMentation experience to
cLste, the Commission was able to, draw some reasonably reliable conclu-

rr`cns ,about the fiegree to which practices under FERPA meet the
emission's recommended public-policy objectives. The concerns ex-

in its objectives are precisely those that led to the passage- of
PA: namely, minimizing intrusiveness; keeping recorded information
being a source of unfairness in decisions made on the basis ofit; and

w.sblishing a legitimate, 'enforceable expectation of confidentiality. The
complaints and abuses documented by p. rent and student groups, and the
guidelines from tl-re two Russell Sage studies cited above, also centered on
thesc three objectives. -

The Statute, however, does not fully achieve the. Commission's three
ewes. There arc significant gaps in hs coverage of institutions and types

ecords, and the enforcement mechanisms it relies on are too weak to
s strategy of enforced self-regulatioz.

CONTROL OVER THE COLLECTION OF INFORMATION

FERPA seeks to miLirrthe intrusiveness in several ways, It requires
tional institutions that collect and maintain records about students to
lue regard to the -appropriatencss"-of information and -the privacy

U of students. Currently, the only tool for enforcing it is the right Of the

,T ny of Stefan Javanovich, Urban Research Policy Institute, Education Recordi
ber 7,1976, pp. 121-24.

ny or University of California -Student Lobby, Education Records licann. gs.
S. 1976, pp 563-70: and Testimony of National Student dialsociation, Education

P.m& Hearings, November 12, 1976, pp. 394-95.
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student or his parent to inspect and challenge the contents of
Although FERPA spect cally`requ ires' the DHEW Secretary' to issue
regulations to protect the privacy of students and their fami7 es in
connection with any surveys or data-gathering activities conducted, az= fisted

or authofized by an administrative head of an educational agency, the
regulations-have never been issued.

As-the first section of this chapter indicates, intrusiveness in-elementa
ry and secondary schools is a serious problem, not only of surveys tnit also
in the routine creation of records on students. An individual has little
control over data collected directly from him, generated from observations
of his behavior, or created by analysis of his student record. Yet FERPA
does not address such collection and recording of information.

Reliance on access -arid correction as a remedy for intrusiveness has
se eral deficiencies. Access and correction are at best remedial, not
preventive, and do not address the problem of stigmatization. Parents are
not and could not be notified of every entry made in the record of a student,
so that substantial harrn can be done before they can request correction of
stigmatizing information. A student is stigmatized less by a particular item
of information than by the composite impression the record as a whole
conveys, which makes it difficult for parents to determine which items
should be corrected or amended. An addendum to the record giving the
student's or parent's side of the story seldom repairs damage fo a student's
reputation.

In addition, individual access to a record and the right to request that
it be corrected cannot lead to preventive action in a highly decentralized
system unless specific abuses are either concentrated in one location or are
prevalent. If a serious abuse occurs only rarely, steps to prevent its '
recurrence may be taken only at the location where the abuse occurred, not
throughout a system.

Intrusiveness is a problem of information collection. It is simply not
realistic for students and parents to exercise control over what. information
is collected, but it is realistic for institutions to establish standards of

,propriety and relevance. Adequate standards not only minimize intrusive-
ness, but provide a context in which the individual can effectively exercise
his right to challenge the content of a record, and thereby help the
institution to maintain and improve its standards.

Intrusive surveys and other data collection activities area major
problem. Students are a captive population and as such are vulnerable not
only to intrusive questioning but

out
to dangers that arise simply from too

much questioning. As pointed out earlier, individuals in component units of
decentralized systems often have the autonomy and incentive to authorize
or engage in surveys and other data-collection activities. Part of the reason
that DHEW has been slow to issue regulations applicable to these activities

is that the Department has already promulgated regulations to protect the
rights of all human research subjects [45 CFR. 46 et seq.) and is now in the
process of revising them. Nevertheless, the regulations covering human
research subjects apply only to DHEW funded activities, and leave to the
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or rather than the educational institution the responsibility
defining the interest of the individual in that research_

Although most of the data-collection activities in" schools are spon-
sored by,the Federal kovernment, and the organizations carrying them out
are covered by the research on human subjects regulations, some arc not
Moreover, what the researcher, educator, and parent might consider
appropriate may differ substantially. Parental complaints about intrusive
surveys and other data-collection activities were one reason for the
enactment of FERPA 31 yet intrusive data-collection activities continue,
notwithstanding DHEWs regulations regarding research on human sub-
jects.

In post-secondary institutions, intrusiveness is not 'a major problem
either in routine record keeping or in special data-collection activities. The
organizatiOn and management of information by purpose and the compara-
tively clear standards for the content of records are important protections in
thernselves. The admissions process does, however, pose intrusiveness
problems by virtue of the fact that FERPA places no obligation on an
institution to establish standards of relevance and propriety with regard to
the information collected and used in the adrhissions process, or to inform
the applicant of the types of information that will be collected about him,
and also by virtue of the fact that FERPA allows adniissions records
'containing highly subjectiy4 information about him to be kept secret. [20
U.S.0 1232g(a)(6), (a)(B)(ii) and (iii); 45 CFR. 9912(2) and (3)]

Another intrusiveness danger arises in institutions that have law
enforcement or campus security units that engage in investigative activities.
FERPA tries to build a wall between the records maintained by such a unit
and those maintained by the rest of the educational institution_ It clod so by
exempting the records of a law enforcement unit from the FERPA access
and correction requirements, provided the law enforcement unit's records
are used and disclosed solely for law enforcement purposes, and the law
enforcement unit does not have access to education records. 120 U.S.0
1232g(a)(4)(B)(h);. 45 CFR 99.3/ This creates a problem because some of
the information a laW enforcement unit collects can be useful in maintaining
school order and discipline. Yet; if a law enforcement unit shares such
information with other school officials, even on a limited basis, all of its
records must be open to student or parent access and no recordmaintained
by the unit could ha shared with local law enforcement agencies without
student or parent Consent, even though it could be disclosed and used widely
Within the educational institution. Most importantly, FERPA imposes no
requirement that standards of appropriateness, relevance; or accuracy for'

ch information be established and the Conimission has found that the
current .statute in fact encourages a law enforcement unit share

tional Committee for Citizens in Education., op, cit..
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information urreptitiously with other
institution.32

nents of an educato nal

PROTECTIONS FOR FALNEss

Fairness is a major objective of FERPA. The basic tools for achieving
it are the right of a parent or student to inspect, review, and challenge the
contents of his record; and the obligation levied on the institution to provide
a hearing, to correct .3r delete the challenged portion of a record, or to
incorporate into the record a parent or 'student's explanatory statement.
Again;. however, these tools are not enough to achieve the Commission's
objectives.

Particularly in elementary and secondary schools, the record-keeping
practices that lead to unfairness-also weaken the eff ectiveness of access an
corfection.riarnipioteetions against unfairness. Identifying unfair record-
keeping practices requires the ability to relate records to decisions. In the
educational process, however, parents are often unaware that important
*eeisions are being made about their children. In fact, schooling can be
looked upon as a continuous set of decisions, aid it is unlikely that an
institution could keep parents informed of each and every decision made
about their child even if it tried to do so. Moreover, if rights of access and
.correction are tied to "adverse decisions," as the Commission recommends
in other chapters of this report, is difficult to do in education because it is so
difficult to-define an adverse decision. Is placing a child in a compensatory
program, for example, an "adverse decision?

There are, of course, many decisions about which parents are
informed, such as promotion, major disciplinary actions, or placement in
particular academic programs. In some of these decisions, the role of records
is clear and it is easy to label a certain outcome as negative or positive for
the student. There are, however, many more decisions made about students
that either parents do not know about, that are not clearly based on easily
identified items of information, or whose effect on the child is difficult to
assess/Such decisions can be based on so many factors that it is difficult for
a parent to assess whether information in a record is inaccurate, misleading,
or irrelevant as it relates to the decision. StAding alone,' the right to inspect
and request correction of a' record places the total burden for assuring the
reliability of records on the indisidual who often does not understand the,
system well enough to use the right etTecuvey.

Particularly at the elementary and secondary level, there are also
pressures on a student or his parent not to exercise such rights lest they be
stigmati.zed as isoublemakers or malcontents. In any relationship between
an individual and an institution that has discretion to grant or deny him a
benefit, there is the danger that the individual will be penalized for
exercising record-keeping right, unless the institution has strong incen-
tives, legal or economic; .not to retaliate. As, far as schools are`.concerne

s2 Testimony of Los Angeles Unified School District, Education Records timings, October
7, 1976, pp. 16-26, 44145; and Testimony of Juvenile Services Division, Los Angeles Police

artment, Education Records Hearings, October 8, 1976, pp. 288-91, 303437, 309-20.
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testimony presented to the Commission confirmed that educational install.
lions do sometimes retaliate, and that a number of parent and student
organizations believe that ahey do so frequently3a Moreover, as pointed out
in the discussion of intnasivenesse access and correction rights for individu
als are at _best remedial, not preventive, and do not readily lead to systemic
un provernents. An individual can contribute to improving the quality of
information about him in records, but only if he k_nows- hat the record.
keeping Standards of an institution are FERPA does not address the issue;
it neither places an obligation upon educational institutions to establish
standards nor requires that parents and students be informed about the
record-keeping standards of the institution. ,

Because elinfentary and Secondary schools treat individuals over time,
they engage in substantial problem diagnosis. Hence, like any other
treatment institution, they have established dual record systemsthe
official records kept by the institution and the so- called "desk drawer" notes
that indMdual teachers, administrators, or ancillary personnel keep

/primarily for their own use. The latter_ type of record usually contains
observations, impressions, questions, or even tentative interpretations and
diagneses. FERPA recognized that student or parent access to _such
information can be a two-edged sword in that it can deter the keeping of
records and knowledge of what is in the records can impede an individual's
course of treatment. Therefore, FERPA tried to balance the need for this
type of record against the equally compelling argument that access to
records by their subjects is an essential component of fairness in record
keeping- The FERPA solution was to exempt desk drawer notes from
student or parent access provided they are not revealed to any person other
than a person substituting for the note taker. Educators have argued that
this has reduced the value of such notes and thus' has discouraged school
personnel from keeping them. Educators argue that desk drawer notes work
to the overall benefit of the student, but some parent and student groups
contend that the notes of administrators with disciplinary responsibilities
have in effect become secret record systems used to support disciplinary
decisions:

In higher eaucation, access and correction rights to most records are
effective tools because institutions have standards for the content of records .
and their use Nonetheless, when standards for the.content of records are
not clearly established, or when students are-not clearly informed of those
standards, as is the ease with departmental records, the inadequacies of
these FERPA requirements are the same as in elementary and secondary
school systems. The pressures against the exercise of such rights are even
stronger in post-secondary, institutions than they are in elementary, and
secondary schools because the emphasis on professionalism and on the
autonomy or-facility members is much stronger, The student is so dependent
upon the professional judgments of individual faculty members that he is
not likely to risk prejudicing them by asserting his rights

Therm:my of Parent Education Center, Education Records Hearings, October 7, 1976; pp.
17244; and-Testimony of American Civil Liberties Union's Student RightsCenter,' Education
Records Hearings, October 8, 1976. pp. 360-64,

aaaaa:
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in post-I.lecond,iryA equally serious lion

FERPA_ grants nor is c <ecess or correction to records r _

dmissions. This is the one a area in which access and correction rights alone

could be important protections. As in admissions, a record is compiled for a

single decision of unquestionable importance to the individual. To assure

fairne!:s in making admission decisions, an individual needs to be able to

challenge the contents of a record and re.uest its correction so that the
record will truly reflect facts about himself, his background, and his

previous perfonr:ance. Denying the app 'cant access to his admissions
record and an opportunity. to request-correction of it Leaves a serious breach

in his defense against unfairness. This is especially true for a rejected
applicant, because a successful applicant can have access to his admission
record when he becomes a student, as such records must by law be
maintained for 18 months.

The FERPA provision that permits a student to waive his right of
access to letters of recommendation is another loophole in the statute that

has special import for post-secondary students. While FERPA recognizes

the individual's right:to inspect such letters., the waiver provision can have

the effect of placing a student under substantial pressure to relinquish his

.fight at a time when he is most vulnerable to pressure. Empirical evidence

presented to the Commission indicates that waiving one's right of access to a

letter of recommendation has no discernible impact on the content and
quality of such letters, although the myth persists that a-student's refusal to

do so inevitably _debases the quality and thus the usefulness of the letter.34

One university proposed barring waiver's, but had to withdraw the prbposal

in the face of student assertions that accepting it would weaken their
competitive position for admission to other institutions.35 This is an .even

greater problem than it might otherwise appear to be by virtue of the fact

that there are no content standards for letters of reconnnendation.
Another major. deficiency of FERPA is that it does not aply to testing

and data-assembly service organizations. Hence, an applicant has no legal-

right to inspect and challenge information in their files. This is significant

because, despite their elaborate quality control procedures, the testing and
data-assembly organizations have been known to transmit erroneous
information about an individual and to be unable to detect errors that do

not occur on a large scale. In addition, these organizatiOns create records

ad Testimony of Ohio State University College of Law, Education Records imrnp.
November 11, 1976, pp. 177-78; and Testimony of National Association-of State Universities

and Land Grant Colleges, Education Records Hearings, November 11,1976, p. 127.

as Testimony of National Association of State Universities and Land Grant Colleges,

Educational Records Hearings, NcA,ember I 1, 1976,p. 127
atl See, for example. Testimony of Ohio State University College of Law, Education Records

lieaiings, November 11, 1976, p 163 and pp. 184185; Testimony of Ralph Nader, Education
Records Hearings, November II, 1976, pp. 216217; and Testimony of Educational Testing
Service Education Records Hearings, November 12, 1976, pp. 14845.
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-about the knowledge f the individual, such as lists f "unack:ez..e
repeaters,"37 or "'w " scores for individuals based on inf.,: r;.
supplied by the client institution. Such secret records or special scoree :e.zy
stigmatize an applicant or student (as when "unacknowledged repeaters"
are branded as "cheaters") or subject the individual to an adverse decision
(as when an applicant is rejected because his -weighted" score is too low).

Finally, FERIA makes no provision for an individual at any lvel of
schooling to have a decision based on erroneous; incomplete, or inappi'opri-
ate information reconsidered. The-Act merely provides that a student or .his
parent can request correction or amendment of a record. Although there
due process mechanisms in schools that can be used to force reconsideration
When the decision-is a major one many decisions do not lend themselves to
formal recon§ideration, nor is correction or amendment of a record always.
enough to repair or halt the damage. In decentralized educational

eanizations, corrections or amendments may not be prdpagated throu
out the systems; and in large system's, where administrative decisions a

arated from the process of correcting or amending records, corrections
may not come to the attention of decision makers. Moreover, in certain
ypes of selection processes where there are more applicants than available

pfa\ces, as in the case of programs for gifted children or admission to
profssional schools; the institution may have strong incentives to overlook
a coriection or amendment made by a rejected applicant. The den to
correct\an erroneous record may be a hollow remedy if the individual has no
way to challenge a decision based on that record.

CONTROL OVER Di LOSURE OF TlON

Limiting the disclosure of education records is a primary goal of
FERPA. The Act firmly establishes the principle that parent or student
consent for disclosure of all education records is the rule, rather.than the
sxception. Its restrictions extend even to those records maintained by
schools that are not Commonly considered education records. For example,
law enforcement recoids maintained by schools may be disclosed only for
law enforcement purposes and only to law enforcement agencies of the same
jurisdiction [20 U.S.C.12j2g(a)(4)(B)aiy; medical records may be disclosed
only for medical treatment purposes [20-U.S.C. 1232g(a)(4)(13)(ivil; desk
drawer notes may be seen only by substitutes [20 U.S.0 1232,00)(B)(01;
and letters of recommendation \rnay be used only for the purpose for which
they wereacquired. [20 U.S.C..1,232ga)(1)(C)J Moreover, exemptions from
the requirement of parental oi \student consent for disclosure are all
conditioned on an assurance that records will not be rediselosed. 120 U.S,C
1232s(b)(4)(B)J A school's policy under FERPA. must state the criteria by
which it decides which school officials way have access to records and for
what purposes. [15 CFR., 993,/ When records are transferred to another

37 'Unacknowledged repeaters" are individuals who have taken an examination, particularly
the Law School AdmiSsions Test, previously but fano indicate on their application form that
they have taken such a previouS examination', see Kim Masters "ETS's Star Chiunha," The
New Republic, &I'm-my 5, 1977, pp..13-14.
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school. parents midst be rtotitie8 and given °a cop_ y of the record, and must
have an opp o u iity t c aflenne the contents of the record in a hea-rins.
Auditors. evaluators, or researchers who are allowed' to have access lo
records without parent or student consent must destroy their copies of the
records *lien they are no loneer needed. /20 U.S.0 1232g(b)(1)(F): 45
'CFR 99.31] Pursuant to FERPA.; a student can bar disclosure of item

of directory information in his record. 120 U.S.0 1232g(a)(5); 45 CFR.
99.371

Despite these protections, the extensive exceptions to the basic
presumption of confidentiality create problems. Some of the exceptions
weaken an educational institution's ability to prevent disclosure when it

,.vishes to do,, so. Tnis is particularly true with regard to Federal az,encies
eeking access to ,student records for evaluation or research purposes.

Although Federal And State agencies cartreceive student records only on the

condition that they do not redisclose them, no Written agreement barring
red:sclosure is required, and therefore neither the institution nor the
individual can hold Federal or State agencies, or their contractors,
accountable for failure to abide by the redisclosure prohibition. Moreover,
when government agencies request access to information in individ;ially
identifiable form, they do not have to show that such access is either
required by law or demonstrably necessary to accomplish the purpose for ,

which they are requesting the information. Once such an agency has
information about a student, neither FERPA nor the Privacy Act of 1974, in

the case of Federal agencies, prevents the information from. being .passed

from agency '.to agency within Federal or State governments without
obtaining the consent of the indNidual to whom it pertains.

Another weakness in FERPA's confidentiality provisions involves the

use of records for research purposes in a decentralized system. FERPA does

rot require central review of requests for access to education records for

esearch purpoies, nor does it require that parents or students be notified

that records will be used for such purposes.
A major confidentiality problem arises from 'FEIIFA's failure. to

require student or parent consent to the disclosure of records maintained by
school law enforcement units or-- security forces to law enforcernent officials

of the same jurisdiction. The main concern in this regard was that school law
enforcement units were, or would becorne, conduits for information about a
student's behavior, Eilckground, and character. Although this problem
affects,oniy a limited number of studentsan alleged juvenile delinquent in
elementary, and secondary school, or a radical activist in higher education
it has 'oral import both for these students, and for an educational institution,

Ile relationship of educational institutions to law enforcement
agencies vanes according to the social, economic, and cultural environment
to which a school or school system operates. FEFt.PA, however, gives an

educational institution almost no flexibility in dealing with to law

enforcement agencies.
There are other examples of inflexible disclosure rules in FERPA that

work to the disadvintage of the student, the schdol, or other institutions, or
all three. For ixample, a school's relationship with social services agencies
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varies from DO 71 IC) cominunity.FERPA, however.
account of these different Ivo:king relationships. The Act clalcS

inflexible rule regarding- diwiosurethat school recordsdinay ,

disclosed to social services aeencies without student or parent con .
FERPA leaves no flexibility for sharing any information about students
with any social_ service agency for any pupose except in connection with a
financial-aid program. For example, under a strict interpretation of FERPA,
schools cannot assist focal services agencies that provide clothing to needy
children. by giving thoee aeencies information to identify potential
candidates. Nor can schools report cases of possible child 'neglect to local

.
rvices agencies without parental consent.

The same lack of flexibility is apparent in the FERPA provision:haZ
permits disclosures for research purposes without individual consent only if
the research is done for or on behalf of an educational institution for a
specific edueational purpose. As Chapter 15 of this report points_ out,

...because administrative records are a vital tool in research and statistical
. .activates they should be available for research or statistical puToses

nrovided that stringent precautions are taken to protect the individuals to
t
whom the records pertain from harm.

Finally it is puzzling that, of all. of the exemptions from FERPA's
restrictions on disclosure without individual consent, the exemption for the
least. sensitive informationdirectory inforrnatiOnis qualified by
protections for the individual. FERPA permits an individual to bar the
disclosure without his consent of any or all directory inforiation.. The
requirement is an economic and administrative burden whether Many cif
only a few students exercise the option. In addition, the requirement has
frustrated press access to Information, made it possible for individuals to
claim credentials or honors falsely without fear of being discovered, and will
even make-it difficult for the Bureau of the Census to get resident student
housing information necessary for drawing census:sample frames- for the
1980 Censtis. Moreover, the requirement effectively limits the freedom of
many States in creating or modifying public-record and freedom. of
information statutes. If such statutes were to designate as a matter of public
-record infomation included under FERPA as directory information, the
State would force educational institutions to choose between losing needed
Federal funds or being in violation of State law.

Ti E FERPA ENTORCENiENT MEcHwsms

Statutory. protections are seldom effective unless the statutre provides
strong incentives to corn ly or credible sanctions for failure to comply; or
both. Unfortunately, F A provi'des neither. In this respect, FERPA's
"enforced self-regulati n strategy" is deficient in that it calls for educatinnal
institutions to exercise substantial discretion in formulating procedures
while failing to make them locally accountable for doilig-so. Enforcement of
FERPA must begin with a complaint to DREW, and the only penalty for
failtire to comply is a fmancial sanction that lacks credibility because it is so
rarely used.
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FERPA and its ;an, , ations depend on for Inezl.....;,:
hieve l-enforced self-reulazion ': (I) educationakinstitetions. reut-t

provide parents and stt.den,s w ith 'the means to exercise the ri:th: e t-i,,. Att -
establishes; .(2) educational institutions must inform parents and students of
their, rights and the procedures for exercising those rights; (3) the
'Department of Health, Education, and Welfare must establish .-an office to
investigate:, process; review, and adjudicate violatidns;' and (4) if adjuica-

...
.tion fails, termination of Federal funding through the U.S. Office or
Eduoatipn is a last resort

While these 'rnectrAnisms may be theo tieally ri practice they
give the incliyidual little pi-a:cc:ion. Abuces of F c_R-') requirements
normally occur at the operatiOnal level, and are pzi 'led by individual
emplo3'ees at 'a, specific school:. The effectiveness ref FERPA. currently
depends upon mare centralized control than most educational institutions
have, What sheitild be required instead is local -handling of complaints- and
internal sanctioning systems. The entire burden of enforcement of FERPA
currently falls on parents and students, but the only way for an indiviet,al to
exercise the' initiative that will lead to enforcement is to file a formal
comp` Mint to DHEW. This process is not _only burdenson-resto the individual,
but is-unlikely to provide timely relief, and is therefore not likely to be used,

The sanction of total withdrawal of Federal funds is so disproportion=
ateto the nature 0 ost FERPA violations that it lacks credibility and-thus7,
serves' only as a oor incentive for institutions to prevent,. or correct
systematic violations or unfair practice.s. In addition, it does nothing to .

redress injustices to a particular individual. The penalty, if enforced, would
in effect punish all students.and parents, including those whose rights have
been violiated, by forcing tee curtailment of essential educational programs.
Moreover, it would nullify FERPA's protections since it would remove the
sanctinneclinstitutton from FERPA's jurisdiction.

,1. . ,

Thus, the incljvidual who: tries to protect his rights:has little hope of
sueeess,' and if h'e succeeds, he may threaten the survivalOf the educational
mstitution, thereby diminishing the well -being of otherstudents and parents
as well: as his own. The net result is that an individual's fights.will only be
pratecred., as they were before FERPA, by the initiative and sense of
responsibility of the educational institution. FERPA itself, may, however,
undermine even that protection. By failing to obligate- institutions to
monitor their own practices, and by gur-i'ng students and parents the role of
monitoring practices and reporting the institution's misdeeds to the Federal
government FERFA stresses an adversary,' not a cooperative, relationship.
in so doing, it Forces an awieved student or parent who has complained to
DI-IEW to assume the risk that the school will retaliate and puts the school
in a defensive posture toward its students and their parents.

RECOMMENDATIONS

As a result of its inquiry into educational record keeping practices and
its atialysis of the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act, the
Commission has conclUded that even with FERPA, the interests of students
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acid parents incducaticvn teecrt. s and re vt d-teepi rig practices a w not v. :!)

enough prolected. Serious gap; in the ern crag: of FER1).A make Oi;s
tatuation particularly serious on the .iiintissunis proeesset. of pot.t.-co:),..iry,

insult; li, lis. .
.

If students and their pari.rits are to be protected. properly front
intrusive or unfair practices in 'the collection, use, and dissemination of
education records. eduaational iistitutions must hear a large part of the
burden for psotec ling them. Rel ina solely on individuals toroteco their
own interests simply is not eciod e lough in vices of the broad authority that
educational itistituoonsinst hly to carry out their, Nissions. lo hive an
inclividunl a I the procedural plutecticihS. he nould r.ee 1 - to safeguard his omd
interests,. '_ every decision in,Idt 1:11out him. t.,Pa well yarn lye the
educational system. On the other hand: sole rdiarice on inst ilu Ilona]

responsibility for the Protection of an individu Al's interests in record I;eeping
would require prescriptive regulation by Federal or State goveinal en LS that

would have its own paralyzing effect.
While institutions recognize the need to protect the interests of

students and parents, the bureaucratic setting that dominates most
- educational institutions today tends to Mahe kVA itu Ilona! interests in record-

keeping 'practices' overshadow those or the individual.- There is a serious
irnba ance between an institution `s incentive to protect its own interests on
the one hand, and its incentive to protect student interests on the other.
FERPA does little to correct this imbalance,

Since the quality of educiition always cleperids ultimately. on human
judgment, protections must be dzsibnied carefully so that they will not lead

to further depersdnalization in the relationship between student and
institutittr. An educational institution must make difficult and sensitive
decjsicns regarding such things as the placement of children in special
programs, the admission of only a few qualified applicants to a graduate or ,

professional school, and the choice of, the proper mix of rewards and
punishments to help axbild learn social responsibility. There is already great
pressure on schools to rely on information about individuals that has been
converted into standard measurements of ability orperformance, a.-nd to use

it to make decisions in a way that eliminates she consideration of individual
differences. Such processes are often adopted 'without conOdering their 4.
impact on society and on the individual. Overly restrictive protections for
the indivichial often cause educators to rely even more heavily on decision
making_ based on standard ieiasurements in order to protect themselves
agairist the threat of liability' to the individuals affected by the decisions.
Until quite recently. education records mattered little in the educational
process. They have now become significant. Record keeping has evolved to
meet many changes- arid pressures, but the evolution has occurred at the
expense of studen is' rightS: The situation requires not the rapid imposition
of untestbd requirements to restore the halanee,.but a careful reshaping of
the record-keeping practices of educational institutions so that all of the
stakeholders will be fairly represented.

to um, the Commission finds that FERF1'A is isolid foundation upon
which , to restore the balance in educational record-keeping practices
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between the interests of sitik:vials and i.at cm. and the needs
institutions, PER PA not (init. tt'onlit'S the indwidual
education records, and berms nle the Im;eloie rot deSekyini: a '41

of rights and responsibilities, but coeS SO SS Ith wind SeriSt: of .

limits of regulation and the proper ides of the various parties in
implementing its feqUiterilentS, Nevertheless, further steps tile Dt-2.ded to

achieve a proper balance.
I he Co i Ss i0 . approach to lommlating protections for die

interest in education records is not to limit the authority of
educational institutions, but to strengthen the accountability of tbo,e
institutions to the individual and to society. The Commission's appro.,ch
depends on the tradition of ste maids!? ip among educa ticnal institutions ond
seel:s way that will make institutions continually. aware of and responsive
to, that tradition.

Educators recogniee that they have a stake in protecting and
promoting the interests of the individual and in maintaining public
confidence in their ability to do so. Not all of them recognize that their
record-evping practices are inn! emitting that confidence innong citizens

generally_, kiS well as among students and parents. The fear and mistrust of
schools rnay he- vague, ill.defined, and sometimes unjustified, but it exists
nonetheless. Educators are only beginning to he aware of these attitudes.
The Commission places great emphasis on the value of openness, both to
dispel unfounded fears and to identify and resolve real problems.

In formulating its recommenda lions, the Commission Lad three
objectives:

(l)

(2

to . pond and strengthen FERPA's minimum requirements
so as to place additional responsibilitY for the quality of
records and record keeping practices on educational institu-
tions, and to broaden the spectrum of :;!sti tutiums and records
subject to the Act's requirements;
to make educational institutions more accountable for their
record-keeping practices than they now are by giving the
individual effective remedies for specific abuses; putting
record-keeping policy and practice on the agenda of local
bodies and groups that hold educational institutions account
able for their actions; limiting Federal enforcement to cases Of
systemic abuse; and providing more effective Federal sanc-
tions; and
to expand the latitude of each educational. institution or
agency in -meeting its increased responsibilities and adapting
the basic requirements of FERIA to local circumstances
within the context of strengthened accountability..

EXANDINO A. SrgiisG-itt1s4; itiSTITUTIONAL, RaPONSIBILM

FER.PA currently forbids an educational institution or agency to have
a policy that denies individuals the rights recognized by the statute, but does
not require an affirmative policy to implement the Act's requirements. The
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deficiency 127 prom lgating regulations that require institutions to for; tc
-.;.Tartrnent of Hettlth, Vocation and Welfare sought to renied%

and adopt a trirrmitive folic cs. /4% C. F1t, 99. 114, Commission a tu
to create the conditions under which an individual can CACrciSe lin, ighi.

under F coERPA, and to foster an atmosphere of cooperation rather than
confrontation, institutions must be required to take affirma live steps to Meet
their obligations to the individual and to create policies and procedures
consistent \via) FERPA requirements. Therefore, the Commission recom-
mends:

c.111:1:10 (I):

T1utt the !Anti!) Educational Rights and !iliac)' Act be amended to
require an educational agency or Institution to formulate, atitipt, and
protuulgte an uteri nthe policy to implon ettl re(iuireinents,
as will as the ttelditional requirements recontniended by the Commis-
sion.

,knO1 1 IONA). itONAL ODLIGAlIONS

FERPA ,and the D1.11-W regulations oblige educational institutions
only to assure that individuals arc given the opportunity to inspect and
correct their records and, to ethcise limited control over the use and
dissemination of those records. The Commission believes, however, that an
educational institution should be obligated to protect the interest of a
student or parent in an education. record it maintains. The institution's
obligation should be threefold: (a) to attend to the content and quality of the
records it maintains on individtuals; (b) to provide redress for an individual
when a decision has been hp.ed on a record 'Fubsequently found to be'
erroneous, incomplete, misleading, or oilicrlke inappropriate; and (c) to
protect the rights of students wheneverit permits or undertakes survey and
other data collection activities.

The problem of standards for the con tent of records is crucial, both for
effective educational service delivery and protection of the individual. The
relevance and necessity of each calegory of inforrnation, the reliability of
information for certain types of decisions, the accuracy and completeness of
information in an a nq-:clotal record, and the appropriateness of sources and
reporting standards for records arc all significant problems for educational
record keepers, especially those in elemental), and secondary schools. Many
of the .complaints that led to PERPA's passage Were directed at institutional
failures to assure the quality of education records and the resulting unfair
treatment of set; dents. The Commission realizes that settingsuch standards
is difficult and is well aware of the lack of consensus about the need for
standards and Nvhat 'the standards should be. It does not believe that the
government should set standards, except where there is a clear consensus
about-the need for them and what they should be It does believe, however,

4- that an institution must assume responsibility, and be accountable, for the
content and quality of its records about indivi duals.
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Les -ying 14,:'r the t.t,;.1.;o1 aod letl ids on
unal institutions would not iolally NQvi;n1 the inclusion or co-one.

moinple le, or misleading int-ot in them, It ssoulLi, hcm ever,

eci,Jee the recording of such info! motion. and would assure ruat the

o...71ii:41's rights Of access and correction ire not the only means by which

the ri.",tlity of recoitis is monitored.
Co; lecting a teem d does not assure that pr o:io at. ions it

will be res-iewecl or corrected because there is no aisuraoce that

r)t-re ctio.n will come to the decision maker's ;it.....ntion, or even if it does, that

the decision maker will reconsider his previous decisions. ,11nec, the

rnrni!.sion believes that an cdtJell lion al iitution be +etio!-cil to

take _steps to assure that &visions bio.cd on irlaccxa;: are

reviewed, The CommisNion's intent is not to allow a challenge of Itie

substance of a decision if the inaccurate information had no bc:1ring cn it.

but nerdy to assure that procedures exist to review dceisiois ynCe
information bearing on the decision has liven correct d.

FERIA recognizes the responsibility of educational institutions and

agencies to protect the privacy of students when they conduct or it uthorite

data collection activities; but the 1)11EW regulations fail to specify hoy

minimum requirements for such Ac es . A decision to conduct, /`,.;St, or

au thoriLe saeli activities may he influenced by a s/triety cif factors, including

professional interests and pressures on an institution to cooperate with

various agencies. of the Federal government or with a university that

provides much of the continuing education for the school's teachers and

adrninisoators. Within large school, systems, moreover, individual adminis-

trators in units of the system often have both de f,cro autonomy and strong

incentives ID authorize data collection activities. Chapter 15 recommends

specific guidelines 'for institutional review . of research and statistical

activities in addition to requirements for notice and consent before i.esearch

is carried out on captive populations such as students. The-Commission reels

that an educational institution should assume responsibility for protecting

individuals from intrusive data collection whether or not the organi2ation

conducting the research does so. Educational institutions and agencies

should not only assure that proposals for data gathering are centrally

reviewed,- but should also assume responsibility for assuring that research

about an individual will not be carried out without his informed consent.

Accordingly, the Commission recommends:

Pee um/dation (2):

rhat the Family Edacational Rights and Privacy Act be amended to

require an educational agency or institution to include in its
iristientional policy to implement FERPA reasonable procedures to

protect agairist unwarranted intro iveriess and against linfLjt iress in

its education record-keeping pctice_s including:

reasonable procedures to prevent the collection and mainte-

nance of inaccurate, misleading, or otherwise inappropriate

education records;
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procediites that prolide a student car parent a r,
upportitillt) fair reconsideration cif nit ntliniiiis:rath
re,4!trtli stliAmt that Is hated iii Is bole or in ,I;.11 ii,; ;

education record the student that has heeii routs:IL-0 oc
an,Quiled us a t esult pf rights execc(smi under h

slaw:vent to the ileeision; and
No- cadres to le.va re that except as specifically required
tut surly). or 'data collection :lei 1114 1 ill be conducted, ie,sisted,
or ntithoriced by an educational agency or-institution unless:
(I) the proposal for such an °di% ity lays been roicwed end

amino ed by the edtleati'dnal agency or institution, acid not.-
a component thereof, to eliminate unwarrantetrintrosion
on the privacy of students or their Ninnies; and

(ii) parents of affected students have been notified of .such
activity, provided a reasonable opportunity to,revieti the
collection materials, and allovwd to refuse participation in
ti; tch ;Ietivit) by thi.lr children or families.

ANDING TIIE RECO AND iNS:i I rtrrioNS COVERED BY FIRM

Several significant areas of educational record keeping are currently
beyond the purview or FER PA. The records and record-keeping practices of
organi7ations that perform testing and datausembly services for educa-
tional institutions are not subject to the Act, Nor does the Act protect an
applicant for admission who does not subsequently matriculate. In addition,
the waiver provision and the regulation that allows an institution to request
such a waiver PO U.S.C, 1232g(a)(I)(B) and (C); 45 C.F.R. 99.121 have
effectively encouraged students to sign away their right of access to letters of
recommendation which, although of debatable usefulness, are required in
most admissions processes.

While tesyng and data-assembly services organizations have shown a
sense of responsibility to individuals, and have incorporated many of the
requirements of FER PA into their policies and practices, the individual has
no legally assertible interest in records maintained by such organizations.
That is, he has no way of assuring that policies adopted voluntarily will be
followed. This is especiafly a problem where such policies prove costly, or
where a testing and datzt-aNsembly organization comes under pressure from
its clienis' to compile a record which,, if compiled by the client, would be
subject to FERPA. As the Commission has observed in other chapters of
this report, a service organization that serves a number of clients engaging in
the same type of activity (e.g., the Medical Information Bureau, which
serves insurers, or the independent authorization services that support credit
grantors) will attenuate the relationship between the primary record keeper
(the insurer or credit,grantor) and the individual unless it is subject to the

sssame fairne and accountability requirements as the primary record keeper.
Thus, the Comn-iission recommends:
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/in ion (3):

That the Family Rights and 1 rivttcy Act
broaden the definition of au "cdthlatonal agmcy ur Institinkiii" tt
Include organizations that ptolide testing or tita.ito,enthly set% ices

under contract to educational agencies or institutions or consort iiiiiLs

thereof, eScept that such orgaikatious shrinki not h+ sal 1rt tr)
Station (b)(3) of the Act which requires cihicational to

permit access by Federal auditors to educational records uitliniit the
consent of the student or his parent.

The Commic:on belie% es that the ar:p!icatit Ito is riot admitted to
educational institution has i, l-)eve all others an intern t in sc,.u: lug col rL lion

or amendment of an education record, its well as -it:consideration of a
decision based on faulty or inappropriate information. It understands ind
sympathizes with the difficulties faced by an institution in maid ..re

admissions decisions, and also realiz.es the temptation for a disappoint..a
plicant to challenge a rejection on whatever grounds he c;in rouqer. 4-he

Commission is also aware, however, of the enormous importance of an
admissions decision to an individual. It does not seek to elirni,ate. human
judgment from the decision process, nor does it believe that providing the
FERPA protections to applicants will lead to that result. An admissions
decision is necessarily a comparative judgment. While making records about
applicants subject to FERPA would not lay hare the selection pro css, it

would assure that an individual was tieing judged on the basis or accurate,
timely, complete, and relevant information. Therefore, the Commission
recommends:

ei, 71111i ndation (4) :

Mat 11.e Famity Ed.tAition acid Prhacy Act be amended

(a) broaden the definition of "student" to include an applicant for
student status;

(h) make all provisions of FERPA applicable to education rec
pertaining directly loan applicant; and

(c) require that records created about an unqueceksful applicant he
maintained by an educational agency or institution for IS
months from the close of the applimition process, after which

tin they must he destroyed.

FERPA specifically allows only waiver of the right of access'to letters

of recommendation. The ofiEW regulations implementing FERPA pro-
vide, however,, that any right recognized by FERPA may be?Waived, -

although they forbid an educational institution or agency to require a parent

or student to waive. a right. Although the whole concept of waiver is
inconsistent with the spirit of FERPA, it was included for letters of
recommendation at the urging of educators in post-secondary schools. As
noted earlier, the Commission found no consensus about the value of letters
of recommendation nor about the impact on their credibility of allowing
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nieril,ers %Alio ieltels of fear that student access
rnight 'expose them to fi;!bilt) fir te:alLrlliitl. Mans' educational instnul'
fear lhat openness would rna>rr letters less candid. 'Ihe exidence presented to
the Ccmmission does not support these arEurnents, but it does show that
many institutions and faculty members feel strong)) about the confidentiali-
ty of letters of recoinmendation.3s

The C-omnission belie% cos that exa' nation are part or the professional
responsibility of any educator, and that candid professional judgment
should be sought and expected in letters of recommendation. Furthermore.,
analysis of case law t.-.dicates that evaluations of students communicated
without malice in the course of official duties do not make an educator
s ulnerable to libel Or slander,39 Of course, any evaluation creates some risk
cf ph) sieal reprisal but the risk %foes not relieve the educator of his duty to
ender judgments about students.

The Commission belie+, es, inoreoser, that candor is a proressiunal
°blip lion and should not carry the price of secrecy or potential unfairness,
A student can, if he chooses, make an informal agreement With a professor
that he will not exercise his right of aLcess as !he price for securing a letter of
recommendation, but it is difficult to justify the formal blanket waiver of
this right which institutions now solicit.

While it is difficult to argue against the individual's right to waive any
of his rights, it is also difficult to conceive of ways to maintain the right to
waive while assuring that it is exercised on a purely voluntary basis. The
Commission does not wish to preclude any individual from choosing not to
exercise his right to see a record, but it does wish to prevent him from
forfeiting that right. Thus, the Commission recommends:

Retain'? tidaliOn (5).

That the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act be amended to
rot. tie that the right of a student or his parent to inspect and reliew
letters and..ttalements of recommendation not he subject to waiver by
the student or his parent, Provided further, however, that letters and
statements of recommendation solicited with a written assurance of

3' See, for campie, Testimony of Ohio State Uriiversity College of Law, Education Records
Hearings, Novembe=r 14 1976, pp. ,177-78; Testimony of National Association of State
Universities' and land Grant Colleges, Education Records Hearings, November 11. 1976, p.
127; Testimony of Yale University, Education Records Hearings, November 11, 1976. p. 51:
and Testimony of Franklin and Mars,,All College, E..dnuition Records Hearings, November 11,
1976. pp.11.13.

'`) See, for example. Blair i Erman Flee Sc kin! Dist., 67 Misc 2d 248, 324 N.Y S. 2d 222,
(1971); Everest v.. Me tinny, 195 Mich. 649. 162 N.W. 277 (1917); Morris v Ramos, 397 S.W.'24
$04, (Tex Civ. App., 1965); cert. denied, 385 U.S. 868 (1965); Morris v. Univ. Texas, 3525.W. 24:1

947 (Tex. 1%4 cert. den-ed,371 US. 953(1963); and Aforris v. _Afcrworny, 323 S.W. 2d 301. (Tex.
Civ. App, 1959), cert. denied,385 U.S, 868(1%5).
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I he COMMiSSIOn hies th:11 substantial
protect individuals nom unfairum in 11:i:cid .eepiii b le.,;ed on

.educational institutions. 'The in also belines that sups should be
taken to strengthen an institution's incrm io2 to live up to its 1-:sponstbility,
And that to inal<e that !lamer), p1:6lerns and abw.es must 1%! br.,nght to
institution's atienti;.in.

As tioLd i.. 1I1III the silo and ilegrve of deccntraliraticm of educational
inctit:itiols iii itEcricies, and the many problems and responmbilitias that
coropcie for their time, attention. and iesources, have meant that existing
mechanisms for a,.suringloxonntaloility (e.g., parent or student involvement
in gi.ver5.anc,!, due ,,rocess, ;12,:t;nis:Niti c control procedures, and public
goAernance structures) h.Re not t'oet.sctl n fecord-keeping practices and
their impact on the iidu to I I R PA ::!lit v..s subStantial local discretion,
but does not attempt to Ltilite local accountability mechan-
isms to enforce institutional respor:l.ibil; ties for fair record keeping.

The record-keeping policies and i);.ictic es of an educational institution
will not he effective unless they take into account the views and experience
of students and parents as well as thrice of teachers and administrators.
Protections for the individual depend on thedes clopment of good policies
and practices because asserting interests on a.case-by-case basis in remedy
of specific abuses does not always provide the impetus for institutional
change that will prevent future abuses. All of the mechanisms mentioned in
the Commission's recommendations that appear below are now in place in
most educational institutions. The Commission believes that the best way to
assure that institutions respond effectively to the challenge of reforming
their record-keeping practices is io focus the attention of these existing
mechanisms for assuring accountability on record-keeping issues, so that
public pressure will encourage the development of procedural standards.
Accordingly, the Commission recommends:

Recommendation (6):

That the Family F.ducational Rights and Priacy Act be amended to
require an educational agency or institution that conducts instruction-
al programs to provide for parent 4 student participation' in the
estzblidanent and relicw of its policies and practices implementing
FERPA; and flintier

Recommendation (7):

That 0)4 Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act be amended to
require an educational agency or hstiintion that eoridticts iastruction-
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Tire union the 1'4:K111(11101 MplellICIIIing !MIR PA
3 it: nicied putsu.1 It to Re, colit.en,iiit tons (6) an (7) should require (Lich

.y or institution that conducts in' ructional proy,rains'o to Ii
procedures to hear and To.ol% complaints about FER PA polich:s ter

practices. that (a) provide for the participation of cnfa or students: (b)
require.lhe agency or institution to state its reasons if it dues not take .I1)
action to change its policy or practice in response to a complaint; (c) require
the agency or institution to maintain a public record of roc conplai It and its
L'isposition; and (d) provide for an appeal to the zos crning body of slit h
agency or institution.

Further, the Commission recommends:

Re 'tit/allot' (

'flat the Family Edocaticatal Rights and Privacy Act be atncr,tlr 1 to

require that an educational agency or institution establish, ['romal.
gate, and enforce administrAthe sanctions for violations of its policy
mplemcntIng FERPA. Such sanctions should be levied upon chief

executive officers of eclocational agencies and components thereof
who are negligent In pursuit of institutional compilati& :.ts well as
upon employees who violate provisions of such policy.

TiE FEDERAL ENFORCEMENT ROLE

Federal administrative agencies, even those with regulatory powers,
cannot effectively correct each particular abuse, especially when the area
being regulated is as large and decentralized as education. Even if FERPA
provided a more effective sanction than the withdrawal of Fedora' funds,
DIIEW could not attempt to monitor each institution's performance or
pursue each individual complaint. The Federal role should be much as
DHEW currently interprets it to be an instrument for assuring that
educational agencies and institutions meet the minimum Ftderal !quire-

-mints. The Commission believes that Federal administrative agencies
should intervene if an institution's policies fail to'comply with FERPN's
requirements or when an institution systematically departs from its own
policy. It is also convinced that to reserve DREW as the court of last resort
for complaints of systematic institutional failure to comply with FE.RPA is
feasible, reasonable,. and preferable to requiring Federal review and
approval of each local policy: The Commission strongly approves of
DHEW's current system of enforcement which, like compulsory arbitration,
seeks 'to obtain voluntary compliance. It recognizes, however, that the
Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare needs a more credible and

The Commission feels that administrative series organiationa should be ercetript front
this requirement_
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- t the Family '..tioc.atir.iiill P.Ights and Prlt acy Act tie iiiNodsfi to
4 ro, kk that ;111 or oily puiiott of 1)1 I ON foods ezrta,-1,Ld for
t (1w:a tion purpokts may be will.: :Id irtan ail etlovailohal agerli:) er
I iNlittitiodmhen its polio does not amyl!. with FE.I-CPA requirements

or when evidence of systematic failure co its part to litylemeut its
policy is prekented to the I)e;i..,urie,0 of lieetit, EA wiition, -',l

Welfare. Such v.itl.' .,..4ii;og of for .6, 1.1.aild oil!) be first -ed if tlie
Secretary has deturr ihied that milii,:i:lovecLutriet I,e keet.red through
solontary means or th.,11 s)1/21c..routic fAl!nres to Luplement ix.ilicy lai c
previously been brought to the attend. in tif the etlucatioml ageno or
institution and it his nut taken sot ficient steps to enrreet ,tih
failures. The amount olthheld should be appropriate to lite ti;itii:.e of

the violation, and should provide iiieenti %es for future comptianee.

An individual needs some further remedy when because of inertia.
inefficiency, recalcitrance, or ignorance on the part of school oilicials at the.

operating level, a school or other component of a large and decentrali zed
educational system refuses to permit him to enrcise his FERPA rights.
NE: le of the Commission's recommendations so far outlined provido.
individually or collectively, such a remedy. Civil action can provide timely
relief, and the threat of it increases the incentive for institutions to be
responsive. Such civil action, however, should be corrective rather than
punitive, and thus limited to assuring that institutions accord individuals
their FERPA rights. Therefore, the Commission recommends:

Recurnmendation (10):

That the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act be amended to
penult an individual (in the case of a minor, his parents or guardian)
to commence a civil action on his behalf to seek injudive relief
against an educational agency or irstitution that fails to provide him
with a right granted him by FERPA. `the district courts should have
jurisdiction, without regard to the amount in controversy or the
citizenship of the,parties, lo order an educational agency or institution
to perform such act or duty as 'nay be required by FERPA and to
grant costs of the litigation, including reasonable attorney's fees.

INCREASING LOCAL DISCRETION

The section of this chapter that describes problems in educational
record keeping under FERPA cites a number of examples of where FERPA
is prescriptive' rather than permissive insofar as the exercise of local

discretion concerned. The examples cited involved, the conflicting

interests of the individual in the use of desk drawer notes in diagnostic and
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treatment sttuatians; the conf, a t Ma. yen privacy and freil,.,
lion in the matter or di c.-ocir) rPformatiair. the tension ke;v.et.,,,
protections and s;:,..netal h;ae;its in reseitch t aod the school's
%.vith other sueinal agencies that share responsibility for the thiid's ..ca',.;e
and the rights &the individual,

In the Commission's judareent, FERPA's attempts to ple,a_ti;..e the
proper balance in these situations have created more problars.aha n 1:ley
solve. "lbus, the tinacsat of Conima.sion Neon mendation s! seeks ways e,f,
giving educational institutions more responsibility for striking the halar,:e.
'Th _

Commission believes that the aceountability mechanisms called for in
Re v:1,7e ?relations ((), (7), (,Y), (9), al-01 (/0)avill assure that the reiponsity
is not abused.

Desk Drawer Notes. FERPA. provides that a student or bis pa /cults 'ray
have access to an educator's desk drawer notes about the student only if the
educator shares information from them with someone other than 3 'n
substitute. This restriction may often be liarmfal to a student and may
reduce the effectiveness of the educational prograrri. The provision ti's to
resolve two teal c`iNnerns about the sharing of such information: (I) the
possible stigmatization of an individual by information whose natureand
quality are not subject to institutional control; and (2) the possibility that
des!; drawer notes will 1'c Nidden hi orn pitrents and students but used in
institutional decision irra king, 'Ilie latter problem can be solved by giving an
individual access to all th ' ditri uScii in making administrative decisions
about him, and recourse if those data Z-Lic erroneous or incomplete. Since s
dells drawer notes serve p imarily as a memory aid to assist in diagnbsing
the problems of a child an I as such have only a temporary value, the threat
of stigmatization can be alleviated by arranging for the destruction of desk
drawer notes at the end ;,),- each regular academic,reporting period, unless
they are incorporated into the official record ,system of the educational
institution. Sharing information in desk drawer notes during that period is
unlikely to result in stigmatizing an individual. If such information is so
difficult for an educator to remember that it must be written down, one
might fairly assume that it will be forgotten quickly. If some particular bit of
information in a desk drawer note, is significant enough to stigmatize an
individual, then it will probably be remembered and shared with others
whether or not it is recorded. Indeed, desk drawer notes seem to have
sufficient educational value to argue for their improvement; not for their
abolition. The dangers inherent in maintaining them can be controlled by
routinely destroying them or by exposing them to the same access and
correction rules to which other education records are subject. -1Therefore, the
Commission recommends:

Re(upwkerulation .1):

That the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act be amended to
make it permissible for records of instructional, supeoisory, and
administrative personnel of an educational agency or institution., and
educational psrsonnel ancillary thereto, which records are in the sole

L'

4:
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,cy or inNt/vot: or destroyed after each regular eirf:,-riic

re, ortItip, peritd;
such records are made for iii...;wction iil review

by a student Er parent if they are tiked ur rev truLlng

any achniniittinircalecikiro itre( t and
that all much rtv..1-ds of :. ,)ith

re.,?1,1tities are ir.adc to oarc Its SalLaS'N'
ejOlinaly deciskili ala..to by that uliecr.

DirePwry oiazion, The rurpose of establishing an exemption for
the disci© _.;irre of ,:tory information was to let institutions create a
eategorxoft inform, about students that is freely available to the public.
FERPA requires that caidgories of directory i- ,mation he tler.,-ied in an
institution's FERPA policy and that students . ,d parents be informed of
what information the categories include. Given the mechanisms to :IF.cure
accountability recommiThded by the Commission, it is highly unlikely that
an institution would characterize any information as directory information
whose disclosure might cat'isc hanTi or en-,Ilarrassment to an individual.

use tne administrative b:irclan lad the cost of permitting students to
specify that some or all directory information about them may not be
released is substantial, and because the only inforrnation normally charac-'.-
terized as directory information ,that is likely to create problems for the
student if disclosed is information that serves to locate him, the Commission

recommends:

Relonin,eorkvion (12):

Thit the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act be amended to
provide- that Insofar as directory information is concerned, a student
or parent may only require that address and phone number not be
published without his consent or that it only be disciesed to p-.:rsons
who have established to the satisfacion of the institution a kgitituate
need to know.

Disclosures for Research and Stalistical Purposes. The Commission
believes that its recommendations regarding the disclosure of administrative
records for .research or statistical purposes in Chapter 15 should apply'
equally to education records. Adoption of the Commission's recoirnenda-
bons on research and statistics would allow educational institution's to
permit the use of administrative records for any legitimate research or
statistical purpose, but would, at the same time, make it easier for them to
resist requests which they consider unwarranted. It would also give them
more control over the conditions of disclosure, because the research
organiz.ation seeking administrative reCords would have to sign a written
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disclosed should be made by 4 e.: .;a1 autfionly in an educational insut,oicr,
or agency and trot a compor.ent thereof. 'therefore, the Cornmitoi on

recommends:

Re-co/7,1,71u iuti (13):

That the Family Educational Rights and Prhacy Act be arneotied to
permit an educational agency or 'institution 'to use or diclelese
educ ation re-cord or information contained thot.2in in
Identifiable form for a resew-eh or statistical purpo4e without parent
or student consent, provided that the agency or institution:

determines that such use or disclosure in individually identifi-
able form (lofts not liolate any conditions Linder which the

wIts co'!cc.led;
s4 7;:tos Mid) t'W ur disclosure in individually Wen e

form is u.,..(_.oFv.i.ry to ac.complish the research or statistical
ptirpuse for vil.ich the ese or disclosure is to be made;

turrr.nis that Coe research or statistical purpose for which any
se or dif:closure is to be rna0c :s'ir_rz ins the risk to the

individual from 1!.:".'15aional cxvosore of tl.te record or informa-
tion;

(d) coquires that a.lequate safeguards to protect ,the record or
information from unauthorized disclosure he established and
maintained by the user or recipient, including a program for

val or destruction of identifiers;
probil.)Tts any further uce or redisclosure of the record or
in fortnalion in individually identifiable form without fit express
authorization;
prohibits any indhidually identifiable information resulting
from such research from being used to make any decision or
take any action directly affecting the, individual to whom it
pertains;

(g makes any disclosure porsuant to a written agreement with the
tor posed recipient which attests to all of the above;

and prorided further, that all such dewminations, requirements, and
prohibitions are made by the educational agency or institution and
not a component thereof). 3

Disclosures to Social Services Agencies, While the Cornraission under-
stands- the importance of the free flow of information between educational
institutions and agencies and other social services agencies, it is also
concerned that education records not become a soul cc of information for
Ltuposes that are not acceptable to the individuals lo whom they pertain,
ire achievement of educational goals, however, often depends upon

diary services provided by other institutions, and the .Commission
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belies es that tin tional agency should get all the liolp ;

1-letting the needs of its students. nic Commission's rte:Jinn
stre,s the need for participation by students, t. and the
deve.'opment of FERPA policies, vesting responsibility for record'', ec,iin4_?, in

eei_cational institution's central authority rather than in componcnts of
the'imdinition, and using a variety of mechanisms to assure that p:mr.t and
student rights are protected, Given such protections, the Corrimis,ion
believes that educational institutions should be permitted to roalse clralbrmi

nations regarding whether certain routine disclosures of information are
necessary, for the educational agency to accomplish its oivn mission, and
thus what disclosures shoe:d he permitted without tile consent of students or
parents. The burden should be on the e,:tticaticnal institution to (!ernor,strate
the educational purpose of such disclosures, and the policy should be
specific as to the aeencie.s and types of information involved in such
disclosuri. Commission, therefore, recommends:

Rccutn:rendation (14):

That the Family rducation,..1 Rights and Privacy Act be am
as to permit an eilucntit.ii;,1 iigoley or institution to designate
policy implementing that disclosures may be made on a
routine basis without the authorization or ti,,i parent or student to a
particular welfare or s.neial s-arl ice oi;e:icy for a specified puiTose that
tli;ectly assists the educational ugeucy or institution in achleviag its

provided that the categories of information which may he
disclosed to such agency are ako spccified and that further redisclo-

, sure by such agency is probibittAl,

Di.ccloure to Law Lrfitrr vet tit rrjnirs. Current FERPA rcquiremen
rise it difficult for an education I institution to deal with both its own law

enfOrccrndnt unit, if it has one, and with local law enforceme'ra agencies. In
the first case, if an educational institution discloses student records 10 its
own law enforcement unit, all 7-mm-cis; or that unit become subject to
FERPA. In the second case, while restricting disclosures of student records
to local law enforcenient agencies is laudable i most instances, it creates a
problem when the educational institution is a party of interest in a c iminal
investigation or 'when disciplinary problems and delinquency problems
involving violations of law are difficult to differentiate. The Commission
believes this problem demands a three-part resolution: (a) assuring that a
parent or student has access to any recorded information used to make any
disciplinary decision about the student; (b) holding an educational
institution responsible fdr the quality of the information it uses to make

ciplinaly decisions about students or discloses to third parties that will
make such decisions; and (c) assuring that an educational institution is in a
position to get' the help it needs from both its on law enforcement Knit and
local law enforcement units to prdtect the safety Of employees or students
and the property: of the schools and individuals.

The measures thus far'i-ecominended by the Commission, if adopted,
Would guarantee that students and parents have the lied. to see and
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challence 211 records of .disc . includin clesk dra,k.er nc,tes.
a dscIptinary decision tn -a studezn: They svouId

r equine educational institutions ruasona'cile procedures to assure
accurac-y, tirneliness, cornpletens, and relevance of such .records for
educational purl tikes, and mechanisn-is to force continual review of the

dequary o' such p2-ortelures. Given these recommended protection's. the
Commission Lees no rsason to recommend. that an educational institution
haqe kis. latitude to exchange information with its own security or law

enforcement unit than it does to make disclosures trlaw enforcement units
outside the edocational institution. Therefore, the Cotnntssion believes that

law eniotcerf,ent unit of an-educational institution shouldI.e lloved to
change inforrnatibn with the rest of the educational in5titution .witbout

making its law- enforcement records subject to FERPA. At the same time,
educational institutions he able to share education reckirds, including
disciplinary records, with their law enforcement unit only to tile same extent
as they, can share _Such records with other law er,forcement agencies.

Current FERPA 'requirements prohibit disclosure of edutation records
to law enforcement agencies' without parent or student consent, except
under judicial order with advance notice tq the parent, or in an emergency=
when such disclosure is necessary to protect the health or sale!), of the
student of other 'persons. In effect, this prevents educational institutions
frcim sharinr, information legally with law enforcement units in cases where-
the safety and' nfare of students, faculty,' and school property,are involved.
The emergency exception \does not permit routine cooperation with law
enforcement agencies even when the educational m4be a panty,
of interest. The D1-IEW 'regulations- make this clear by inch'iding` as one
criterion of an emergency, that time be of the essence, and by stressing that
the emergency clause is to be construed strictly. In many urban and
suburb_ an schools, howeVcr, there are extortion rings, gang violence, theft-
rings, hard drug -trail-1E, and other continuing criminal activities. While-
education recOrds are seldom vital to the canduct of a criminal _investiga-
tion, they can sometimes he extremely helpful. It is the Cornritission's
judgment that educational institutions should be allowed to -make the
determination that_ a disaosure is necessary as long as it is publicly
accowi table for its decisioln.

Therefore the ComFrriscion reconutrends :

Recommendation (15):

That the Finny uoational Rights and Privacy Act he amended to
provide:

)= 'ffia co/let-tell or maintained by the security or 14ly
enforcement branch of an educational agenc:, or institution-
solely fora law enforcement purpose--
(I) shall not be considered to be education records snl-)jtt to

the riptovisions of FERPA It hen the security or law
enforcement branch dot. not have acces to election
rescinds maintained hy the agency or institution; arid
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at diseiosure of information clay be nestle by an &dam:
agency or-instinitioh to law enforcement official; withou
consent of the student or parant., provided that:

an officiol -datcric.inath_in is made 'bv the ed
agency or insf,.--lon (aud rot by a comp;onent therz-9t)
that the ini< discioed is neces-sary to an autho
rized. Int; _igation of or:going violations of law nhich
threaten the welfare -a the cd:icatiol:a; neacy Lsdat-
tion or its students-or faculty; ;-:nd
each, determination is publicly reNned to the gcro
hoard of the agency or institution includirIg the ty ffic. of
locomotion disclosci., the number of iriclivivals
and theltistilication for such disclosure, but not the names
of the individualsinvolved.

/-

The Coran-ission helioes that its recommendations will strengthen the
protections afforded parents and students by the Family Educational-Rights
and PriN.:acy Act and will give localities greater latitude in fom-ailating
FERPA policies that meet their particular needs and circumstances. The
Commission also feels that the Department of flealth, Education, and
Welfare should provide substantial technical assistance to educational

stitutions to facilitate and expedite the developmental and implementation
of such policies.. -Federal assistance might take the form of grants to
consortiums of schools to develop at-ld promulgate ritodel policies, public

. information projects to inform schools, parents and stpderit. s of their rights
and responsibilities, and projects to identify and disseminate iaformation
about model practices,. 01-IEWs experience with Fy1PA places it in a
unique position to provide or sponsor such assistance.
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ice Building
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The Chroolcio for July 10 mays that the Br-veal Migction Btvdy,Co isxioa

that legislatiou be paaaed:la recuesending Among ocher things.

vro.hroaden the 4floitioo al !student' to inCludg
eh applicant for etedent statue," to make all
provisiongvf the Buckley Amendment, applicable to
educational record') perralUAns directly to the
applicant "-and provide. that the light of a

etude:tat for his parents to inspect WS. r evict, lett
and Statements of recommendation not be gubUet to
velvet by the student or his parent...

If I undarotaad this. va vvvld not a Ole to guarantee tha Confidentiality of
any recommendation retOAVed floe a !school Boren In behalf of.e candidate for

admission. neither the promise to destroy a recommendation before the cappliteult
becomes a atoOnat nor a student valuer will keen ouch Teporte privete.

The:Buckley Amendment was a elenervice to aealleanto.Eor adaiseloa.

_suppose erandicteta bee serious paYchintric pYoblearb If the parents dieotrawer

thgt au h information hall boon ant to a collage. they may toe to diffteeltlea
fot-th4nounaeler who reported it On the other hand. If the eollegeo.lecking

athalto the attdenc, be any break dowtl trying_ to meet [_he.'

allege.; (I hove aeon this happen.)

,

problem. or ecrencrielty hOt Sttlhith @WO
thhighihh her a handicap to hlaauCtess in cello

oareacaOravenca a counselor ftom reporting
ill he unprepared to ow the otudent when he
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the threat of
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The re Subcommittee on ElementRrY;
Secondatry and Vocational 4Ectecatlee
August 2, 19 77

things, conacientloua adtatealert off [care and high egheol
counewlern found treys to saint-atria relettonettlp that gu.sranteed the,
confidentiality of reommendationa of ntudenis. 'This new regulation would
destroythat relationship, and many cold-eat! will suffer or fail is college

a result.

The Comission ode leg -1_ ion:

"To require duct srecorda created &toot an unsuccessful
applicant be oviinrained. by an educetronol"inaticetion
for 18 nonthn from .the clone of the application preema,
after which they moat.. be destroyed."

if I understand thin, we will have to destroy udrhin 18 menthe of March 1
-(our application deadline) the; crodentiale of any cendtdotes who do not
hater- . Thin would behefoie the beginning of what would hove been their
mophomore year.

la our' operation we keep for four yearn the aredentiale of il1 candidates
who do out enter. Then any who decide later they would like to reapply do

oat ,have to provide us again with credential& we already have.

A number of our candidates every year are eaved eonsiderape inconvenience
It. For maniple, students OW go to cottourdty colleges fora year

or two and who then reapply need only proulde us with rounity college
-rtenaddigte and recoomendatione. I to et a ions to understand any wears!
Raped by this measure.

. --4
I urge that both 'regulationti be. opposed

ERW e<dy
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AMERICAN ASSOCIATION. of C0 E11011011 REGISTRARS and ADMISSIONS OFFICERS
Ong patent G de, KW: W0.111410:0; O. C. 20)36 . 79E-9161

August 1, 1977

The Honorable Carl 0, Perkins, Chairman
Subcomnittee on Elementery, Secondery and

Vocational Education
C ittee -on Educetion and labor
House of gepreserstativea
weshington, 20515

Mr. retrains:

This letter arded on behalf ,of the American Association
of Collegiate Registrars' and Adidasiene Officers (AACRAO) to. express
colleen! OYOr the several reconnendationa which .have been submitted
to the .Congresa and to the President by the Privacy protection Study

seas aeiieeion,. 7.a.CHAO repregents over 2,900 accredited institutions_
of higher learning which involves- over 6,500 individual members
idho- are Beilluttera and Admissione Offieera, These officials have
the main responsibility for lamlementing YUMA (the Buckley Asendiaan

.

[General Comments

We are generally concerned and perplexed over the oecilieting
tonttnl already established 'by the Buckley Amendment, Olt one heed
it pretacte the privacy of students and parent's through maintaining
the confidentiality of student educetion recorde by disallowing
individoels (such as employers. certain school officials, and some-
cisme even parents) accede to the education records without the
students' consent, .On'the other hand _the pretsent,law grants selected
Federal, State, and kcal officials accent, without consent nf the studeate,

We are also generally concerned over several of the recommendations
which will further impact on institutional procedure, by requiring
additional detailed and time-consuming procedures, We have reason to
conclude from informetide gathered when we, i,1 cooperation witn never,
other national educational aisociations, insblished a Guide to implement
the Buckley amendment, that a vast majority of accredited idstitutions
aireaay are- accomplishing the name intended reunite without hewing to
alter their procedures through the etigne of additional Feemelly
icspoeW ,
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Specific Cos=ental

We are basically concerned over Recommendation'(10) or the Frivaci
Commission if it is enacted into law, because it counteracts authority

-granted the Administrator of Veterans Affairs in fl 94 -502, Title IV,
Chapter 36, Section 510, Section 1790(c), Title 38, United Staten
Code which containa the following wording:

NO Notwithstanding any other provision of law, the records
and aecounta of educational inetitatiOns pertaining CO eligible
veteran' or eligible Perrino§ who received educational assistance
undek this nhapter or chapter 31, 32, 34, or 35 of Chia title.

Continued .`
ANNUAL MEETINGS

bisty-fourth annual 2, April 16- 21,19/S, Miernl BeAth
1979 Chicago New 011eAtil a 1901 San Fr-4mila) ,
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ate well as .records of other student_ which the Adadeletrator

detareines necessary to ascertain institutional compllanie with

the tequirsmentA °ouch chapters, shall be available for.einMi

nation by duly authorized representatives of the Gsveraiint."

Senate Report 94-1243, 94th Congress, 2nd Session, dated September 16

1976 of the Committee on Veterans' Affairs,'peges 131-L33, spells

out in detail the types of and what records; and files of bath

veterans and-non veterans will be mado'svailableto the VA.: In spite

f this proviaion of law, 'Recommendation (10) of the Privacy Commission

Would periM an individual to commence a civil action on Ilia behalf

t 00eltinjumetive relief,against an educational agency or inatitution

thitfsils to provide him with a right granted by TWA and canoe an
institution to grant costa of the litigation;-including reasonable

ettorney'a rees.'

We submit that if Recommendation (10) becomes the.cenfliCt

between its'ProVieions and that of Section 1790(c) mentioned above,

place institutions of higher learning, t,ht4tRegistrars,and Admisaions
.Officers, and other interested college.and lafiveraity officiald in an
untenable boaition.if either veteran or non veteran educational records

divulged to the VA, without coneent of the etudents/parente.

JVC:e
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The National Association of Secondary School. Principals
Reston. Virginia 22091. Ti: 70 6&0200

OWEN 13. KIVINAN
0.0416vii Ofroclor

The Honorable Carl 0, Perkins
Chairman -,

Committeenn Education and Labor
Rouse of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

. .

Dear Chainman Perkins:

In your review of the Family Eddcation Rights and Ptivacy Act (FERPA
like.to advise you of certain concerns :shared by many of our members.

.

As the attached letter to the Privacy Protection Study Commission inditates,
the HAW hat not.opposed FERPA or the general intent'that motivated it As

we further indicated our'letter, after. suitable amendment and regulatory
clarification, we believe FERPA has been able to be applied without imposing
undue hardships upon teachers or administrators:

We are concerned, however, at some of the-recommendations which the Privacy

.
Protection Study Commission is now making to Congress for increasing the
eqUirements of FERPA still further.

Of greatest concern is the CommIssion.'s recommendation that every `educational

agency or institutidn formulate, adopt, and promulgate an "iffirmative,action"
policy to'implement'the privacy requirements,. upon penalty of losing federal

education funds. Thik suggestion is apparently bafed on the Commission's belief
that many students'and their. parents are not sufficiently concerned with their

rights under FERPA and should be adviseclby the schools themselves to take greater

Advantage of their rights under it.

We would submit that this is the worst kind of example of make-work for already
hard-pressed school administrators that'we.have seen. The existing law requires

that all'students'be advised of their rights under FERPA, if they or their

:Parents are still insufficientlY'concerned.to exercise them, thire would seem to

be no justification in requiring school districts to exhort them to'do so.-

This is particularly true in connection with FERPA, which does not concern the
rights of any minority, or other group identifiable as the object of discrimine- .

titan, In addition, as pointed out by the former President ofeYale

a now Ambassador to Great Britain, Kingman Brewster, FERPA already goei beyond.

an other federal law in seeking to regulate local school matters totally un-

re ated to any federal aid program. We believe further extension of this law

s uld not be undertaken without great caution,

Administr Secondary Education
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The Commission further recommends that FERPA be amended to specifically authorize.

. the'filing of civil'suits for injunctive relief against any educational institu-
jion that fails, to provide and protect.the rights guaranteed in the law, Federal

district courts would be further empoWered to grant the student or parent bring-
ing such actions the costs of litigation, including attorney fees.

We can only assume that someone has grossly misled the'Commission as to the degree
Of abuie of FERPA in the year since final regulatjons.have been in effect. -The
very fact that an affirmative action policy is also recommended Would, in itself,
suggeSt that the number,of persons believing themselves abused must be a small one.,
Indeed, in the brief time during, which the law has been in effect, there would
hardly seem to have.been time to-judge whether the remedies'already provided in
the law are so insufficient as to justify further serious penalties. From-informa-

tion-coming from our own'members and from the HEW we know of nothing to Warrant
this further effort to penalize school districts and administrators for possible'
violations of FERPk Finally, it should be noted that this kind of effort to
create new causes of action in the federal courts merely exacerbates the over-

. crewding of the court dockets deplored by judicial authorities.

Lastly, we believe the Commissiont recommendations, far broadening the scope of the'
law to apply to applicants for student status, as well as'enrolled students,,and
requiring schools to maintain records of such applicants for 18 months from the
close of the admissions process, is misguided. in our view, this attempt to pro-
tett persons seeking admission to'schools and colleges totally ignores the societal
need foe candid expressions of opinion about the abilities and character of appli-

.

cants for college or other specialized training.'
.

. .

in cases where specific cause exists, legal process is already available for:dis
cover& of material which may be libelous or otherwise injurious to reputation.
To usefa federal statute to satisfy the curiosity of every unsuccessful applicant,
and in that course to destroy the.student Selection process, would bewtotally
irresponsible. .

We sincerely hope that our comments on this important matter will be given serious
consideration. .

Yours very sincerely,

4,4

Executive FtTrec
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The Honorable:12ga D.` Perking, Chairmen

Committee on Balveation'ead Labor
Subcommittee on Elementary. Secondary

and Vocational Education
U.S. Hoube of Rapregentetivaa
W-346C Rayburn House Office Building
ligmhington. D.C. 29519

Pour Mr. Perkina':

Think you for your letter of August 9.
The National dongrenn of Parents

and Teachers,is pleased to have this opportunity to respond to the Committee'a

efforte to Aegean the Buckley Family Educational Bights and Privacy law, whit

ig now three years old. Weare prelAntly ntudyilig the extefialve
Wart of t

Privacy Protection Study Commiesion which has only recently been made Avg

able to'uai however. we are ploaaed to make some
initiaricomments et this

and to enlarge uperf.them at' a later dam

r.fin regard to the suggested Changes in "directory
information," we believe that

thepropoWals are a practical response to the clash
between the rights of a

parent or student And the
administrative burden of the School. An long as

the parent or student may ask that the eatn ot be published without his

consent, modthat-the data be disclosed only to those persons who establish

their "need to Law." we are of the opinion that'the rights of both portico"

'art assured.

We are concerned, and were Initially,
with the ease with which youngaterta.or

Abair parent!) Maymaive their rights to inspect
or-review letters of repo,.

mendationg.
Parents and atudents are under great Pressure frokingtitutions

of higher learning to waive these rights in order to permit tradirioaal.mathode

Of selectiorrand elimination.
That process does net always serve the beat

iniereetn of the student and\ve agree with the Commiggion'e reconmandationo

that such waivers !Mould not be acceptable.

We agree that the educational
institution should be required to adopt an

affirmative policy to implement the polity, and thin deals with our,MaJo

concern that many achool distriCa have
not taken eerioualy their sbliEn-

tiong to horify'perenta and
miudentg of their rights under this lait to

Inspect. correct. And challenge data and to appeal finding'. Some schools

notify parents in such 4 brief or
obscure way, no a0 to make the law''

'

privigiona :useless to. the average parent:
An affirmative local polity

would help to correct thin.



The nonorahDi Carl D. Parkins
August 16.- 1977
Page Two

W do believe that ,the law has done much to help reduce access to student,
files by unauthorized persons, and hail served .as a cons et ounnes 6-raioing
for both school officinas and perenta mil to the need to protect privacy
of information.: With well -de tin'ed procedures by the'echools..the law
should d-prevent unnecessary collection and maintenance of misleading and
inappropriate education records. In generil, we are satisfied that
more good then harm ham cose,fion three years' experience with' the law,`

mid hope that some"fine-tuning" of the provisions Frill further increase
Ito effectiveneen.

lire; Grace
President

CBmim

aleinget:



TATS OF KANSAS

'Subcommittee on Elementary,, Secondary
,'and.Nocational Education

:PtayburnNoue Office Building
Weshington, D.C. 20S1S

Chairman:

em Chairman of he'Education Commission of the States National kd=

visory ommictoe'on Child Abuse and'Neglect.which advises the Education
Commission of the Statesf.Child Abuse and Neglect Project., The porpose.of
the project is to offer alternativesto statelegisiators and education
,leaders on Row they may improve services to abused or neglected children

in their etatee. We understand that your Committee held hearings on
August 2 concerning the Privacy Protection Study Coomissionks recommenda-
tions on the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act:(FERPA), of 1975.

e the passage,of FERFA we have been very concerned'about its
effect on the reporting of child obese and neglect incidents: 'An issue
had been raised as to whether or not educational personnel who reported
child abuse, incidents as-reeuiredby the state reporting statutes would'
jeopardireqbe.school district's federal funding by having violated FERPA
if they,did not obtain prior parental consent7 We examined the statute
and concludedthat several of the exemptions under Section 438(b) allowed
for reporting as reqdired by the statutes and did not jeopardize school dis-
teiCt funding., We brought our analysis of the issue to the attention of the

Secretary of HEW and Mr. Thomas Mcfee, then Deputy' Assistant Secretary for
Administration` and.Management, who concurred with thebasic thrust of Our
analysis. A copy-of our May 16 letter to the Secretary andhis response i$

enclosed for your information. Therefore, we believe this issue has been
favorably' settled foreducational'personnel and for those concerned with de.
tecting and aiding.abused and neglected children. Additionally, in practice..

to'oui knowledge, there not been any problems with respect to reporting
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BafoXtunatelv, the velvety -P7:. :', . Coaaaission, in its examina-

tion of FEM.:misinterpreted Use rel.,: he exemptions-to disclosure
td social service agencies under opor.],fig s Mutes. used on thiainterpreta,

ions of the Act they hnv4 set -Fifb taco mmendations which were discussed in

r hearings August 2. We an concerned with recommendation 14 'which states:

.
.

Than the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act he amended
se as to permit an eclactition agency or institution to designate
in'its policy iMplemeating fERPA that disclosures may tiemade
on a routine basis without the,authoritation%of the parent or
student to a particular welfare or social service agency for a
specified purpose thattliiectly assists the eduCational agency
orJratitution in achieWing its mission, provided that the cat.

tics of infarmation'which may be disclosed to such agency
_ _o"ipecified and that further redisclosure WI such agency
prohibited."

a have expressed Our concern to Mr, David Linowes, Chairman; of the Com-

mrssioi We danot feel that the problem he outlined ekists, given our preview

torten ndenee with HEW and the widespread discussion of the issue within the

comma:a

Z

of those concerned about child abuse neglect. A ropy of myletter

f Coda, 31, 1977, to Mr. Lioowes is enclosed for your reference.
. .

Ad itionalir, tWrecommendationYould cause further confusion and may'

joult 1 limiting existing reporting statutes. First, under FERFA:as it is -

''presently written itlequires unlform application and administration, Hence,

there is o variance among education agencies in determining what information
May be disclosed and to which'sociel agencies. The Commission recommendation

may be int rpreted to allow each agency to create its own policy. Secondly, if

Info ®atio is to he released only if it serves a specific educational' purpose

then such a aaaondment may act as a limitation on di closure

.

There r, one aspect of the statute which continues to pose h

Problem in s states. Section 438(b) (1) (h) dean not require prior parental

consent to ,information required tote disclosed to State and local anther-
:

Wes under s ate statiiteapassedliefore November 19.'1974.Bince the passage
effEKPA, approximately 35 states have amended their child abuse and reporting
statutes,' These. amendments have included expanding the categeries'of personnel
-who mist report suspected cases of child abuse and neglect. Five these

states have amended their statutes to include educational personnel within the
Category of state and local officials Who must-report Suspected cases of child

' abuse and negleet. These five states are'Maine, ginnesOta,,mississippi,' North.

Dakota; madSolinh Dakota. Since these amendments took place after the November 19,
1974 deadline this exemption as a justification for disclosure under HAM does

not apply tatheSe stapes. Education personnel must rely on other'sections sc.

'the statute to disclose child abuse and neglect incidents., lo Order 7-o dery

any confusion with respect to juatifying reporting by educational personnel, L'

recoamend that the November 19, 1974 date-be deleted,
I , .

1 have.enclard's copy. Of.a report from the Child Abuse Project 'Trends
in Child'Abuse and Reporting Statutes" to give you a fUller 4'001 of the

movement within the states in these dress, If you desire.further ihformat

On this subject, ple4Se feel free to contact either C. D. Jones, Director or
Phil foxi"Assistent'Ditector,of the Child Abuse and-N glect project in Denver.

Eric

nnett
of Kansas

Chairman, ECS Advisory Commit-
'tee on Child Abuse &Neglect

Letter of May 17.,1976 creary Matthews
Lotter of tine 16, 1976 from Secretary Matthews

Letter of June 30, 1976 from Tort tdcFee
Letter of August ,31, 1977 te David Linowes

Report No. :65
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gOnoTAhle David. _o
'llepArteent of Hearth, Educnt ca 1 W
'400 Independence S.E.,
Washington, A.C. 20201

pear Secrete

Of 1 ANSA S

,T 21V. Go'1te;NoI

MN:fa

Nay 1.7, 1976:,

Am of the 'Ed-I:mien Commission of the State National Advisory

Commi:tee en Child Abuse aild Ntzlect whieh advises the rdncation tommission .

of tho States' Child Abuse_kndNeglect Project. The p s pf the project

4 to offer alternatives to stets legislators and cures ; nders7on how

they nay imploveservices to abused or neglected'ehildren states.

WO understand 'you aro rcvieuing the Regulations for the randy Educational

Rights and, Privacy Act of 3274.(Huckley Amendount) for finial publication,

David L. Herbert. in the August 192S' issue of Juvenle' Jtmstice, has ..
wise tin issue uhich is exisit great concern within the child abuse ton-

s+untby. in reviewiig tK ieskley Amluldaent, Mr. Harbert states that-tench--'..-

ors wftt report cases of .child abuse without parental consent, a_s required

Act, will thereby violate the Act and jeopardize' their ichoolsY

Federal fending. We have rel'iwod the Act sea the proposed Regulations.,

and fool that this is an incorrect interpretation-

polioyo three pections of the Act support this nterprotetaarr- In Isist

article, Mr. Herbert refer's.to section-OS(0(1)(1%-D). Iii over1c,3 3;-.

howevorj'subpnrigraph E which States that records limy be reloafed without

paten:al consult-tn.:

The prsrviau
interitrot

"Stator And local officials or authorl
which such informatibn is specifically r=equirec to

be =potted hr disclosed persuant to State statute

adu ted prior to November 19, 1974_4

opexed tezelftlene adopted this language verlintim_

an that state child abuse statUtes'which require

N\
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of onspectod ab

cm.e, ender suthistcZutos. 1.1

they are cse:ipt

zcort. iiig to rho Child Ar*5. and fleglet e -,- Repo it proxi-.

" tIY 2 ototos.passeo reprting statutes prior r-to November 19 1974., Auld

1-Ale bS 'clearly covered by subparagraph E.. Onwever, kpproxinatel 27

nets br.ve either passed reporting statutes
since that time. or have emended

Kisting statutes-to incirde mandatory
reporting., In the case of theCa

taros dhieh-have amended pre-cNiStliv,
statutoS, it would ho adventageoui

o '_the data of the original statestatute for Itiposes,of the DecLley

of so that th0Y-w=1,1 bo considered as
adopted pflOr 1-0I4AreMbilT

)Th For those states :41irh.have adopted reporting statutes subsequentto

he offectivedate, subpregraph I would cover reported cases.

uction 433(b)(1)(1) uoald further eseapt teachers from obtaining pare

0i:sant-and therefore exeapt thLa froo liability. Thin subparagraph stntes

hat pereetal'censont is rot required fp release -of records to appropriate

if such knouladze.is nee nary to proteet the health or safety of.

student. The final Regulation6 publishod on Harsh 7 outline several

ecru s to be taken into account_
in determinini lzhether or not to reioase

ho information. Thay,tro:

th.is sidperogreph,
0-t suchmired

The seriousness of the throatto"ths li
ndent or other individual

.

The need for the information -to n 6 the omen

\ , 3. Uhetlior to when.tho'infornation,is di,

TO in a position to dell trills 1h eMergenty; and

uhich 'time is of rAle essence in deal

sectional (a),( cducationa

ubparegraph B States
nel.do not ewes

0 educational records under subsection' (U) (lj (i:hich includes subparagraphs

and I motioned above) , then
thc'rocerd>' of the lea enforcement unit which

re (0: kept apart from
other-records (2)'maintiinea solely for law enforce-

ant purposes slid (n) rids available only telau enforcement personnil,, are

caupt from the definition.
hence child abuse reports may not be considered

ducetienal records dupendini on
stmt procedures for classifying such records:

.

.

e would appreciate your
consideratien of this issue or concern to state

laid:abuse and neglect ozhoritieS.
lhe, question 'cf./1'4111v forreportins
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, .

6wneyr Id nothx.
thy 17, .107

Vnyv Tit(

1

shoold La specIfi ally nOdeenncd In t rinJI Riv,oletin4, Report NO, 1.14

,is enclosed for y ur roferanco. The CW^ALtuu ya Utra7 VE tho Child

Ahupe and Neglect Project stand -t to puovido you vilh nny

infomation 101$ nly donlro

Sincere

Robart not

COVeMOV of Kausat
Chairman, RCS Advisory (.71,11)0
on Child Abuse and Ne!tlect

Enclosures: Report Ro. 84
Mr. Herbert's article trot, Juveniin

Dounlas Besharov
Director
National Center on Child Abuse and Naglect
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JUN 1 6 1976

The Honorable Robert t bonnoti
Governor of Kannas
Topeka, Kansas G6G12

Dear Covornordiennett:

Thank you for Your letter of May 17 reg.trcling
rumily Educational Rights and Privacy Act of

Mr. .Thomas 0. MeFew, the official xesponnible for
Administering the Act, informs me that he J. in
general agreement with you as to the effee0., or
lack thereof..of the Act. on child abuse awl reglect
reporting. Ho further advines ma that a mo.sber of
his staff has discussed the apparent shortcomings
of the Juvenile _JusLice articlb with its author.
Mr.David L.. Herbert, And the staff of the National
Center on Child abu?c and Neglect.

theanolysiscontainen,yOur letter.

concernappreciate your cone rn over this matter and h
asvedNr%cFeetoreqpnd directly with respect
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III (II III A1,111. E Ili ';',A I AEI:

isst Ilti' 1:11.I1 1,.1;f
,fill"V II t. .01.31

Jurs-,! lO, 1916

The Honorable-Hobart V. DonneU.
Governor of Rrinsas
TOPoha, Kerman 66612

Dear Governor nennett:

This is in further response Lo your letter of.May 17 re-
garding the impact of the Family rdueational Right:-. and
Privacy Act of 1974 (II HPA) on the rep:Jo:lug of suspected
instances of child abuse onu neglect.

As the Sectary mentioned in his .1une 16 respense0 a
member of any staff has discusued the shorteomings of the
Jnvenilo Justice article with its luthor Mr b. L. Hr'--1:
andThe tiff of the National Center on ChildAhuse and
Neglect. They wore advised that, inasmuch as VERPA goVern5,
only access to and disclosure from edueational record, it
is important to distin,juish botween ropert ! emanating from
educational rocordu and thoso based solel on personal
observation. The latter category is not affected by the

, .

If, however, the report is based on information obtained'
from school records, its diallosura would be affected by
PERPA. Thera are, F couraa, provi%ions if the Act put-
suant,to which info ,atien may be disclosed without first
obtaiRing the generally required written parental consent.,
Your letter discusses two of thee provisioas, 438(h) (WE)
and (I). Mile I am in general agraemerA with your analysis
of these provisions, I am inclined to he -ye that your

;

proposal to uso us tho effective date of a statute the
data of its original enactment, rather U1._1 Lowpost
NoveMber 19, 1974 date on which it May ha_a bean asmnded,
would not be consistent with the intent of Cough How-
ever, legal advice should be sought ot the State level in
order to dete::,:liwtwhother a given amendment i:, .so basic
as to have destroyz,d the nexu,i with the original (effee-
live date- of the) statute,

.

.
. .

Your conclu,,,ien, based on a reading of sections 438(a)(4
and (B) which define. ..the term educational recordo that
ekild abuse reportsMay not 'oe educational records-de-
pending on State procedures for class',Fying such records
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o t

nppc.a Occit . 110%wo coreful of
this eonditican nat. forth in 438(a) (4)(h) indicatu tholl to
have Tel -toned in alleviating r:p-oriimei ru:Itrictioan,
Looehorn (or Lhone doing the reportin.j) would novo to Iii
ounutdored law enforcomont, por.oa.A. In Lilo and, lho
real %tan" would be that pasootn coitld by deniod
to illy copy of the Toport ruLaLnud Icy Ltp: school. Thin
"gain" would fn.; off!il. by tho mutt to moiuLain ro-
porfn neparato from othor rueordii and to meet an! slie=r
condition:1 of that, rcietion.

Linit17, I regret. to nilviJe you that. innito of li atilt( LI

for child atitnia re,?or ing %Ian not directly n
the rdiwii fin o.1 Tait Lion publiiihed slit ii 17 (catty ittuichuct)

In 1.icjIiL of thir, oralln Lou, 1 would In. intriruntcil in ycnii:

viowri an co _ho most litiely v:1111(.1103 i,r bo of ut12

olarffy ;no th-o !At:nation.

1iLLachmen

S.

Thripo.i i McFee
Ocila t AiiJitant 13ue y for
Molagumont ViwIninq anci Tuehnology



STATii KANSAS

0 I' I, C 0 Tit It
Sete Capitol

TopehA

!WORT 0. BENNETT
atIVIFfikt1

Mr, David P. Linowos
Chairman
Privacy Protection Study Commission
Suites 424

2120 L Street, N.W.
Washington, O.C. 20506

Dear Mr. Linowes:

V II It N oil

August %I, 1077

I am Chairman of the _ 0 Advisory Committee on Child Abuse and Neg-

lect of the Education Commission of the States project on Child Abuse and Neg.

krt. The parpose of the project is to offer alternntives to state legislators

an education loaders on how they may Improve services to abused or neglected

children in their states.' We hive reviewed a draft copy of the Commission's

recommendations concerninl the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act of

1975. (PERPA), referred to as the Buckley Amendment. lle interpretation of

the statute and the recommendations are of comdrn to those of us who have pre-

viously addressed the effect of FIRPA on state child abuse and neglect report-

ing statutes And regittremerts,

Ths general wiscussiei of FENN% ate

There are other examples of inflexible disclosure rules in PERM

that work to the dioliivantage of the student, the school, or other

institutions, or nil three. For example, the relationship of

schools with social service agencies varies from community to com-

munity. FERPA, however, does not take account of these different

working relatiosships. -It dictates one inflexible rule regarding

disclosure -! that school records may not be disclosed to social

service agencies without student or parent consent, FERPA leaves

n. flexibility for sharing any information about students with any

social service agency for any purpose except in connection with a

financinl,eid program. For example, under a strict interpretation

of FERPA, schools cannot assist local services agencies that are

providing clothing to needy children by giving them information to

identify potential candidates. Nor can schools report cases of
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posolhle child neglect to local services agtnetes without parental
con At"

`tire final reeommendation lamed oat thin-inturpretat I

"Recommendation (14) That the family Educational Rights and Privo-
cy Act ho amended so no to Permit an education agency or instItti-
tlon to designate in its pelicrImplementingyERPA that disclosures
may ho made on 0 routine ifasts Without the adthorization of the
patent or student to a particular welfare service agency
for a specified purpose that directly ossistU the educational
agency or institution in achieving its mission, proVided that the
categories of information which may be disc,losed to ouch agency
are also specified and that further redisclOure,hy.such_agency
is prohibited,.

We believe this interprotntion and rucemmendation confuse on area of the
A'et which was thoroughly debated and settled with the Department of Health.
Education and Welfare in 1976.

Shortly after the passage of FM% In 1976 a question was rained as to
whothor or not the Act prohibited Lducational personnel front reporting incidents
of child abuse and neglect as required by state'stotute without obtaining prior
consent from parents, Following upon this line of thinking, It was thought that
personnel who complied with their reporting obligations would jeopardize the
schools foderttli funding by having violated FERPA, After reviewing the Act and
the proposed regulations. the Committee concluded that this interpretation Was
incorrect. On May 17; 1976, on behalf of the Committee L wrote the Secretary
of the Department of Hoelth'. Education and Welfare to ask fora confirmation of
our analysis of the statute. We concluded the Act does allow for the release
of information concerning child abuse and neglect incidents to state and local
authorities covered by child abuse and neglect reporting statutes without prior
parental consent. These authorities frequently include social service agencies,
A copy of that letter and the 'Favorable responSe from the Secretory and the
Deputy Assistant Secretary for Management Planning and Technology is attached
for your reference,

in summary, FEW.% allows fir the release of this vi al information under
three sections of the In ,iction438(hl outlines the circumstances unddr
-which prior parental consent iS not royal-, Two of the exceptions,
reporting statutes and (awl:Honey Situations to protect the health and welfare
of the student or othto, tuppart reporting of suspected canoe of child abuse
and neglect.. Finally. under Sections 38(a), 4(A) and (B) child abuse reports
may not he educ. records dvending on state procedures for classifying

such records.

Therefore the forams _ fe,1% that she tommis:ion's,disct. scion of FE88A

in relation to disclosure to nor,-1 sender agencies it inaccurate and we
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wi3Ilvd to bring It to your View of this Cott,
that Oa Ci111111 t %%Ion reconsiner its aaalysim or this aspect of rho Art and

Itt reromendatleii.

SinenUely yours.

Hobert F. isunnott
Covorn6r of Kansas
Chairman. ECS Advisory Colmsit-

,
tee on Child Abuse t Neglect

OFII/

Iinclosuros, Letter of May 17. et:rot:101 Ntthuws

Letter of June 16, 147ts to Governor Bennett.

Letter of Juno 30. 1076 to Governor Bennett.
Child Protention Report Article, 1976.

95-313 0 - 97 = 13
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SOMERSET COUNTY CoLLEGE
P U Hot )loo i, t.I W WO motif,

HOUSE SUSCOMMXTTLE ON ELEMENTARY,
'SECONDARY, AND VocATIONAL EDUCATION,
R0346C; Rayburn House office Building

Washington, D. C. 20515

Dear Sir:

trin
orroAtam

August 26, 1977

One facet of the Family Educational Rights and Privacy

net chit he Mimed an increasing problem in higher education

is the requirement to retain release forms for'studento who

have requested .their transcripts to be sent Out Under the

present system, these release forms must he retained as long

as the transcripts exits; i.e., indefinitely, and this is

placing a tremendous burden upon
the filing and storage oys-

ter:la of any institution that attempts to comply.

I encourage a revision to be made for this particular

area of student records, which would release the institution

from keeping a copy of the student release form after six

months has passed from the date of its issuance.

KCB/is

OW r ortiol

Rogpectfe-117yours,

D -th C. Brinson
riean of udent Affairs
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espies OP THE DIAN 9P THE Mulls

Auclust Ili,

The Honorahle William Go,dling
1713 Longworth House ()MOO Hui Ming
Washington, n.c. 20515

Dear Milt

I am writing on behalf of Gettysburg College to you in your
capacity em a member of the House Subcommittee on Elementary,
Secondary, and Vocational- nducatien The Subcommittee is currently
considering the operation of the Family RAucation Rights and
Privacy Act (FBRPA, also known As the Heckles/ Amendment) and the
recommendations of the Privacy Protection Study Commission for
0.aendments to the Act

FRRPA was passed (without legislative hearings) primarily
to coire'zt ;,,buseS in the use of student tecords at the elementary'
and secondsry levels, but nevertheless the Law included higher
educatipn even though there was no indication that improper use of
student educational records was a problem at the college and

university level. In reading the journals of current events in
higher education, I have seen few, if any, accounts of complaints
about violations of FERPA or complaints that the current law
inadequately protects the students' interests. Yet the Commission
proposes amendments to the law which will increasee-bureaucratic
regulation of colleges and universities aria institute rules detri-
mental to both the interests of the institutions and their students.

I Jn't under-stand why these new amendments are suggested.
The ..-coun4 a in educational p4riodicals of the Commission's
sugge . th -ot include the reasons for the proposed changes I

have Nei lot the full report of the Commission (Personal
Privacy ,

r, Information Society) which I hope will give the

reasons-. `Ltt the meantime, I want you to know some of our specific

objections.

Currently; a student can waive his or her right to

letter or .1,.nt of recommendation from a teacher or : -

trator. The Commission proposes to eliminate this right of, the
student to-allow the statement to remain confidential. Some People .

at graduate schools and employers have no faith in a non-confidential



totter of rocommondtitim14 There is no way a Jaw can fume such persons
to change their low opinion of statements that are not confidential.
The Commission's suggentien means that the student will receive no
"benefit from a letter of recommendation sent to such persons.

The Commission emends that applicants for admissien (not
covered by the current law) he given the right to see their flies and
that all records of unsuccessful Applicants be destroyed after IH
months. Since FEWPA was passed, many high school guidance counselors
refuse to Bend letters of recommendation. Some still send letters
since they realize that unsuciessful applicants will not see the
letters. The proposed change will probably end the use of such let
altogether and force a more mechanical, less individualiZed, admissions
process. Furthermore, there is no reason why the government should
mandate when records must he destroyed. Colleges may wish, for example,
o retain records longer in order to compare the high school records of
successful college students, unsuccessful college students, and students
not admitted. Also, -if an unsuccessful applicant reapplies after
years, it would be helpful to have the original records rather than
beginning a%whole new file. Finally, colleges do not need the burden .

of responding to numerous requests from Unsuccessful applicants to see
_ files.

Presently, a student who feels that his or her rights under PERPA
are being violated can process An Administration complaint with the
Department of Health, Education, and .Welfare. The Department' can
ultimately cut off all federal funds to le institution if the Qom-
plaint is valid and the Institution will not remedy it. The
Commission proposes) that such a student shall have the right to
bring a civil action for injunctive relief in a federal district
court "without regard to the amount in controversy." Apparently,
this would be allowed without first riling a .complaint ,with the
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare. You probably'rec^11
the case in the Washington area this Spring in which a high school
senior went into federal court to force the high school to allow 1
ha attend the senior prom; the school had banned her from the pe
punishment for E.i. mg a.teacher in the face with a pie If students
go into a fedeial court for such trivial issues, there should be
reasonable limitations as to the conditions under which a federal law
suit will be allowed.

I have listed objections to outs three or the ComMission's
proposals to show-why major changes in the law are both unwarranted
and not helpful. Many of the other recommendations are also
defective The Subcommittee should be very cautious in recommending
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changetti to FBRPA. and any changes which apply b higher oducat
lnstitutioas should be based upon substantial ev deneo or derects in
the pporation nr the current law at these institutions rather than
the opininwt ,t seven CommiSsion

Sin it ly,

t 2. (7'

9ordyall
0,,an of the Cpi,Joge

RCN/pmc

cc: 2a6« R.,Olasick, President the 'ollege

ts.Leonar( I. Hold(r, Dean of the colleoe
Frank I. Williams Dean of Stmionls
R+«! . Butle, Director or Development
F. Stag Holtman, Treasurer
rag G Peterson, Assistant to the President
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Thy rosy its of n re"anl sigh by three opt n.

511.w that public schools are successfully. [snowing most trifle iremente

of the Family Eduoitionml Rights and Privccy net (FEIll'A). contrary to

pt

predicted diffichlites.
:turfy was conducted thIl spring by the Net What Council of

de eh Women (NCI!), the, National -Urban league' .'nil the edeentrs' Network

Comaklitee for Citizens in idocat ion (Nan . Thy. theee

groups Ikon laieryiekyorm to 1.69 dIg tf lets In 29 otatta With..
cog)) tiled Otero talk:MI 6 million chi nron to Ind sat Well the

law is working..

FElileA Alen bonne di I nockley glriennon parents Otte right

to to taw their comm. s)e school remoti .ing protects the use' of

personal records from sources buts tee the ly

give their psrMiSSI,011.

°A LO n children at_ -_ I Of 0 pun.
nrhool districts in the U,S,

.miens parents



The study In par fitly n(ltnlfleant an the ltirgLsi 8011M sf

by citizens in recent memo_ to monitor a piece of federal LeginLntiun.

The findings include,iovidenco that the new law haa nut ova hardaaaa o

school systems With requests and chalicngnn an nuns predict ed. StatistIcallYo

the surveyed showed that

*99% have n hLned parents of their rights under thss Low.

*95% 'are obtaining parental consent in Ilion before releasing

information to prospectivo,employere, juvenile courts and sheial

ageacies,

advise parents mMediat

n response to a urt

ly when infdrmation mue leased_

*85X tap keeping a logo asTequired by Law, of people given ntor-
1

oration from a child's recoid.

*87% have fully plainedihearing and appeal procedures to parents

if their request for

has been denied.

V :11 of certain information ft the records,

*84% have developed new school record keeping policies since 1974,

clarifying why school recotda are kept and how they should be used.

*90% provide parents with copies of materials ft-ern school records

upon request,

reporf they have elough staff to handle requests for access

to records and explanations of test scores and other data in the

-1
recordse

of school officials interviewed feel that the law is a gpod one.

The surveying group notodo'however, that there are areavof continuing

concern. For example, In the judgment of the Survey intervieweia,
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ISS

only about half of the Parents know their rights under the law.

*Only 44% of the publiq,schools inform parents that school records

include material en microfilm and computerized data,

*only 45% of the public schools informed parents that they have

41,41 to a review hoard of the periartment of HEW.

* *only 44% routinely Prov'ide parents with cop of the law and

their r

6% provide copies of the w and rights only if parents request

them. Some require parents to travel to a central Admini tration

building to htain a copy pr to read a dingle copy, posted on a school

bulletin ba rd.

The Natl\Ia. Council of dewieh Wom (NCJW),ia a 100,000 memban,

volunteer organ with 200 partictparing groups throughout the United

States. Founded _ ars ago, NCJW

eaucation

The National Urban League to a social oervtco .agency with a 66 year

history of. advocacy for parents and students in the education drocess.

The Nati(;nal Committee Citizens In Education, a 4 year old orga-

nization dedicated to citizen participation in public schools, waged a

public awareness campaign that first brought the questior of privacy and

school recerds to the attention of Congressional Staff.

Afterrevie0Ang the results of their survey, the three cooperating

groups,have pledged a contlinued effort to protect the privacy rights of/

students and parents by monitoring this law. They plan perioalc report

active in the area of children and

the public.
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